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Chapter 7

Findin and Reading g
Documents

Collabra Share was designed to make the everyday task of reading shared
documents as easy and productive as possible. Most of your time in Share will
be spent finding and reading documents written by others, so any time you
save performing those tasks will be highly leveraged.

The word that best describes Share's user interface, according to reviewers
and first-time users, is "intuitive." In this chapter, you'll see how the Forum
window maintains your information context visually as you read documents,
and you'll learn about the InfoNavigator features that help you find the most
relevant documents quickly.

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ Threaded discussions and hierarchical categories

■ The Forum window

■ Navigating from document to document

■ Finding unread documents

■ Searching for and sorting documents

■ Viewing selected documents

■ Hotlists

■ Printing

■ Links to electronic mail
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150 Chapter 7—Finding and Reading Documents

Understanding Threads
and Categories
One of Share's goals is to eliminate information overload. Share employs two

key elements toward this objective. First, by storing documents in categories,

the number of documents you have to scan at once is reduced. Second, Share

maintains and presents the context of your documents, as you'll see.

You can think of categories as a terse summary of the documents that they

contain. When you contribute to a shared forum, you choose a particular

category for it and thereby help your readers find your document and

understand its subject. You're also relating your document to others on

the same topic, which can lead to fresh insights.

Besides its category, there are other contextual clues that help readers make

sense of particular documents. For example, all electronic mail users are

familiar with chronology, because mail inboxes are typically sorted by date.

Knowing which message came first is useful information, often not expressed

in the message itself.

Documents are often inspired by other documents. In a mail application,

if the title is "Re: Something else" you have aclue—but only aclue—that a

message is in reply to another message.

Another contextual clue is the crisp distinction in Share between a document

that introduces a new subject and a response to that document. The initial
document is called a topic document, and responses are called replies. Figure 7.1

illustrates the way Share displays documents. Topic documents are at the left

margin and have a white page icon, while replies have yellow posted note
icons and are indented. You can reply to a reply and the "conversation" can

diverge down several paths, but the entire thread is controlled by the original

topic document.

When everyone has expressed themselves on a given topic, you might create
a thread summary, which has a distinctive icon but is otherwise treated like
a first-level reply. Creating summaries and other kinds of documents is de-
scribed in Chapter 8, "Contributing to Forums."

Table 7.1 summarizes the terms that you've just learned.
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Topic document
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Reply to
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a discussion
thread by using
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-Thread different icons.

Term Definition

Topic document A document that is not a reply to another;
the start of a thread.

Reply A document in reply to a topic document.

Reply to reply A document in reply to another reply.

Thread A topic document and zero or more replies.
4

Thread summary A reply that contains the other documents in
the thread.

~~=I Using the Forum Window
I
" The Forum window, shown in Figure 7.2, presents the contents of a forum.

Whenever you open a forum from the Library, another Forum window is
created to display it.

i

'-

~'
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Fig. 7.2
A Forum window
is your view into
a forum.
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Using Forum Window Panes
The Forum window is divided into three panes. The pane in the upper left is
called the Category pane, and it presents a list of the forum's categories. The
pane in the upper right is called the Thread pane, and it displays the topics
and replies associated with the category selected in the Category pane. The
pane at the bottom is called the Document pane, and it displays the contents
of the document that is selected in the Thread pane.

Notice that control flows clockwise from the Category pane. Selecting a
different category changes what the other two panes display. Selecting
a different document in the Thread pane, however, only affects the
Document pane, not the Category pane.

Category Pane
The Category pane, shown in Figure 7.3, displays the forum's list of catego-
ries. The order of the categories never changes; they cannot be sorted. Cat-
egories are created by a forum's Moderator and are positioned in the list
at that time.

Categories containing documents you have not yet read have red flags on
their icons.

Forums are not required to have categories. The first entry in the Category
pane represents the root category, named for the forum, and it can contain
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documents just like any other category. There are a few gotchas, however.
The root category has no properties, for example, and the Mail Agent,
therefore, cannot direct mail to the root using keywords.

The Category
pane displays
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You can select several categories at once by using Shift+Click, but Ctrl+Click
is not allowed. When more than one category is selected, the Thread pane
displays the most recently selected category.

Thread Pane
The Thread pane, shown in Figure 7.4, is arguably the most important pane.
It displays the documents of the currently selected category (or the root).
Unless you have chosen a s~5ecial view, the documents are shown in thread
order, with replies nested under topic documents.

As you can see, the Thread pane displays the title, author, and creation date
of each document. It can optionally show the document size (in kilobytes).
Unread documents have "sparkles" on their icons; topics and replies that
have unread replies have red flags on them as well. Notice that a document
that has a red flag may not have a sparkle, and vice versa.

You can select more than one document by using Shift+Click to extend the
selection or Ctrl+Click to select several individual documents. In this case,

Fig. 7.3
Use the Category
pane to select
which category
appears in the
Thread pane.

the Document pane is cleared.
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Fig. 7.4
Use the Thread
pane to select
which document
appears in the
Document pane.
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The Document pane displays the contents of a single document. As shown in
Figure 7.5, the document's title is echoed as part of the Document pane.

Fig. 7.5
Use the Document
pane to view a
single document.

The Document
pane displays

the contents of
a document
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s
You will learn about the creation of documents in Chapter 8, "Contributing
to Forums," but you should realize that you can use the Document pane for
more than reading.

You can select text and embedded objects in the document and use the Edit,
Copy command to copy it to the Clipboard.

If a document contains embedded objects created by other applications, such
as Microsoft Excel or Shapeware's Visio, you can double-click on the object to
launch the other application. Often, the creating application has additional
tools for viewing the object. For example, you can rotate athree-dimensional
chart to see hidden data, or you can use Visio's Zoom command to get more
detail. You will learn about using embedded objects from other applications
later in the section, "Using Other Applications."

~ ~ Navigating between Danes
As you use the three-pane Forum window, be aware that the current selection Tip
can be in only one pane at a time. Knowledgable users say that the selected If you move by
pane "has the focus." The up and down arrow keys, for example, behave category when you

E differently in each pane. If the focus is in the Category pane, then the up and meant to move by

down arrows move you to different categories, changing the other panes as document, use the

you go. If the focus is in the Thread pane, the same arrow keys change docu- Navigate, Back-

ments but leave you in the same category. In the Document pane, up and
track command (or

down move by lines without changing the current document or category.
press B) to undo
the move.

Pay attention to the way Share displays the selection. As you can see in Figure
7.6, the current selection is shown as a highlighted bar in the pane that has
the focus, and as a rectangular outline in other panes.

You can switch the focus clockwise from pane to pane by choosing the View,
Next Pane command (or press F6).

When you click on a new category, there is (initially) no selection in the
Thread pane. So, instead of a document, the Document pane displays the
description of the category, as shown in Figure 7.7. The description is
intended to help you decide whether this is the category for you. If you
click on the root category named for the forum, the forum's description
is displayed in the Document pane.

Maximizing Panes
If you want to view a forum's contents but not its documents, try the View,
Full Pane command (or press F9) when the focus is in the Category or Thread
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Fig. 7.6
The Thread pane
has the focus.

pane. The result, shown in Figure 7.8, is that the Document pane is mini-

mized while the other two panes fill the window. Pressing F9 again (or choos-

ing the View, Partial Pane command) restores the previous three-paned view.
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If you click in the Document pane and press F9, the document contents fill

the window instead and the Category and Thread panes are minimized.
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You can also customize the pane sizes by dragging the dividing lines between
panes with the mouse. You can, for example, drag the vertical line between
the Category and Thread panes all the way to one side or the other and thus
maximize one of the two panes. (Dragging the horizontal line above the
Document pane all the way up or down is what the View, Full Pane com-
mand does.) F4gure 7.9 illustrates an unusual pane layout.
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Fig. 7.8
Press the F9 key
to minimize or
maximize the
Document pane.

Fig. 7.9
You control the
sizes of the three
panes in the
Forum window.
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Using the Toolbar
Like the Library, discussed in Chapter 6, "Managing Forums with the

Library," the Forum window has an optional toolbar. You can choose the

simple toolbar, which has large, labeled buttons or the full toolbar, which

has more buttons but no labels. By using the Toolbars tab of the Properties,

General command, you can specify which windows have toolbars. Notice,

however, that the choice of simple or full affects all toolbars in Share.

Double-clicking on the toolbar background switches from simple to full.

Clicking with the right (or second) mouse button displays a context menu

with two choices: Simple (or Full) Toolbar or No Toolbar. If you choose the ,

No Toolbar option, the message in Figure 7.10 appears.

Fig. 7.70 x
Share explains

~

I ~ ~~ ({eYtoo~m cen b~ mnde vis3ile again by ci~asg
'"PioPutwslGe~sd Irom the menu and turrmp ors she epproprut~ ,

how to restore the ~ ~t~,e=~=w~~
toolbar when you ~ r ~~~
turn it off.

Check the Forum Toolbar box on the Toolbars tab of the Properties, General
dialog box to restore the toolbar.

Customizing Danes
Your choices for the toolbar or for the size of the three panes affect only your
computer. Others may view the same forum, but their windows will reflect
their choices. This is not the same, for example, as the font and color choices
you make when you contribute a document. In that case, everyone views the
document in the same way (to the extent possible) your font and color
choices are public in forum documents.

Another way to customize the look of your Forum window is to choose fonts
for the Category and Thread panes. You can specify a font, size, and style for
the heading ("Category," "Title," "Author," and so on) and a different font
for the pane's contents.

To change the font for the pane heading, click the Pane Headings Font but-
ton from the Layout tab of the General Properties sheet. To change the font
used for categories and documents, click the Pane List Font button. Figure
7.11 illustrates some unusual font choices.
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Reading Documents
Now that you understand the elements of the Forum window, you can begin
to learn how to use it to choose and manipulate documents.

Unlike a simple database of documents, Share is optimized to help you find
the most relevant documents easily. You will learn about these more ad-
vanced features in the next section, after you have covered the basics of
navigating in the Forum window.

As explained in Chapter 1, "Making Your Team More Productive," there
are essentially two kinds of forums. There are highly dynamic forums,
which capture group discussion, and there are more static document reposi-
tory forums. The information in this section is most applicable to repository
forums.

Navigating between and within Documents
Share's user interface is particularly intuitive when it comes to moving
from document to document. Simply click on a category and choose one of
the documents that appear in the Thread pane. To select a different docu-
ment, click again.

Fig. 7.11
Customize your
Forum window by
selecting different
fonts.

You can use the Navigate, Next command to move to the next document
(whether it is a topic, reply, or summary), and the ~I avigate, Previous
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Tip command to move backward. If the focus (highlighted selection) is in the

There are much Thread pane, you can use the up and down arrow keys to move from

fancier ways to document to document.
locate documents;
you will learn Share can handle fairly large documents (there is no stated limit), so you'll

about these in the need some tools for getting around in them.

next secrion. If
you're impatient, First, if the document won't fit in the current document pane, you can use

however, try press- the vertical scroll bar. You can drag the indicator (sometimes called the scroll

ing the space bar. bar's thumb) to start reading at the midpoint, just before the end, or any

point in the document. There is never a need for a horizontal scroll bar be-

cause Share wraps the words to fit in the width of the window. Embedded

objects that are wider than the window just run off the edge.

The keys shown in Table 7.2 are useful when the focus is in the Document

pane.

Key Action

Left arrow Move left one character

Right arrow Move right one character

Up arrow Move up one line

Down arrow Move down one line

Home Move to beginning of line

End Move to end of line

Ctrl+left arrow Move back one word

Ctrl+right arrow Move forward one word

Ctrl+up arrow Move up one paragraph

Ctrl+down arrow Move down one paragraph

Pg Up Move back one pane

Pg Dn Move forward one pane

Ctrl+Home Move to beginning of document

Ctrl+End Move to end of document

Shift+left arrow Extend selection to previous character

Shift+right arrow Extend selection to following character
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Key Action

Shift+up arrow Extend selection to previous line

Shift+down arrow Extend selection to following line

Ctrl+Shift+left arrow Extend selection to previous word

Ctrl+Shift+right arrow Extend selection to following word

Ctrl+Shift+up arrow Extend selection to previous paragraph

CTrI+Shift+down arrow Extend selection to following paragraph

Expanding and Collapsing Branches
Perhaps you have already noticed the little plus and minus boxes next to
some categories and documents (see Fig. 7.12). They are buttons that expand
or collapse branches of Share's hierarchical tree.

To learn about what these buttons do, try clicking them to see what happens.
If you don't have Share handy as you read this, these controls are also found
in the Windows 95 Explorer. If you're still left out, it's like double-clicking a
subdirectory in the File Manager. The entries seem to expand and collapse.

A plus button indicates that the entry is collapsed, meaning that there are
subcategories or replies hidden beneath the entry that would appear if it were
expanded. A minus button shows that because the entry has subordinate
items, it can be collapsed.

You'll notice that you can collapse replies that have been replied to without
collapsing the entire thread. However, if you do collapse the thread, all the
replies at every level become hidden.

In addition to clicking the plus and minus buttons, you can select the cat-
egory or document to expand or collapse and choose from the View, Expand/
Collapse submenu. You can Expand (or press the +key) or Collapse (or press
the —] key), or you can choose to Expand All (the *key) or Collapse All (the
\ key).

Finding Text in a Document
The Edit, Find command (Ctrl+F) locates text in the current document. The
search begins at the current position and you can choose to search forward
(down) or backward (up). Use the dialog box shown in Figure 7.13 to specify
what to find, which direction to search, and other options.
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Fig. 7.12
Collapsed entries
can be expanded,
and expanded
entries can be
collapsed.

Collapsed

Expanded—

Fig. 7.13
Use the Edit, Find
command to
locate text in the
current document.
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Enter the text to search for in the Find What field and press Find Next. The

first match in the document is highlighted and the document pane scrolls if

necessary. Click Find Next again to find the next match.

The Find dialog box is unusual because it "floats" above Share's window. You

can click in the Share window to switch away from the Find dialog box, but it

will persist until you dismiss it by choosing the Cancel button or pressing

Esc. Click in the Find dialog box first to select it and make its buttons active.

The other options are two check boxes: Match Whole Word Only and Match

Case. By default, these options are turned off. Check Match Whole Word

when you are looking for letters that occur often in other words. For ex-

ample, if you are looking for references to "ER," the television show, you

would check Match Whole Word to avoid finding words containing the

letters "er," such as "letter."
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Saving Attachments and Exporting
Documents
Documents can have entire files embedded in them, as shown in Figure 7.14.
Embedded files are displayed as icons and are called attachments, just as they
are iri most electronic mail applications. A Share document is limited to 20
attachments.
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If the attached file's type (extension) is registered by the File Manager,
Share displays the appropriate icon. That is, if you view a document with a
Microsoft Word attachment on a computer with Word installed, then the
Word icon is displayed. If Word is not installed, a generic paper-clip icon is
shown.

To extract an attachment and save it as a file, choose the File, Save Attach-
ment command, which displays the dialog box shown in Figure 7.15.

Select each attachment you want to save and navigate to the directory
(folder) in which you want to save it. You can also give the file a different
name if you like. Press the Save button to write the file. To extract all at-
tached files to the same directory, choose the directory and click the Save
All button.
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Fig. 7.74
A document with
attachments.

You can extract entire Share documents by choosing the File, Export File
command. As with attachments, you simply choose a directory and a file
name.
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Fig. 7.7 5
The File, Save
Attachments
command lets you
extract files from
Share documents.
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Share can export the text of a document to a .TXT file suitable for an editor

like Notepad. In this case, you lose information such as fonts, styles such as

bold and italic, and colors. You also lose any attachments.

Nothing is lost if you export a document to an .RTF file. Microsoft Word and

many other word processors can read Rich Text Format files, which preserve

the font, style, and attachment information. You can't see attached files or

embedded objects in Word, but they are preserved so you can later import an

exported document with no loss of fidelity.

a

If you want to extract the text of a document, including attached files and embedded

objects, choose the File, Send, Current document command, which composes a mail

message consisting of the text of the Share document. You can mail this to yourself

. or use the Clipboard to paste the text into a text editor.

Using Other Applications
When you compose documents in Share, you can call on many other applica-
tions in your system to create text, pictures, charts, and the like by using a
Windows facility called Object Linking and Embedding, or OLE. (Share supports
the OLE 2.0 specification.) Creating documents containing objects from other
applications is described in Chapter 8, "Contributing to Forums."

Share documents with embedded pictures, graphs, and other objects can be
viewed without help from any other applications. This is important, because
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it means you can use an application, such as Visio, to create a drawing that
everyone in your group can see, whether or not they have Visio installed on
their computers.

Sometimes, however, it is convenient to view embedded objects by using the
application that created them. You do this by double-clicking the object. For
example, imagine a document with a graphic created in Visio (an OLE-aware
graphics application). Share lets you see the graphic, of course, but by double-
clicking to launch Visio, you can use Visio's commands to zoom to a higher
resolution or even view Shape Sheet information about the graphical objects.

When you launch another application by double-clicking an embedded ob-
ject, Share reminds you that you can't save any modifications by displaying
the dialog box shown in Figure 7.16. Under some circumstances, you can
appear to make changes, but don't be fooled. Documents in Share can only
be modified in compose or edit mode. Click on another document and return
(or press FS to update the display), and your changes will disappear.

If you with to edit this object, please rave yom ,
edtod vercio~ as a ~opaato file. Tho coolants o
polled document: ern protected against change.

r hoc i! _.,donh wish to hc_notAiad_aQair~e,

Other examples of embedded objects besides documents and spreadsheets
include an array of applets that come with application suites, such as
Microsoft Office. WordArt, Chart, C1ipArt Gallery, Equation Editor, Graph,
and even Organization Chart applications are available.

If you double-click on an embedded object with in-place activation (ex-
plained in more detail in Chapter 8, "Contributing to Forums"), you may not
notice that the other application has taken control. You still seem to be in
Share, but the object you clicked on is outlined and the menus and toolbar
may have changed. To return to Share, click in the document somewhere
outside the outlined object.

You must double-click on some kinds of embedded objects, such as media
clips. For example, if a Share document includes an embedded .AVI file,
double-clicking on the still picture starts the video clip and plays back the

~~* audio. Double-clicking on some sound or video objects brings up a control
- panel from which you must click Play or Start to view the object.
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Fig. 7.1 6
You can launch
the application
that created an
embedded object,
but you can't save
changes.
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Fig. 7.17
A document
containing
QuickLinks.

Follovorir~g Links
Some documents you come across will include embedded QuickLinks, as
shown in Figure 7.17. Double-clicking a QuickLink transports you to another

document, possibly in another forum.
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If you follow a link to a different document, you can easily return by using
the Navigate, Backtrack command (or press B). If the link must open a new
forum, the Backtrack command doesn't close it for you.

You might not be able to follow a link to a different forum if that forum is
not currently accessible or if the maximum number of forums has already
been opened.

Viewing Properties.
Categories and documents have properties, such as title and creation date.
This Share 1.0 feature anticipated Windows 95's use of properties, and the
facilities are quite similar.

The easiest way to view a document or a category's properties is to click on it
by using the right (second) mouse button and choose Properties from the
Context menu that appears.
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The Document Properties dialog box shown in Figure 7.18 reveals only one
piece of information that is not available in the Thread pane. It shows the
document's title, author, creation date, and size (in kilobytes).

Fig. 7.78
Use the Properties,
Document
command to see
the creation time.

It is often useful to know exactly when a document was posted, and the only
way to find out is with document properties.

Category properties reveal much more than you can learn from the Category
pane. Select a category and choose the Properties, Category to see the dialog
box shown in Figure 7.19.

-- - Fig. 7.19
.:..LL .. The Categoryope ies ̀

. .... _ __ `~ Properties dialog
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f _
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~ Discuuionaand fniormation on business planning activities forthe SkyRunner.project.

~ ,
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Use the category properties to learn which Moderator created a category and
on what date. If you are a Moderator, you can also change the category title
and the text of the description that appears when no document is selected.
For more information, see Chapter 10, "Moderating Forums."

The Category Properties dialog box includes the Keywords button. The Mail
Agent, described in Chapter 15, "Replicating Forums," uses these keywords to
automatically categorize electronic mail that has been-'sent to the forum.
Clicking Keywords brings up the dialog box shown in Figure 7.20,
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Fig. 7.20
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Managing Information Overload

The previous section described how to move around using the Category and

Thread panes and view documents in the Document pane. You learned

how to follow links in documents to other documents and to external

applications.

Share has a higher level of facilities, dubbed the InfoNavigator tools. It's all

about routinely finding the mast relevant documents to you. When you're i

looking for a particular piece of information, you'll use the Search command,

described later. But as you monitor what's going on in your forums every day,

you'll find that the most important documents in your burgeoning reposito- !

ries are the documents that you haven't read yet. ~

Finding the New Documents
What's new? You ask as you open a forum. What haven't I seen? Share makes

it very easy to jump to the documents that you haven't seen yet. Viewing a

document in the Document pane automatically tells Share that you've seen

it. The shortcut for this command is the space bar. It is designed to be in-

sanely simple to use and it succeeds.

Use the Navigate, More Unread (or just the space bar, as we said) commands

to move to the next unread document in the forum. Unread documents ap-

pearblue, by default, while documents that you've read are black. When you

land on an unread document, it changes to black.

~c1:_. oK 1 C cancel I~s'acu~H`n'~-'"'.0~'.
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` I
i

The space bar does more than jump to the next new document. If you're Tip
viewing a long document, pressing the space bar advances the Document To change the

pane by one pane (as if you had pressed PgDn). When you come to the end, color of unread

pressing the space bar takes you to the next unread document. documents, click
` the Browse Colors

To skip to the next document without finishing the current one, use the button on the
Navigate, Next Unread command (or press F2). If you're in a hurry, you Miscellaneous tab
can scan the title and first few lines of all new documents by repeatedly of the Properries,

pressing F2. General dialog box.

However, every document that you scan with F2 this way will be marked
Read, meaning that you won't see it again when you have more time and use "e~ B°~k

the space bar. Share has thought of that, too.

When you are scanning new documents by pressing the space bar or F2, the Tip
Navigate, Backtrack command takes on an additional role. In addition to To skip a docu-

bringing you back to the last document you were on, it also "un-reads" the meat now and

current document so it will still appear new. read it later,
choose the Navi-

When you have exhausted the new documents in a forum, pressing the space gate, Read Later
bar or F2 just produces a beep and a message on the status line: There are no command
more unread documents in this forum. If you suspect that new documents (or press L).

have been posted since you opened the forum, choose the File, Update Fonzm
command (FS) and try pressing the space bar or F2 again.

Skipping Threads and Categories
Some topic documents prove very controversial and generate many replies. If
you find yourself reading reply after reply to a topic in which you have little
interest, choose the Navigate, Next Thread with Unread command (or press
T). This command marks all remaining replies as read and advances to the
next unread document.

Share lets you pretend to have seen documents so you can get them off your
unread list. The documents are still available to be read, of course. Also, if you
want to undo the effects of pressing T, the Navigate, Backtrack command not
only returns you to the document you were on, it also makes all the replies
that were marked "Read" on your behalf appear unread again. Figure 7.21
illustrates the effects of the Navigate, Next Thread with Unread command.

The Navigate, Next category command (or press C) marks everything in the
current category as "Read" and advances to the next unread document in
another category. This allows you to create forums with categories that ap-
peal to only some of your group.
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Fig. 7.27
Press T to "read"
the rest of a thread
and go on to the
next topic.
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Ignoring Threads and Categories
To stop seeing new documents in a particular thread or category, use the
Navigate, Ignore command.

Pressing 'T~
here...

...marks these
as read...

Threads (but not categories) are automatically collapsed when you ignore
them. The appearance of ignored categories and threads changes as shown in
Figure 7.22. You can expand them again, if you like, and you can still see the
documents that you have ignored, but no documents in ignored threads or
categories- will appear new. If you ignore a reply, Share assumes that you want
to ignore the entire thread.

The Navigate, Ignore command is a toggle. Choosing it again restores the
original state.

You can also choose to hide the threads that you have ignored. You do this
by unchecking the View, Show Ignored Threads command.

Saving a Document for Later
As you scan the latest contributions to a forum by using the Next Unread
command, you may come upon one or two documents that need more atten-
tion than you can give them now. Share lets you advance to the next unread
document without marking the current document as Read.
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Choose the Navigate, Read Later command (or press L) to advance to the next
unread document (as if you had chosen Next Unread) but leave the current
document unread so it will appear new next time.

The Read Later command is an example of Coliabra's understanding of how people

use groupware every day. When Share 1.0 was barely 0.5, Collabra conducted usabil-

ity tests with real people and that tradition continued during the development of 2.0.

A lot of feedback was captured from customers and potential customers as well.
< :

Documents you specify to be read later will not show up as new until the
next time yqu open this forum. When the Next Unread command comes to
the end of the forum, it looks at the beginning again in case new documents
have been contributed. This behavior would mean that you would find your
Read Later documents if you kept choosing Next Unread, and that's probably
not what you want.

'.~ The Navigate, Read Later command isn't just for new documents, by the way.
You can select any document and choose Read Later. The text time you open

.. j the forum, Next Unread will find the document you chose.
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Fig. 7.22
Ignored categories
and threads have
a distinctive
appearance.

Tip
If you want to
return to a particu-
lar document later
in this session, add
it to a hotlist by
choosing the Edit,
Add to Hotlist
command, or
just press H.
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Specifying Read or Unread Status
The commands you've been learning about—More Unread, Next Unread,
Next Thread, Next Category, more, and Read Later—all affect a document's
read or unread status indirectly.

Sometimes you want to explicitly mark one or more documents as either read
or unread. You can do this with a pair of commands: Edit, Mark Read and
Edit, Mark Unread. Each command has a subrnenu that lets you choose to
mark Selection, Thread, Category, or Forum.

Thread and Category let you mark the current thread or the current category.
Selection allows you to choose particular categories or particular documents
within a thread. Use Ctxl+Click to select multiple items.

Marking read or unread is not undoable. This is only a problem when you
choose to mark things that are not currently all read or unread. If you select
only new, unread things, for example, and mark them Read, it is easy to
undo this action by using the Mark Unread command. But if you mark the
forum as unread, you'll need a good memory to restore it with Mark Read.

~., Consider areal-world example. As a result of ongoing network improve-
~~ menu, you're asked to use a replica of one of your forums on another server.

Because you're using the replica for the first time, every document looks un-
` '~ read to you. If new contributions arrive, they'll look just as new as every

~' other document.

Your solution is the Edit, Maxk Read, Forum command. Now, new contribu-
tions will stand out as they should. But what about recent contributions? Not
to worry. Choosing the View, Newest Documents command shows you the
most recent contributions first and you can easily scan them until you come
to a document you've already read.

The What's New? commands that you just read about are summarized in
Table 7.3.

Command Shortcut Key

More Unread space bar

Next Unread N (or F2)

Next Thread with Unread T

Next Category with Unread C
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Command Shortcut Key

Ignore

Add to Default Hotlist H

Read Later L

Searching for Docu,nents
The InfoNavigator commands are particularly useful in discussion forums, in
which the latest contribution is likely the most relevant. But repository fo-
rums, such as the human resources sample, or project forums, which capture
design decisions over time, are different.

Finding the most relevant documents in large corporate knowledgebases is a
specialized job, which is why Collabra Share includes athird-party, full-text
engine. Forums are indexed for full-text by default, but Moderators can turn
this feature off, as described in Chapter 10, "Moderating Forums." If the fo-
rum is not indexed, the Edit, Search Forum command will be disabled.

To locate documents that contain a particular word, choose the Edit, Search
Forum command, which displays the dialog box shown in Figure 7.23. Share
will find the word in the document contents, the title, or in an embedded
object such as a Microsoft Word attachment.

F~,t~ ,
p earc or acumen s

earth for documents in the Warld Widr, Operatiam forum

Sea~cfi ~xprmaion:

chedule _ __.

:amentei phiasas, ward:, wmd Iragments, wildcard aym6ols, or combinations vt Ihese.
rote a reties of words o~ ph~usn: with commas. Foi mare in(urmalion on saa~ching.
H eIP. :111 11. . .~;

Meln

Fig. 7.23
Use the Edit,
Search Forum
command to find
documents
containing a
parricular word.

Enter a particular word, such as schedule. Don't worry about capitalization.
Click the Search button to perform the search and view the results.
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Viewing Search Results
The result of a search is a different view in which the Thread pane shows

matching documents sorted by relevance. Whenever the Thread pane dis-

plays something other than the default Thread view, the Category pane

shows the context of the current document. See the upcoming section,

"Viewing Selected Forum Documents," for a more complete description of

custom views.

Figure 7.24 shows the results of a search. Notice the "Rel" column at the left

in the Thread pane. These five squares axe like a volume meter on a stereo:

the more blue squares, the more relevant a document is to the search you

requested.

Fig. 7.24
The results of the
search results.
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As you click on documents in the Thread pane, notice that the Category pane

changes to show the category in which the document is found. To switch to a

normal Thread pane view temporarily, choose the View, Document Context

command. To return to the search results view, choose the View, Previous

View command.

Use the View, Full Pane command (or press F9) to hide or maximize the

Document pane.

To return to a normal Thread pane view and discard the search results, click
o°"e : the Done button on the toolbar.
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Refining a Previous Search
Returning to the Search dialog box shown in Figure 7.23, notice that the

entry field is actually adrop-down list. Your most recent searches are saved
for you. Often, what you search for stays the same but the documents come

and go.

Sometimes you want to search a subset of a forum's documents. You want to
find documents from among those matching a previous search.

For example, say you search for "healthcare" and find 152 matches. You
search for "Clinton" and find 90. You're looking for a particular document
in which President Clinton discusses healthcare. Although you can use the
Search Assistant to search for both at once, imagine that, instead, you search
for "Clinton" and then check the Search on the Results of the previous Search
Only box. Now you specify "healthcare," and Share only looks for that word
in the 90 documents that contained "Clinton."

You can continue to refine a search as long as your search results in more
than one document. A series of single-word searches is often easier than con-
structing a complex query expression.

Using the Search Assistant
The Search Assistant, shown in Figure 7.25, makes it easier to build complex
queries.

Search Assistant
Buld search expreuinn for the Worid Wido Opera4ions (omm ~~ ~ - ~ "' ̀  ' ' ~ ~ "" ~ `

ere to [earok~ Type of match dnair.;~t. St m s] to aeerch for n Addtion:

All Teut J rontalrts thr, wnrd(s1 J'','.., schedule No addiliunol c~ileda

The Search Assistant asks you Where (Where to Search), What (Strings to
Search For), and How (Type of Match Desired).

You can search all text, document body, title, or author name. Body implies
all embedded objects and attachments, if possible. All text implies nothing
more than body, title, and author.

If you specify title or author name, then your choice in the Type of Match
Desired list box becomes important. You can choose an exact match (Equals),
a match on a character string (Contains the Substring), a match on whole
words only (Contains the Words), or a match that Starts With or Ends With
the string.

175

Fig. 7.25
Use the Search
Assistant to specify
complex search
criteria.
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If you choose to search Author Name for "Bill," only Contains the Substring,

Contains the Words, or Starts With will match documents created by "Bill

Clinton."

The Search Assistant allows you to specify up to three searches at once, as

shown in Figure 7.26. Logical combination options from which you choose

in the In Addition list box include AND (And the Following Is True), OR

(Or the Following Is True), and CLOSE (And Is Close to the Following).

Fig. 7.26
__
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your query. I All Text ~ e nntau~ It wn~dlsl ~ Schedule And the following is true

Wh re to soarch: T n of match dotued Strin s to ~cmch lor. in dd+Gon:

Author Nama J contains thr. words) JJ Takayi ' Or the (allowing ix true

WMrrr, lo. scaich: TyQa olmatchdasirad: Sliinq[a) to toarth loc
. ~ 

'"`"'"~ "+~ "'

Author Name ~~ contains the word(sj J .Kim u '~

_ . ~_ ~ I c.~....t ~. s._ 
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To continue the example, you can select the following options in the fields in

the Search Assistant: All Text, Contains the Word "Clinton," And the Follow-

ing is True, All Text, Contains the Word "healthcare".and No Additional

Criteria. The assistant will build the following query:

( ((Clinton) OR (AUTHOR <CONTAINS> Clinton)) AND ((healthcare)

OR (AUTHOR <CONTAINS> healthcare)))

Specifying Complex Queries Directly
In addition to using the Search Assistant, you can also enter Verity's search

syntax directly into the main search dialog box. This allows you to specify

complex expressions that are not possible with the assistant.

You can use the Search Assistant to build a query and then edit it in the main

Search dialog box.

To find documents containing this OR that, use a comma:

this, that

To find documents containing this AND that:

this AND that

One task you can't do with the Search Assistant is exclude certain words.

For example:

this AND NOT that
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This query will find documents that contain this but which do not contain
that in addition. Use parentheses to clarify your meaning:

this AND (NOT that) OR other
this AND NOT (that OR other)

If you are familiar with Verity's simple query syntax, you'll find that most
aspects work directly in Share. Verbs such as <MANY> and <NEAR> are ex-
plained in Share's Help system.

Verity's sophisticated "topics" are not supported in Share, nor are other
concepts such as stop words. You can find notes on advanced tuning of
the Verity system in Chapter 18, "Fine-tuning Workstation Options."

Organizing the Thread Pane
You can organize the Thread pane in several ways. You can change the col-
umn size, show or hide the document size column, and sort the pane by any
column.

To change column sizes, click the mouse between two column headings (such
as Title and Author)-and drag until the columns are the desired size. Their
behavior is similar to that of the Windows Explorer columns in the Details
view.

The column headings—(thread), Title, Author, Date, and Size—are actually
buttons. Click them to sort the Thread pane by that column. An up or down
arrow appears next to the column name to indicate sort order. An up arrow
indicates descending order—that is, the top line is the latest date, Z, or the
largest size. A down arrow indicates ascending order—earliest date, A, or
smallest first. With the addition of the arrows, this behavior is mimicked by
the Windows Explorer Details view, as well.

The arrow button in the upper right of the Thread pane points to the right
if document size is not shown or to the left if it is. Each time you click the
button, the size column is either shown or not. The size column shows
the document size in kilobytes.

To find documents by a particular person, click on Author and find the per-
son in the alphabetical list. To view the oldest documents in a category, click
on Date. Click on Date a second time to view the most recent contributions.
Click on the Thread button in the upper left when you're ready to return to
the default Thread view.

You'll find that sorting the Thread pane is particularly useful in concert with
Share's custom views, which you will learn about in the next section.
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Fig. 7.27
Use the Newest
Documents view
to catch up.

Viewing Selected Forum Documents
Ordinarily the Category pane shows you every category in the forum and the

Thread pane displays every document in the selected category. You have

already learned about one custom view: search results. In a custom view, the

Thread pane lists documents from all over the forum. Selecting a document

in the Thread pane causes the Category pane to display the category context

for the document.

You select a custom view by using the View menu, the view button on the

full toolbar, or by clicking the Category pane heading. Both the Category

heading and the View button bring up submenus that list the possible views.

Use the View, Newest Documents command to display the 100 most recent

contributions to the forum sorted by date, as shown in Figure 7.27.
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The Newest Documents view is perhaps the most useful view, because it

allows you to catchup when there are too many unread documents to scan.

Simply mark the entire forum as Read, then use the Newest Documents view

to read the most recent postings.

Use the View, By Author command to create a view showing the most recent

documents posted by a particular member. Choose the member by using the

dialog box shown in Figure 7.28.

Use the By Author view when you remember who said it, but can't place the

title or the category.
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Vew by Author

Choocethe quthat whoca documents you waM to view.
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Fig. 7.28
The View, By
Author command
asks you to specify
which member's
documents to
display.

The View, Documents to You command is handy, but a little obscure. The

idea is that the most relevant documents might be replies to topics or replies u-a,,_„

that you have contributed. I'

The To You view first displays the dialog box shown in Figure 7.29 so that

you can define the rules.

X Fig. 7.29
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C'.~ S~mc Thwod
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There are three ways to define "to you." The default is Direct Replies; that is,
replies to documents that you posted. You can also choose Threaded Replies,
which includes direct replies as well as any replies to direct replies and so on.
All documents indented under your documents are considered Threaded
Replies. Or you can choose Same Thread replies, which simply shows you all
documents below yours in threads that you have created or contributed to.

The View, Oldest Documents command shows the oldest documents in the
forum. This view is useful for Moderators trying to decide what can be de-
leted from a forum.
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Likewise, the View, Largest Documents command shows the largest docu-

ments and is used by Moderators to determine which documents will free the

most space if deleted.

Using Hotlists
You can select documents for your own custom views, called hotlists. Hotlists

let you jump quickly to documents you use often, or you can use hotlists to

remember documents you want to read or which demand action.

Because everyone sees the same forum, views such as Newest or Largest look

the same for every member of the forum. Hotlists, on the other hand, are

private views; no one else can see your hotlists.

You can define up to ten hotlists and each can contain documents from

many different forums. The same document can appear on more than one

hotlist.

One of your ten hotlists is the default and everyone starts with an empty

hotlist called Default. You can rename Default and you can select any hotlist

as your default.

Creating or Adding to a Hotlist
You use the Edit, Create New Hotlist command to create a new empty hotlist.

(You can also use the toolbar menu or the Edit, Manage Hotlists dialog box.)

Use the dialog box shown in Figure 7.30 to enter a name for the new hotlist.

Fig. 7.30 3
Creating a new I ~ Create New Hotlist
hotlist is as easy as ------------------

specifying aname. Eion~.~ ~a~: ro oq
. ~ Set a~ ~elault Holli:l

Hotlist names can be quite long, but because they appear in a submenu,

you'll probably want to limit them to about 3~ characters. Two hotlists can't

share the same name, but upper- and lowercase letters are enough to distin-

guish them.

The Edit, Add to Hotlist command is the slow way to add the currently se-

lected document to a hotlist. Clicking the Hotlist button in the toolbar is
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faster. The menu that appears allows you to choose which hotlist to add the

document to from a list of hotlists. The fastest way, however, is to use the
default hotlist.

To add a quick reference to a document to the default hotlist, simply select
the document and press H. You can add several documents at once to a
hotlist. All selected documents are added when you press H or choose from
the submenu of hotlist names. You can also add references to categories to a
hotlist, even though they are not distinguished from documents in any way.

Opening a Hotlist
To locate a particular document (or category) by using a hotlist, choose the
Edit, Open Hotlist command (or choose that command from the submenu
under the hotlist button on the toolbar). Either way, a submenu of hotlist
names appears and you select the hotlist you want from the list. The default
hotlist is shown checked. Opening a hotlist brings up a dialog box like the
one shown in Figure 7.31.

Fig. 7.31
Open a hotlist to
view your custom
list of documents.

The hotlist dialog box displays the title and author for each document in

the hotlist. When opening a hotlist, the dialog box allows you to select the

following:

■ Showing aDocument—You might notice that hotlists don't indicate
what forum or category a document came from. This can make it diffi-

cult to find the document you're looking for, or at least frustrating to go

to the wrong document and have to open the hotlist again. The solu-
tion is the Show button, which takes you to the selected document,
opening the forum if necessary, but leaves the hotlist dialog box open.

■ Choosing aDocument—Usually you'll see the document you want and
double-click on it. The hotlist dialog box will close, the Forum window
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for the document's forum will be opened if necessary, and you'll be

positioned on the document that you selected. You can also select a

document in the list and press the Go button.

■ Moving aDocument—The Move button makes it very easy to move

documents from one hotlist to another. When you press Move, a

submenu appears and you simply select the destination hotlist. Unlike

the Go or Show buttons, you can select multiple documents to Move.

Use Shift+Click to select a range of documents or Ctrl+Click to select

multiple documents.

■ Removing aDocument—Click the Delete button to remove the selected

document references from the hotlist without affecting the document

itself. You'll be asked to confirm the delete because it's not undoable,

but it is fairly easy to re-add a document to a hotlist.

Deleting Hotlists
To delete an entire hotlist, use the Edit, Manage Hotlists command, select the

hotlist, and click the Delete button on the Manage dialog box. The confirma-

tion dialog box shown in Figure 7.32 appears. You are only deleting refer-

ences to documents, not the documents themselves, so the operation is very

quick.

Fig. 7.32 ~ X
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You can't delete the default hotlist, so choose a new default before you delete

the old.
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Renaming Hotlists
To rename a hotlist, choose the Edit, Manage Hotlists command, select the
hotlist, and click the Rename button. The dialog box shown in Figure 7.33
appears for you to enter a new name.

Fig. 7.33
Rename a hotlist.

Remember that although there is no firm limit to the length of a hotlist
name, you should limit it to about 32 characters.

Printing Documents
Share includes facilities to print single documents, several documents at once,
or even whole forums. Documents printed from Share include headers identi-
fying the document, the forum it came from, and who is printing the docu-
ment. When a group shares a single printer, it can be useful to know who
printed what.

Support for printing in Share is somewhat weak. For example, print preview is
only available for a single document at a time. In addition, there is minimal
control over the format of the header or footer, and no ability to set margins,
scaling, or other advanced printing features.

Of course, Share is designed to minimize the amount of paper that must be
passed around to facilitate group and corporate communications. Share ad-
vances the cause of the "paperless office." By printing a document, you lose
its context along with the ability to reply in place. Printed documents grow
stale; they can't change over time.
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Fig. 7.34
Preview a single
document at a
time.

Why print a forum document at all? To archive, consider exporting to an
external file. To give a copy to aShare-challenged colleague, what about
electronic mail?

Share offers the following printing features:

■ Print Preview—You can preview a single document at a time with the

File, Print Preview command. If you select multiple documents, Print

Preview only shows the most recently selected document. Print Preview

fills the Share window with the display shown in Figure 7.34.
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■ From the preview screen you can navigate through pages with the Next
Page and Prev_ Page buttons; you can view one or two pages at a time.
The current page number is shown on the status line at the bottom of
the screen. You can zoom in or out with the Zoom In and Zoom Out
buttons. To return to the normal Share screen, click Close. To print,
either click Close and choose File, Print, Document or click the Print
button in Preview mode.

■ Printing a Single Document—To print a single document, simply select
the document in Share and choose the File, Print, Document command
(or press Ctrl+P).
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Besides printing a single document, you can print a thread, a category, or an
entire forum.

■ Printing aThread—Choose the File, Pxint, Thread command to print
i the current document and its context. When you print a thread, Share

adds a Thread Outline at the start that summarizes which documents
~ are replies to which. Multiple documents are printed on a page if they

fit. Each document starts with a line such as the following:

Thread created by <author> on <date> at <time>
i

Replies start with a similar line with the addition of > characters, indi-
cating the level that a reply is indented in the thread hierarchy.

■ Printing aCategory—Choose the File, Print, Category command to
print a Thread Summary for each topic in the current category. The
effect is exactly like selecting every thread in the category and choosing
Print Thread. Each thread is summarized and each new thread starts a
new page. In fact, page numbering starts over for each thread. Printing
a category can be convenient, especially if the forum is organized like a
book in which categories are chapters.

■ Printing an Entire Forum—To print an entire forum, choose the File,
Print, Forum command. The capability of reducing the whole forum
to paper is useful for archiving a snapshot of an otherwise-dynamic
knowledgebase.

I Specifying Headers and Footers
~ By default, Share prints a header andfooter on each page. The header identi-

fies the forum, category, and document; the footer includes the page number
and the following: .

- ~ Printed from Collabra Share on <print date> for <member>

You have five options with regard to headers and footers:

■ No headers or footers

■ Headers, no footers

185

■ Footers, no headers

■ Headers and footers

;̀. ■ Page numbers only

~~
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To choose your option, select the File, Page Setup command, which displays

the dialog box shown in Figure 7.35.

Fig. 7.35 ~ ' . .~,
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Unfortunately, there is no way to change fonts, the gray background, or

other format choices on printed headers or footers.

Choosing Printer Options
To choose a printer and specify printer options, use the File, Print Setup

command to display the dialog box shown in Figure 7.36.
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This standard dialog box will vary in appearance depending on whether you

are using Windows 3.1, Windows for Workgroups, or Windows 95. All these

versions let you choose different printers, landscape or portrait orientation,

page size, and other options specific to the selected printer.

If you want more control over your printed output, consider using the File,

Export File command and printing from your word processor. Summaries,

discussed in Chapter 9, "Creating Forums," export very nicely. Be sure to use

the default .RTF file type rather than plain text, however, or you'll lose your

document's format and styles.
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Mailing Documents
You've already learned about how Share is integrated with your electronic
mail system, whether it's cc:Mail, Microsoft Mail, GroupWise, or otherwise.
As you use Share to read documents, you have several mail commands at
your disposal.

You can switch to mail from Share, launching the mail application if neces-
sary. Or, without opening the mail application, you can mail a note. If you
find a document in which you think someone else would be interested, Share
has commands that can send the user a notification or the entire document.

Switching to Electronic Mail
You can run your mail application from within Share. If mail is already run-
ning, Share switches to it. If not, it launches your mail application.

Use the File, Run Mail command (Ctrl+M) to switch to your mail application.

Actually, Share simply launches the application specified on the
Locations tab of the Properties, General dialog box. If you specify
c:\windows\sol.exe, choosing Run Mail from Share will bring up Solitaire.

You can send a simple electronic mail note without leaving Share. Choose
the File, Send, Note command to bring up a mail system-dependent dialog
box.

Mailing the Current Document
To mail the text of the currently selected document to someone by electronic
mail, choose the File, Send, Current Document command. Like the Send Note
command, Send Document displays an addressing dialog, the specifics of
which depend on the mail system you are using. Figure 7.37 illustrates a
Microsoft Mail addressing dialog box.
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MS:Wmdows(Admin/ddrnin
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~.~ - -~,K Cancai ~ielp
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Fig. 7.37
Mail the currently
selected document
to someone who
might not see it.
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You can send the current document to any number of electronic mail

recipients. They will receive your message containing the text:

Enclosed is a document of interest from the <forum> fiorum.

If the document is too big, Share will automatically convert it to an attach-

ment. Some mail systems can't handle very large text messages, but sending

the document as an attachment gets around this limit. Attachments can be

extremely large and maintain complete fidelity to the original.

Notifying Others by Mail
If you happen across an important document hiding in Share, or unearth an

old contribution that has recently become relevant again, you can use the

File, Send, Notification command to send a mail message informing other

team members of the document's existence.

Share creates the text of the mail message for you; as with sending a docu-

ment, you have only to address the envelope. Share goes one step further,

however, and includes a link (shown in Figure 7.38) that allows your

recipients to leap into Share and land on just the document that you are

referencing.

i

i

Fig. 7.38 : ~ ~ ~ x f
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NDte

When should you Send Notification rather than Send Document? it depends on your
group's culture. I can tell you that at Collabra it is considered somewhat rude to send
a notitication of a single-page document. I, for one, would rather not take the one or
two extra steps to follow a link into Share as I read my mail. But Send Notification
makes sense if the document or the recipient list is large. Same say that Send Natifi-
cation is mare important for urgent postings or for getting the attention of infre-
quent Share readers.

Frorn Here...
In this chapter, you learned how to get around in a forum. You learned how
to search for specific documents, as well as how to avoid information over-
load by skipping over documents and by pinpointing the most relevant docu-
ments to you. The chapter covered alternative views, printing, and hooks to
your electronic mail system as well. Now that you know how to read forums,
you're probably eager to learn how you can contribute to forums yourself.
That's in the next chapter.

For more information on the topics discussed in this chapter, refer to the
following chapters:

■ To learn how to search several forums at once, see Chapter 6, "Manag-
ing Forums with the Library."

■ For a description of choices such as indexing for full-text, see Chapter 9,

r ~
"Creating Forums."
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Contributin to Faru~_~g

Now that you are comfortable finding and reading documents in forums, it's
about time that you started contributing your own documents. Just as there
are different kinds of forums, there are many ways to contribute as well.
Some forums are repositories of documents that have been carefully polished
before being made public. Other forums are dynamic places full of one-line
replies, such as, "I like your plan...go for it!" Project forums may contain
specification documents that are dozens of pages long, side by side with
tiny documents containing terse comments. Whether you're creating a long,
formal document or posting a simple message, you'll benefit from an under-
standing of Share's document editing capabilities.

In this chapter, I'll cover all aspects of creating documents in forums,
including:

■ Creating a new document

■ Posting the new document to the forum

■ Posting anonymously

■ Saving drafts

■ Using editor features

■ Inserting objects into documents

■ Creating a thread summary

■ Editing existing documents

■ Using templates

■ Using, your word processor instead of Share's built-in editor
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Creating a Document in a Forum
Contributing to a forum is about as easy as typing some words. In almost all

cases, you create a document in a forum using these four steps:

7. Choose a command that creates a new topic or reply.

2. Give the new document a title.

3. Enter the content of the document by typing or inserting objects or
both.

4. Post the new document to the forum.

In Chapter 7, "Finding and Reading Documents," you were introduced to the
forum window. You learned how to navigate inside a forum using the cat-
egory and thread panes, and how to view documents using the document
pane.

Before you can contribute to a forum, you need to use your navigational skills
to decide where to place your new document. You need to apply what you
learned in Chapter 7 to answer the question, "Where will readers of this fo-
rum expect to find this information?"

Choosing a Category
If you are starting a new topic, you'll need to choose which category it
belongs in. If a document seems to fit in more than one category, you have
only a few options: you can pick one category and ignore the others; you can
post in one category and then create more than one copy of the document in
the forum; or you can create a reference document in the other categories
that contain a QuickLink to the full document. QuickLinks allow your reader
to jump from one document to another. I'll discuss QuickLinks, perhaps the
best solution to this challenge, shortly. Creating a new category is described
in Chapter 10, "Moderating Forums."

When you want to reply to an existing document, you don't have to worry
which category is best. Obviously, you'll want your document in the same
category as the document to which you are replying. But you still face
choices. As illustrated in Figure 8.1, you can reply to a topic document
or to another reply.
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Replying within Forums
Let's say that you open a forum and press the space bar to skip to the first
unread document. It's a reply, and you disagree with it. You want to post
a reply of your own, expressing your opinions or even disputing facts.
The question is, "What are you replying to?"

If your remarks are directed only toward the reply itself, you should reply to
the reply. (In that case, your new document will be indented under the re-
ply.) On the other hand, if you want to weigh in with your opinion on the
topic, you'll want to reply to the topic—which will cause your new document
to be indented at the same level as the reply that you read in the first place.

One of the services you perform for your readers is taking the trouble to in-
dent your reply properly. All replies to a topic document should be indented
one level beneath it. Anything indented more than one level should be a side
issue: a discussion about a particular reply rather than about the topic at
hand.

Fig. 8.1
Your new document
can be a topic, a
reply to a topic, or
a reply to a reply.

hosting Etiquette
Every team represents a particular culture with ideas about proper behavior.
Nonetheless, a few general rules regarding electronic communication have
emerged in the last decade or so that make working together more pleasant.
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Fig. 8.2
By using the
<angle bracket>
notation, simple
conversations stay
simple.

First, be nice. Criticism comes across more harshly in text because there is

no body language to soften it. Sarcasm often fails completely. And you may

eventually regret death threats and other extreme remarks, which remain in

the forum with your name on them.

All capital letters, LIKE THIS, are considered online shouting. Share allows

you to abuse colors and font sizes in a similar way. You don't want to be

loud. Stick to two or three businesslike fonts, use color accents sparingly, and

don't blast your readers with a huge font size. (However, you can dazzle your

audience with some well-placed graphics. You'll learn how later in the chap-

ter, in the section, "Communicating without Typing. ")

We've already mentioned that it's good form to make sure that your posting

is in the right category and indented under the document to which it applies.

Try not to cover too much ground in your documents. If you have three

ideas, post three documents so that replies can be targeted appropriately.

Sometimes your thoughts fit neatly into the title, and you can leave the rest of the

document empty. At Caliabra, we invented our own notation for documents in

which the kitle says it all. We began enclosing the title of empty documents in angle

brackets, making it obvious that there's no need to click on the document to see

mare. Figure 8.2 shows how this works. Readers can press T (Navigate, Next Thread

with Unread) to mark the entire thread as read.

~ , g X
!~ Fle ~dl ~/tew ~evigrte ,~orn~,e e~npedi9: Vi+~mdpW 1je~ ~B~X

~;P% Worid... `:. ~ r ►1 N► ''~ .6~ ~ ~ Ed' ~~ ~ ... 1 ~ L~ ~ G77 LAY (~ d X

Cate o =Title ~uthur Date D

o i~ Materials Purchasing Network Administrator Leval II David 5f17l95
Harmon Fiber G '~- Su esiions for Pro"ect Code Name Alastair 7/55
MLM Aviation ~ J <I like Haudini> David 7/5135

E7 ~ Budget Issues
Rame

~ __ <prometheous sounds good> Terry Falk 7/5195

~ Product Design -=~ `No, it's too hard to spell...> Alastair 715!95

Sk Runner '~ <I like Sequoia, personally> Alastair 7l5FJ5

fi-~~ ~ Here's same more suggestions David 715A35

Title: Su9gestinnt foaProjest Cude Name

Here are a few potential code names far this project. I'd appreciate your opinions...

Prometheus
Fred
Houdini
Sequoia
Camelot

~,~SIBf~ ~COIIdbld SY1dfP. - [WOf... ~i ~ i'~~3.~.~~{
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As you scan the new documents in a forum, you may land on a new topic
that asks an obvious question. Someone might post, "Who played Mr. Spock
on that old TV show?" and you find yourself itching to reply. Instead, count
to ten. Look ahead to see if others have already answered. Check your facts.

Nofie

Most of the times when I knew the answer instantly, I found that I misunderstood the
question. I'm fortunate to work with some very smart people, and i've learned to
read things twice (at feast) before i dash off a reply.

Your postings in Share over a period of time will say a lot about you to your
colleagues. Try to strike a balance: make sure that you are represented in the
forum or you'll seem superfluous, but avoid being the most talkative member
of the forum—the know-it-all with postings in every category. Let little
kindnesses and thoughtful and accurate postings be your Share persona. Your
professionalism will be appreciated by people in your organization whom you
may never meet.

Understanding the Composition Window
Now that you're familiar with the T.ibrary window and the Forum window,
it's time to introduce the third and final kind of window in Share: the Com-
position window. You use the Composition window, shown in Figure 8.3, to
create and edit documents.

Draft icon

Title

~, _ ~ x
~ FiM 1Fc5t Crar~no:e ' Tex! Pru~ertiet Und~w ~Svip' ~a ` ,_f_@J ~X

-- _.
woad w~e~... =5? 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
. 

X_,ap Po~4 Post ~Notifv °Vtiw Forum Ahach ~nve DrnM ~ GasP

Titia: Compare Window

~~a~y
;~jStnrt ;~Gollabra Sharc ~ (Ytor... ,;fi~i;~ 7-d5Ah1
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Fig. 8.3
Use the Com-
position window
to create and edit
documents.

Forum toolbar

Compose toolbar

Document pane
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The Composition window is Share's document editor. You can have several
composition windows open at once, and you can arrange and the them
alongside your Library and forum windows. Composition windows appear
on the Windows menu.

The Composition window is normally maximized and fills the Share frame
`ve"' F°` `~ window, hiding the other windows behind it. This allows you to focus on the

document that you are creating. The Compose, Go to Forum Window com-
mand is available in Composition windows to switch to the Forum window
associated with the document under construction. This is useful, as you will
see, when you want to refer to other forum documents.

Starting a New Thread
To create a new document in Share, simply select a category (or the forum

Ttveact itself, the home position entry in the category pane), and choose the Com-
pose, Start Thread command (Ctrl+N).

A Composition window appears with the blinking caret indicating that text
typed will be entered into the Title field. Enter a title (up to 79 characters),
and press Enter.

Now the blinking caret is at the upper left of the document portion of the
Composition window, and you're ready to enter your text. You'll find the
Share editor to be somewhere between a simple editor, like WordPad (or
NotePad), and a word processor, like Microsoft Word. If this is your first
document in Share, then simply type some text for now.

There are really two kinds of top-level documents in Share: documents (as in
a repository) and topic documents, which initiate threads of discussion. Both
are created the same way, but if you are starting a new thread, you'll want to
anticipate and even encourage replies.

One way to solicit replies is to list numbered alternatives, which makes it
easier for your readers to vote. If you have specific questions, consider listing
them first so that anyone landing on the document can see what you want
without scrolling.

i `~

Replying to an Existing Document
New users of Share might be best advised to limit their contributions to re-
plies initially. You have the choice of including the original text in your reply
and other options to consider.
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When you create a reply, a Composition window appears that is the same as
that for topic documents.

Creating a Reply
To reply to the currently selected document, choose the compose, Reply
command (Ctrl+R). You can reply to a topic document or to a reply at any
level of indentation. Your new document will appear indented below the
document to which you are replying. .

This is the simplest way to create a reply and is recommended. You can also
reply with options, however. And, in case you don't want your comments to
be public, you can reply privately.

Replying with Options
For more choices, select the Compose, Reply with Options command
(Ctrl+Shift+R). This command displays the dialog box shown in Figure 8.4.

Reply wit Optio

Type of Reply.

Ci fleply without jndent, ~ . . .. -. ~,

lnilialTeut -.._. _...-- .......... ...___

(x=:~ep~_reith~utrent TaJ ~,

r fleply with ~tlachmenls and
Embedded Objecic

~~HapIY~+Ethlemplate

.̀  QK Cance{ 6 Help

You can choose to reply to the currently selected document (Reply), or, if the
current selection is itself a reply, you can choose to reply to whatever the
current selection was replying to (Reply without Indent).

You have choices concerning the initial contents of the reply as well. You can
include the text of the currently selected document, for example, even if you
are replying without indent. If you include the text, you have the option of
including attachments and embedded objects as well. You can also use a
template, which is described later in the chapter, under "Using Templates."

197

Fig. 8.4
Use the Reply with
Options dialog box
to create more
advanced replies.

Tip
If you're not sure
where your reply
will end up, switch
back to the Forum
window after
you've entered a
title.

Figure 8.5 illustrates a reply in which the original text has been refuted.
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Fig. 8.5
You can include
the original text
with your reply.

!1 Eu E~ SA~»o:~ TP,x~ e~ooer~~e~ wrc Neb J~'! X

~; World Wide... ~ ~~ ~~~ '~ ~ ~ XPost Post 8 Ndif :View Forum Atlech Seve Dratt Cicsr

. a~8 'y C=~ DaleGne _. .. ~ 72. .. . ~ A -A - :B I '!L ~ $ ~ a

7 ~t~~; ❑vex the wing

In my humk~le opinion, the logo belongs over the wing. T}aat's where we had ''
it at mylast company,

« Text helow created by Terry Falk on 1l3/9d at2:05PM »
We need a final decision on the logo placement for the Sky Runner. Right
now, it seems as though most people think that the best place for the logo
would be either on the tail or on the left nose section.

Any ihoughls?

--
Ready ;. ~_
;Start f~Colla6ra Share • ~4l0~... f,

Replying Privately
Sometimes, you want to direct your comments to the author of a posting
rather than to the group as a whole. To do this using electronic mail, choose
the Compose, Reply Privately command.

A mail message is created with the contents of the currently selected docu-
ment. The mail is automatically addressed to the author of the selected
document.

Posting the New Document
Until you post a document, it is only visible to you. To post your new docu-
ment to the forum for everyone to see, choose the Compose, Post command
(Ctrl+S).

Wait! Before you post, make sure that your document is as you want it to
appear. Although you can go back and edit your own postings, your docu-
ment will appear to everyone as soon as you post it.

You have several options to consider. You can check your spelling. You can
notify certain people by electronic mail that you have posted, or you can post
your document anonymously if that is allowed in the forum. Moreover, you
can put off posting by saving the document in draft form and returning to it
later.
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Your document can be completely empty, but you must give it a title. If you
forget, the handy reminder dialog box with an explanation will show up.

Notifying Others by Electronic Mail
You learned in Chapter 7, "Finding and Reading Documents," how to send
an electronic mail notification containing a link called SHORTCUT.FML.
If you like, you can send such a notification as you post a document.

Use the Compose, Post and Notify command (Ctrl+Shift+S) to post your
document and also send a message by mail, as shown in Figure 8.6.

~~ a~~

Overthewing

G nc A4Xkexs Garicel

SHORTCUT.FML

In the Wodd Weds Operations Forum is a documentthat might be of interest toyou.

It is entitled "Overthe wing" 8,ndyou can find iiin the "SkyRunner~ category, You can launch the
Shortcut icon to jump directly to the document

Post and notify is particularly useful when you have taken an action item to
investigate and post your findings in a forum. As you make your findings
available to everyone, you notify those imvolved with the action item that
the task is complete.

., ~ ;,EA

Fig. 8.6
Notify others of
your new posting
by mail.

Posting Anonymously
You can leave your name off your new document if, the forum allows
anonymous contributions. If the Compose, Post Anonymously command
is enabled, a forum Moderator has given you this option.

Anonymous contributions are particularly useful for suggestion-box or
company-policy forums. Allowing anonymous contributions is discussed in
Chapter 10, "Moderating Forums."
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Saving to Draft
If you're not ready to post your document to the forum, you can save your

sage o,An ~,~,ork and post it later. Instead of the Post command, use the File, Save As
Draft command. A dialog box will then appear asking if you'd like to con-
tinue editing.

Tip If composing your document is taking more than a few minutes, you should
Save your work save your work periodically just as you would with a word processor.
often as you com-
pose by choosing You can have several drafts in progress at once. Your drafts are still available

the File, save As the next time you run Share. Opening a draft brings up a Composition win-
Draft command. dow, which offers the Post command.

You can also print the document that you are composing. Choose the File,
Print command (Ctrl+P) to print a draft of your document for further editing.
(Instead of "Document created by..." the heading says "Document being
created by...")

Abandoning a New Document
To cancel a new document, choosethe Compose, Cancel command (Esc),
which brings up the confirmation dialog box asking you if you are sure you
want to cancel.

The dialog box encourages you to save your work as a draft. This is the only
way to undo a cancel, otherwise the document is deleted. If you choose Can-
cel before you've typed anything, the Composition window vanishes without
the confirmation dialog box.

Closing the Composition window—by pressing Ctrl+F4, choosing Close from
the system menu, or clicking the Windows 95 Close button in the upper-
right corner-has the same effect as choosing the Cancel command.

Communicating without Typing
In this section, I'll discuss a variety of ways of communicating in Share fo-
rums without typing words into the editor. You'll learn how to use symbols,
attach data files, embed QuickLinks to other Share documents, and include
objects created by other Windows applications.

Documents like the one' shown in Figure 8.7 are not difficult to create.
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- s X Fig. 8J
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For example, you might choose the Compose, Reply with Options command
to create a reply containing the text of the document to which you are reply-
ing. You might illustrate your feelings about various points using emoticons
rather than a lot of words, as shown in Figure 8.8.

- ~ X Fig. 8.8
Fde ~M ~va~osr ' Test Prape~tie. :vlirtdosv tjetp ;: ~,,igJ;j<.'•._...~._; Use emoticons to

World Wide... ~~ ~ ~ `-~ ~ ~Post 'Ro t ~. NrAity (lAcw Fnn~m A,tlaefl Steve Dtett Ck.+3e express your
,~~ (~ ~~~. TimesNaw Oman !• _~~ ~" ,l l -o! I t-~+ I:~~ ~,  ~ I==i Op1T11011.R — ~1~10 ~~,A~

itle~IMpreaction _._. . . __.

KPitYr-f'/iy o~~iiiions ire red.

« Text beinw created by Keith Higgins an 1/6f95 at 1Q:54RM »
KeithHiggena - Seuior AesignManagex

There has ba en some discuscian xegaxding flee co ekpi! de sign for the SkyRunner project. I wazited to cleetup
zny confusion.

—~ 1.Thacookpitwillberadssignadtoincludeathirdsantthatwillectasthejumperseat..

~7 2. We ere sti11 weitin~ un some mote infaxxnetion on the bidirectionet suit¢heer. We are not yet sure if
they ere cnpabla of being to4ofittad for the StryRuonee.

-~ 1'hezewillbeafullspec~'icationfortheSkyRunnsxpublishedbyU3tendafnextwaek

~#

Ready

;~Start.1, I~Golla6raSha~e - ~Vto~... .~~ ','.~. 8'55;4M

~~

Emoticons
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Caution - . .

Special fonts, such as Symbol and Wingdings, do not translate well into normal text.

If your document is sent by electronic mail, your symbols will be replaced by other

characters, and the effect won't work.

Attaching Files `

,rf Choose the File, Attach File command to include a file with your document. ~~

""8C°, The contents of the file are copied into the forum, so your document won't

be affected by any changes you make to the original. ~

You can also drag-and-drop files directly from Windows using the following

steps:

7 . Create a new thread or reply document, and bring up a Composition

window in Share.

2. Arrange your screen so that both the Share Composition window and

the Explorer (or File Manager) are visible. They can overlap, but part of

the Composition window must peek out when the Explorer is front-

most.

3. Find the file you want in the Explorer, and click and hold the mouse

button down as you drag it over the Share Composition window. Press-

ing the Shift or Ctrl keys as you do this will create different effects.

4. Release the mouse when the mouse pointer is in the Composition

window, and the file will be attached to the new document.

Using QuickLinks
If you refer to any other Share documents in your new document, it is ex-

tremely powerful to embed a QuickLink so that your readers can jump to the

original. You can quote less, and your corporate knowledge base will begin to

resemble the World Wide Web. Even if you aren't referencing other docu-

ments directly, consider adding one or more "See Also" links.

You create QuickLinks using either the Clipboard or drag-and-drop. In either

V~aw Forum case, you'll need to return to the Forum window—or even the Library—to

open another forum. From the Composition window, choose the Compose,

Go to Forum Window command to switch to the new document's forum

window.
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To use the Clipboard, click the document you want to reference, and .choose
Edit, Copy. Return to the Composition window, place the caret where you
want the link, and choose Edit, Paste. You can also drag the document from
the thread pane to the Composition window.

You can refer to documents in other forums as well as the current forum, and
you can have any number of QuickLinks in a document.

Inserting Objects
One of the best ways to make your documents interesting—and even excit-
ing—is to include objects from different sources. You can embed movies,
charts, clip art, bitmaps, and many other kinds of objects into your docu-
ments because Share supports Microsoft's Object Linking and Embedding
(OLE) facility. The kind of object that you can include is only limited to the
applications you have installed on your computer.

To include an object from another application in the document that you are
creating, choose the Edit, Insert New Object command to display the dialog
box shown in Figure 8.9. This dialog box lists the kinds of objects that are
available to you with the applications you have installed. Most of the object
types shown in the Insert Object dialog box are provided with Microsoft
Office.

203

----- X Fig. 8.9
oba«Z„P0. ;, oK ,. The Insert Object

n a~a~R y~~~ ~' • ' ~Meda Gip dialog box lists the
~l O Create from Fda: Microsoft ClipArt Geilery

Microsoft Excel 5.0 Chart

Canco!
Ob]eCtS 1Va112b12

Microsuft Excal 5.0 WorksheetM~~~ofc e:~~ cnar~ ~~~P based on your
Microsoft Excel Macrosheet ~
Micmaok Excel Worksheet

(~: ~ispiay As Icon ,. installed
applications.

aa~~n
Insmis a new SilmaR image object Wo yore docwnE

It 61l

In this dialog box, your first choice is whether to create a new object using Tip
the external application or to embed an existing object that has already been You can add Insert

saved to a file. For example, you can choose the Create New option and click Object shortcuts to

Bitmap Image, which will bring up the Paint application and let you create a the editor toolbar.

new bitmap. You can also choose Create from File and select an existing See "Invoking

.BMP file when you click Bitmap Image. Word from the
Toolbar," at the

Rather than choosing Create from File, you can drag a file in from the Ex- end of this
plorer (or File Manager), as described in the section, "Attaching Files." chapter.
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You can choose to embed the object as an icon, which will make it look like
a file attachment. Other than these, your choices vary greatly depending on
the type of object you decide to embed. Once you have inserted an object,
you can adjust your choices with the Edit, Object command. (The menu
command changes its name based on the object selected.)

The Edit, Object command brings up a submenu that varies by object, but

usually includes an Open command and a Convert command. The Convert

command brings up a dialog box like the one shown in Figure 8.10.

Fig. 8.10 •-,: . . , , ~ , ~ , . . _ s x

You can convert
•an existing object
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Creating a Thread Summary
Use the Compose, Summarize Thread command to create a summary like the
one shown in Figure 8.11.

You can choose to include links to each document referenced by the sum-
mary. You should include links unless you're planning to delete the thread's
replies once you summarize them.
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Editing Existing Documents
In general, Share prefers that you take your time composing your document,

saving it as a draft as necessary, and then posting it once, for all to see. Share

doesn't want you to go back and change your documents. For example,
keeping a log is an excellent use for Share, but put each entry in its own
document.

However, consider this scenario. You spend several days writing your trip
report and just after you post it to the forum, you suddenly understand a
cryptic comment that your report doesn't mention. Or you notice a missing

comma that changes your meaning completely. (Spell checkers don't check

your meaning.) To avoid looking foolish, you should go back and edit your
document.

Share allows only the original author of a document to edit it. Even Modera-

tors can't modify your documents. To return to the Composition window
with an existing document, double-click it in the thread pane, or select the
document and choose the Compose, Edit Current Document command
(Ctrl+E).

If you must edit someone else's document, you can use the Compose, Reply
with Options command to reply with original text; or you can create a new

document using the following steps:

Fig. 8.71
A thread sum-
mary.
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1. Create a new topic or reply in the same place as the original. Give the

new document the same title. Choose the Compose, ~o to Forum Win-

dow command.

2. Select the original document, click in the document pane and choose

Edit, Select All (Ctrl+A). Then choose Edit, Copy (Ctrl+C).

3. Return to the Composition window and choose Edit, Paste (Ctrl+~.

4. Post the document with the Compose, Post command (Ctrl+S).

5. If you are satisfied with the new document, delete the original by select-

ing it and choosing Edit, Delete (Del).

Managing Drafts
You can have several documents in progress, saved as drafts, at once. To re-

turn to editing a draft, you can find the draft in the forum and category in

which you created it and choose Compose, Edit Current Document (Ctrl+E).

There is an easier way, however.

Choose the File, Open Draft command (Ctrl+0), from either the Library or a

Forum window, to display the dialog box shown in Figure 8.12.

Fig. 8.12 ' .
Manage your Drafts In Progress ~
drafts with the _ -- - - -- - --- -- ------ --. _

O en Draft ~' ~'.p Wainwright Building Forum: There's a Gmit

command. ~.HR info Forum: New job posting

__ _.

~^ (~+ iVimv~g0 drafts! Q Vew only dtait~ for This forum~~~

. an - ,:,.~ jZ,elote t. ,Glu~o ~olp

This dialog box lists either the drafts in progress in the current forum, or all
the drafts in progress. Notice that the Library icon in the upper-left corner
changes to the forum's icon if a single forum is chosen.

To resume editing a draft, opening its forum if necessary, simply select the
draft title and click the Open button.

You can also use this dialog box to delete drafts. Select the draft title and click

the Delete button. You can't undo this action, so be sure you want to erase
the selected draft before clicking Delete.
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Using Templates
Share gives you the ability to save outline or form documents that you can
use over and over again as the basis for new documents. These prototype
documents are called templates.

You create a template by starting a new document, entering the boilerplate
text and objects, and choosing the File, Save As Template command. The
dialog box shown in Figure 8.13 appears, asking you whether this is a per-
sonal or a public template.

You cencavatttis tcmplalo (or yom pccsonal usaor
provide thn template to aq users of this forum as a: public
~emo~~e.

Save TempleteAs:
A Pu:onal iamdafe for Alaelair;

c' a e~m~~ rc~a~~e

c~~~~i

The document's title becomes the name of the template. Duplicate template
names are allowed, but it is confusing to choose between two templates with
the same name.

Once you have saved the document as a template, you are returned to the
editor. You can choose to save the document normally as well, save it as a
draft, or abandon it.

Basing a New Thread or Reply on a Template

~~Y~

Fig. 8.13
Specify public or
personal when you
save a document
as a template.

To use a template when you are creating a new topic document, choose the
Compose, Start Thread with Template command (Ctrl+Shift+N). The dialog
box shown in Figure 8.14 appears so that you can select either a personal or a
public template.

A new, untitled document is created using the template that you select. In-
stead of an empty document in the Composition window, however, your
new document has a copy of the template's contents:.

Creating a reply that uses a template is a little harder than creating a topic,
because it is aless-common occurrence.

To base a reply on a template, choose the Compose, Reply with Options com-
mand (Ctrl+Shift+R) and check the Reply with Template box. The choose
template dialog box shown in Figure 8.14 appears next.
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Fig. 8.74
Choose which
template to use.

Forum Templates

Alastair
Persana~ Icmplate::

Similar issues in Ireland.,.
Word Template _
word test

PublicTempiates:

Gancef ~e(p

Deleting a Template
You can't edit a template. However, you can easily create a new document
using a template, delete the template, edit the document, and save it as a

~~ template again.~ ~
To delete a template, choose the File, Delete Template command. A dialog
box similar to the one shown in Figure 8.14 appears with a Delete button in
place of OK. You can select multiple templates in either the personal or the
public box in the Delete Template dialog box.

Using a Word Processor in Share
This section is for those who are comfortable using a word processor, such as
Microsoft Word. If you don't ordinarily take advantage of Word's advanced
features, the editor in Share is probably more than adequate for your needs.

To close out this chapter, I'll explain how to use Insert Object, OLE 2.0 with
in-place activation, and templates to replace Share's built-in editor with
Microsoft Word. These techniques are also applicable to other word proces-
sors and likewise apply to creating spreadsheet or other external application
templates.

All this is possible because Microsoft Word supports the Object Linking and
Embedding (OLE) 2.0 standard. OLE 2.0 was invented so that Word and
Excel and other Microsoft applications could communicate with each other.
Microsoft has made this technology available to other applications and has
said that future operating systems will be based to a greater degree on OLE.
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But you don't need to worry about OLE to replace Share's editor. If you have

Microsoft Word installed and you follow the steps outlined here, you can
create Share documents using afull-blown word processor, as shown in
Figure 8.1~.

. : „ ~ , _ ~ - a x Fig. 8.15
Ftl!~ ~d~ r«rroocc Iert Prc+p~~s yvo~ow deb ~ x

-- ~ , ___ _ : _ • , ¢ Use Microsoft
d Wottd Wide... C~ `~ ~l ~ ~ ~Ca~u von, s r~«~~~ Vlew Fwun A11ach sb~~ r,an cw~P Word to create
"Y [~ :Jl'.~~i ~1 h~ ~ A 'n Btu , a , ~ ~ 0 word processor-

,: wo~a FK~m~iP style documents.

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TROPICAL

Brampton Island
Sewn hund~atl islmds tict the nMhe~t coal of Fustiafm. Thcy ere Islarcls of astantsHrg beaUy. Warm, quid, eid pe~.celul,
Ihey tlse etnszthe mlor end vantleY of the Grey Barrier Rest.

AUnyharrdful ollt~ase isicnds e~e lnh~Med. Of tlie~,Bremptm isrny ta,~vBa.Thismmth 11n w8ingto invite ynu to perad~se.

&an~ton isihe bestof e.~}tling tiop(caHhe ~uiflhd dreans erc mad3 of. It has
lug ran(ore~is, b~(IfarNycdoed Nrtls erc! buEertlles, goads otcaconut p41ms, ald
sandy beadus. Pnd thd's ~ustthe Imd ettiadiors. The ~eai ~rowisundaNete~, a
fawm~as oii tl~e bench.

Put myour a7o~Cel aid fins aid sWm thagh spekling v~erintothe kslddoscope
of VaplcH fish. Manyot lte~ fisYtcmnd befaurid myrhaed~inlhawttid.

71e oorel gadens ae accessible att! s~peb. Nd If the~siand v d's unc~n~er
gac~m 9~oJd Ime yvn irAeest, vst urAO ~owtide arxl calk tothe nmSisland--it's a
n~fonrl park.

;~Stad l,~Collabre Share ~ [Vtoi... i~Microso(tWord- ~r~Y~. 9~16AM

Microsoft Word, In-Place
Create a new document, give it a title, and choose the Edit, Insert New Object
command. One of the choices in the dialog box that appears should be
"Microsoft Word 6.0 Document." Select that, choose Create New, make sure
that the Display As Icon box is not checked, and click OK. (Earlier versions of
Word don't support in-place activation, so you need Word 6.0.)

The result of the Insert New Object command is a box, one line high, in your

Composition window document. Click the black square at the.lower-right
corner of the box and drag the box to make it larger. Click and drag on the
box's border to move the upper-left corner into view, and your display will
resemble Figure 8.16. Nonce that the toolbar is Word's, not Share's, and that
Word has conscripted your menus as well. Your screen may look different
from the figure because Word's toolbars are quite customizable.
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Fig. 8.16
Microsoft Word is
activated in-place
in Collabra Share.

~ , ~ x
Fle ~,d¢ view jn>at ' Fp~mat Toots Tabta jj~dow Help ~8J x

Title: ~n-place Wort

~ ~ ~

his tori is being typed inM ic:osoft 9Jord o.0 from within Collab:a Share 2.0..

:~S~dfl ;~C~Ilabra Share ~ IWoc_ ~tdic~uroll Wu~tl~PJE'H~S2 9.13AM

To dismiss Word and return to Share, press Esc or click outside the Word
object's frame. When an OLE application such as Word "takes over" an appli-
cation such as Share's menus and toolbars, it has been activated in place.
In-place activation is a key feature of OLE 2.0.

All of Word's facilities are available when you're editing your Word object.
For example, you can create tables, justify text, use the grammar checker and
the thesaurus, and specify tabs, including centered and decimal tabs. You can
embed fields like date and time. You can run Word Basic macros. In short,
you have many more capabilities than Share's editor offers.

Now for the bad news. Word objects have a fixed width. If the document
pane isn't wide enough, the right side of the word document will be cut off
and document panes don't have horizontal scroll bars. Share's Find com-
mand and spell-checker won't work in Word objects.

Embedding Word objects may or may not work for your situation, but you
should certainly experiment with it. Just about all I say about Word applies to
other OLE 2.0 word processors and applications, such as Microsoft Excel or
Shapeware's Visio.

Invoking Word from the Toolbar
Share's support for custom commands can make a simple button on the editor
toolbar for Microsoft Word or any other OLE-enabled application. If you have
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Microsoft Word 6.0, for example, just add the following lines to
WINSHARE.INI:

[Custom Commands]
Commandl=TextBar;InsertObject;Word.Document.6

If you already have a Custom Commands section, add the new command to
the end.

You can add buttons for any application that appears in the Insert Object
dialog box. Use the OLE registration editor to determine the correct class
name (such as "Word.Document.6" in the example above). To run the regis-
tration editor, use the Run command on the Start menu (or File, Run from
the Windows 3.x Program Manager) and enter REGEDIT /v. Word's classes
are found in:

My Computer~HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT~.DOC

Creating a Word Template ~ ~
To make using Word in Share easier, consider creating a public template con-
sisting of an empty Word object. Here are the steps:

1. Create a new document with the Compose, Start Thread command
(Ctrl+N). Give it a title, such as "Word Template."

2. Choose Edit, Insert New Object and select Microsoft Word 6.0 Docu-
ment. Choose Create New and uncheck Display As Icon.

3. Drag the rectangle's corner to create a large enough writing area, and
drag the border to position the rectangle on the page.

4. Make initial choices, such as font, size, color, paragraph formatting, etc.

5. If you like, create and customize a table.

6. Click outside the rectangle to dismiss Word and return to Share.

7. Choose the File, Save As Template command.

8. Press Esc to close the Composition window and answer No to the Save
As Draft prompt.

Now, anyone with Microsoft Word can use this template to create a new
document.

Using a Word Template
To use the Word template, choose Compose, Start Thread with Template
(Ctrl+Shift+i~. Double-click inside the invisible word rectangle to invoke
Microsoft Word. ,..
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When you are satisfied with the new document, press Esc or click outside the '

rectangle to dismiss Word. Then either post the new document or save it as a

draft. , ~

Readers of your document won't immediately realize that it is a Word object

unless the right side is truncated. Readers will be able to double-click the

object and launch Word, but any changes they make in Word will not affect ~.

the document stored in the forum. j

From Here... ~~~'
~ .

Congratulations, you are now familiar with both reading and contributing s

documents in Share. You have seen and used every kind of window: Library,

Forum, and Composition. All that remains are the details of creating and a
9

moderating forums.

Other chapters that offer additional information include:

■ For more details on threads and categories, see Chapter 7, "Finding and
Reading Documents."

■ For an explanation of how to contribute an entire forum to your group,
see Chapter 9, "Creating Forums."

■ To learn about features such as Allow Anonymous Contributions, see
Chapter 10, "Moderating Forums."
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I have described how to read forums and how to contribute documents to
forums. It is now time to discuss creating new forums for your team to use.
In this chapter, you'll learn about

■ The different kinds of forums

■ Creating forums

■ The decisions you make when you create a forum

■ Establishing categories in a forum

Understanding Forums
There are as many different kinds of forums as there are workgroups. Each
forum will have a character all its own because each will contain the informa-
tion that the group has contributed. It is in the nature of shared forums to
contain unpredictable information.

Share makes it easy for you to create a forum with default choices, but it is
not very difficult to customize a new forum: there are no important decisions
you make when you create a forum that can't be changed later.

The creator of a forum has certain responsibilities. First, the creator is always
a Moderator of the forum and the creator's membership and privileges can-
not be changed during the life of the forum. Second, users of the new forum
will carry on the policies set down at the creation time. The initial categories,
as well as choices such as default membership privileges, tend to define the
nature of the forum.

Moderators play a significant role in making a forum successful, as you will
see when you explore Chapter 10, "Moderating Forums." The users of your
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~_}
new forum will entrust their information to it. It is your responsibility to
ensure that your users' information is optimally organized—not accidentally ~.
destroyed or exposed to unauthorized individuals. The following is a descrip- _~~
tion of three different kinds of forums: f

■ Discussion. Some forums capture a discussion about various aspects of a
project (or a process). Such forums grow dynamically. Members tend to
have Contributor privileges, but there may be many Moderators. Dis-
cussion forums often need encryption and password protection, and Y
the automatic deletion of older documents that have become stale.

■ Repository. Other forums are relatively static repositories of corporate
knowledge. They have only a few members who are not readers. The
structure of the forum is carefully moderated for ease of use and may
have index documents that contain almost nothing but QuickLinks to
other documents. A repository forum may maintain past versions of
certain documents.

■ Data- feed. Collabra Share Agents, described in Part III, "Extending
Share," can populate forums with documents from a news service, such
as First! by Individual, or from selected newsgroups on the Internet.
Such forums are extremely dynamic, so limits must be imposed and
documents aged (automatically deleted) to keep the forum from
becoming huge.

Establishing a New Forum
Before you can create a new forum, you must have been granted that privi-
lege by the Administrator when you were added to the Share Registry. Chap-
ter 19, "Managing the Registry," describes how to use the File, Admin, Users
command to change a user's permissions to include User is Permitted to Cre- ' g 5
ate Forums. By default, all users in the enterprise can create new forums.

To create a forum and accept the default location, policies, descriptions, and
even a default icon, simply give the new forum a title. Each of these forum
properties, including the title, can be changed later, but I'll discuss the possi-
bilities here.

Creating the Forum
In addition to giving your new forum a title, you'll want to give it a distinc- ~
tive icon and adescription—and you may not want to locate the new forum
in the public forum directory.
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You create new forums in the context of the Library window by choosing the ~~
File, New Forum command (Ctrl+N), which displays the dialog box shown in Ne'" F°"A"'

Figure 9.1.

Create Neuv Forum
~e~:
Competitive Analyci~ ~ ' ~OK

Lucateon: G7\i30LlABAAtFOflOMS ~ ~ ~- ~ ~~•~>- ~ ~' '~~ ~- Cat~cai

Qexcription: ,. .
- PropazGa:...

Thia is a moderated tomm. Your postings must he reviewed and
approved by one of the Following ~ Place=Forum...mode~n[o~s: Marty Posner (forum mansgerJ. Gail Shipton, or +. .

$naauncementTezt _.. AddEjemheex...

This famm contains deacnpUons of our competitoi s products $~Qwse Icnna...
and technical marketing points, including
feature comparisonr. ~ ~g~

~ m 'f~

Using this dialog box, you must specify a title, and you may choose a differ-
ent icon, description, and announcement text. Clicking the Properties button
allows you to change various forum policies, such as encryption or size limits,
and to invite users by preregistering them as members. Clicking the Place
Forum button, described in the section, "Placing the Forum," lets you choose
a different folder for the new forum.

Title, Icon, and Default Properties
All forums must have a title. If you don't specify an icon, the Collabra Share
logo is used. Notice that the description and announcement texts have been
filled in for you with the minimum information that your users will need:
the name of the person who created the forum.

If you don't click the Properties button to change forum policies, your new
forum will receive the default:

■ Full-text index

■ No password

■ No encryption

■ No size limits

Fig. 9.7
Use the File, New
Forum command
to create a new
forum.
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■ No automatic document deletion

■ Anonymous posting not allowed

■ New users have Contributor privileges

■ New users must be approved by the Moderator

Placing the Forum
For compatibility with older Windows systems, each forum has an eight-

character name in addition to the full title that you give it. In fact, the eight-

character name is derived from the title. If your new forum is titled, "Sky

Runner ISO 9000," the forum's eight-character name will be "SKY_RUNN."

If there is already a forum with the same eight-character name, the last three

characters are replaced by digits. So if the example above ran into a conflict

because there were already several forums with titles starting with "Sky Run-

ner," then your new forum's name might be "SKY_R003."

You may want to assign the eight-character name yourself in order to
make the name more or less readable from the Explorer. For example, you
might name all of the "Sky Runner..." forums with an "SR" followed by an
abbreviation of the forum's use, such as "SR_IS09k," "SR_SALES," "SR_ENG."
On the other hand, you might want to assign names that make it more diffi-
cult to deduce the forum's content (as an additional security measure).
You might call the new forum "34-09(2)."

To choose the eight-character name of your forum, allow Collabra to create
the forum and then use the Explorer to rename both the .FM file and the
folder (subdirectory) before the forum is added to anyone's Library. The .FM
file is read-only, so you'll have to confirm the rename.

New forums are created in the Public Forum Directory by default, but you
have control over this as well. You can use the Place Forum dialog box,
shown in Figure 9.2, to select a different folder for the new forum.

You might want to create forums in a different folder as a security measure.
If you are creating more than one forum in a different folder, it is worthwhile
to change your workstation's Public Forum directory temporarily by using the
Locations tab of the General Properties sheet, which is displayed by choosing
Properties, General. When you have added the forums to your Library,
change back to the Public Forum directory that everyone shares.

f~

s
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~- -------___---------- __X Fig. 9.2
.,. . ,., -
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Making the Forum Accessible to Others
''

When you create a new forum, the others on your team will not immediately
be aware of it. They will need to add the new forum to their Libraries before
they can access it, and you'll need to notify them that the forum is available.

Any new forums that you create are automatically added to your Library.
Other users must explicitly add the new forum to their Libraries. They will
use the File, Get Forum command (Ctrl+G) in their Library window context.
Your new forum, along with your icon and announcement text, will appear
in the dialog box shown in Figure 9.3.

Get Forum
Eaium Nemea:

,,, Fallingwater
First! Nawsfeed

~+ HR InFo

~~ Internet Newsgroups
NetNews

[]j The Learning Famm

~'~ Wainwright 8uildng
::.~ World Wide_~pe~ations

fa~um Announcemc~t_

Directories' OK ~~
c;lcollabwlforumr

_~ ~;~ Cancci
t,~ collabra
-~ forums ~lelp
fJ' competit

fallingw ~ NgMork...
...

_ _ _human ~e _ _ . .

Drives.

CJ c. toot

Fig. 9.3
The new forum
appears when
the Get Forum
command is
selected.

hu to~um contamr tlescnpuans of our compe[Ror: produces and cecnn~cai ma~Ketmg
points, indudng Feature comparisurts.
For further information. contact: Marty Poane~ in Marketing at extension x5132.

Forum membership is restricted. For access, please include director-level approval in your
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The new forum can be added to any user's Library, but users are still subject to
the membership policy of the forum. If the forum has a closed enrollment
policy, for example, they will be prompted to request membership the first
time they try to open the forum.

When you create a new forum, Share asks if you would like to send electronic
mail notifying others of the forum's existence. You can specify any recipients
you like, and your message can explain to them the purpose of the new fo-
rum. Also, the message will include a link that will launch your forum for
your recipients.

You might decline an initial notification for several reasons, however. You
might want to establish categories and add documents before others join the
forum, for example, or you might want to rename the forum on disk (as de-
scribed in the previous section, "Placing the Forum").

You can send a notification at any time by selecting the forum in your
Library and choosing the File, Send, Forum Link command.

Managing Membership
As the creator, you are automatically and irrevocably a Moderator of the fo-
rum, as I mentioned earlier. One of the Moderator's roles is management of a
forum's membership list.

If you chose the default, closed enrollment, you'll need to grant membership
as users request it. Whenever you open the new forum, you'll be notified of
new membership requests received since the last time you opened it.

To avoid having to approve each request, you might want to change the
policy to open enrollment. To do this after the forum is created, select the
new forum and choose Properties, Forum. Select the Anyone Can Join This
Forum option on the Access Policy tab.

Even without specifying open enrollment, you can still avoid receiving mem-
bership requests by inviting members. You invite members from the Member-
ship List tab of the Properties, Forum dialog box. Click the Add New Members
button and select users for preapproved membership.

Membership requests and other Moderator tasks are described in detail in
Chapter 10, "Moderating Forums."
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Deciding How the Forum Will Appear
Now let's cover the properties of a new forum in more detail, starting with
the choices that affect how your forum will appear to others in the group.
These properties include the title, icon, announcement text, and forum
description.

Titles and Icons
The title appears in everyone's Library, centered under -the book icon. Titles
can be up to 79 characters long and can include spaces and punctuation,
but you're advised to keep your titles short. Good titles include: The Water
Cooler, Company Info, Public Relations and Publicity, Sky Runner '96
Project, or Sales, Marketing, and Communications.

The longest of these titles is 35 characters. Long forum titles get chopped off
in various window and dialog box headings. Also, don't use the word Forum
in the title, or you'll see "Sales Forum Forum" on your forum window
caption.

The icons that represent these titles appear prominently in your user's Library
and act as graphic titles —one less thing for busy people to think about.
Choose an icon that users will recognize and associate with your new forum.

The Create New Forum dialog box displays a panel of 42 icons, but you have
a much wider choice than that. If you use the Browse Icons button on the
Create New Forum dialog box, or on the Select Forum Icon dialog box from
the Properties, Forum Identification tab, you will be able to include icons
from any source.

The dialog box shown in Figure 9.4 allows you to extract icons from .ICO
files created by an icon editor or from any .EXE application or .DLL library.
Collabra optionally includes more than a dozen icon .DLL files when
you install, and the Browse Icons dialog box typically starts in the
\COLLABRA\BIN\ICONS folder.

Windows includes a file called C:\WINDOWS\MORICONS.DLL that includes
dozens of icons. Services such as CompuServe and America Online are excel-
lent sources of creative icons.

Your initial icon choice is important because, although any Moderator can
change a forum's icon at any time, its use as a visual cue depends upon
consistency.
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Fig. 9.4
There are plenty of
icons from which
to choose.

Create New Forum

Name:

Millenia Spacecraft

Location: Q\COLLADRAIFORUMS

Description:

Forum created by: Alastair

OK

Canccl

L'mpedies...

Place ~orwn.._ j

— - ~- Add ~lcmbe~s... ICI

Qrowce Icortz.. ~,was created by Alastair

Custom icon from TRANSPOR.DLL

Fig. 9.5
The announce-
ment text appears
when users request
membership.

Announcement Text
The forum's announcement text is its calling card to nonmembers. If the
forum contains confidential information, it should not be revealed in the
announcement. The announcement should explain the purpose of the
forum, who should participate, and who should be contacted for more
information.

Announcement text is limited to 511 characters of plain text. The display is
truncated to the first five lines in the Request Membership dialog box shown
in Figure 9.5.

Reques - um Membership
Re~uashmembetshi~in theCompetilive Analysis forwn

Phis forum contains do:captio~eof uw wmpatitnrs pmducG and lechnic~bmmkolinq.,,
aoiMs, includmgloatueocompari+ono
Far fudhei information, contact: Ms~tyPo~nerin Me~ketiny et enlensianx5132.

?ovum membeuhip is ~n:liicted. Fot ecca:a. ploase include dimctorievei eppmval in yom '

ptionai Message to the Modotator.
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Prudence dictates that if a forum is highly sensitive, little or no information
should be presented in the announcement. "This forum requires a High Secu-
riry clearance," might be the entire announcement, fox example. Even the
name of the forum's creator (the default announcement) is a useful clue for
unauthorized users.

You can use the announcement to make ground rules clear. For example:

This forum is open to anyone fior general discussion of zoo
animals. However, anyone joining this forum agrees not to
use the word 'elephant. ' Use ofi this word is grounds for
e jection from the fiorum.

Description
Unlike the announcement text, the description is available only to members
of the forum. The description appears in the document pane when the forum
is open but no category or document is selected, as shown in Figure 9.6.

. , . . : ,. . . _ ~ X
~ EYc ~dt Ybw j~a c ~ompo;e Pr flies L-Ie1P ~ ,:•..,, :. -'"` _f &f x

✓ ,-Dr s::~ I`Sea~ttli "w . l Back Keatl tde~ •.! Ftveetl ~ fbsz

GaEe o. =Tide Autflor Date D
~f Com etitivaAnal sis ~ Forum Policies Alastair 7trJA35

Wilson Aircraft
~ Swift Aeronautics

Hyundai ~
Pilot AircraR j
Airtruck Industries
Secrei Nliances

i~ Maverick Aeroapece
i

~7
This is a moderated forum. Your postings must be revlawed and approved by one of the following
moderators: Marty Posner (forum manager), Gail Shipton, or Dannq 14m.

Thie forum contains descriptions of our competitor's products and technical marketing paints, including
feature comparisons.
Far fudher information, contact: Mady Posner in Marketing at extension x5132.

Forum membership is restricted. For access, please include director-level approval in your membership
request.
Rea~3y ~, i_ ~~~M -...,w_.,., a ~ ~ _.._..._.... ~.
~Stait ;~jCollabra Shute - [Cum._ ~

Use the description, which is limited to 511 characters of plain text like the
announcement, to specify the rules to the forum's members. The purpose of
the forum, an overview of the categories, and a list of the Moderators and
their telephone numbers are all appropriate items for inclusion in the

j description.
I

Fig. 9.6
The forum
description is
visible only to
members of the
forum.
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Making Initial I~olicy Decisions
When you create a forum, you are specifying policies that will guide Share in
its automatic administration of your forum. Remember "policy-based admin-

istration" from Chapter 1, "Making Your Team More Productive"? LeYs ex-

amine the various choices—even though these policies can be changed at any
time by any Moderator of the forum and are described in detail in Chapter
10, "Moderating Forums."

Encryption
All documents created when forum encryption is specified are encrypted
using technology licensed from RSA Data Security, Inc., a recognized leader
in the field. Documents created when forum encryption is turned off are
not encrypted, and turning on encryption does not go back and scramble
unencrypted documents. Likewise, turning off encryption does not decrypt
documents.

It's very important to turn on encryption when you create the forum if you
will want this security in the future. If you decide to turn on encryption later,
you'll fail to encrypt some number of documents.

Encryption affects the contents of forum data files on the disk. The only no-
ticeable effect of encryption from within Share is that posting and reading
large documents is not quite as fast. If your membership policy deliberately
excludes certain people, you'll probably want encryption to keep those
people from reading the forum's data files without using Share.

To request encryption, select the Storage Policy tab of the Forum Properties
dialog box and check the Encrypt the contents of new contributions for pri-
vacybox.

Password
If the forum contains sensitive information, you should give it a password as
well. Members will be asked for the password whenever they open the forum.
Passwords can be up to 19 characters long and are not case-sensitive. They
can include all keyboard characters, including space and punctuation.

You set a password on your forum on the Access Policy tab of the Forum
Properties dialog box. Click the Change Forum Password button to bring up
the password dialog box. Enter the password twice: first in the New Password
field and again in the Password Confirmation field. Leave the Current Pass-
word field alone since new forums have no password initially.
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Full-Text Indexing
Full-text indexing, using technology licensed from Verity, Inc., supports find-
ing words and phrases anywhere in a forum. Full text is on by default in new
forums and if you turn it off, the Search command will be disabled. If you are
willing to give up the Search capability, turning off full-text indexing can
save you disk space and improve performance when you post documents.

The full-text index represents as much as a third of the disk space required by
a forum, and posting performance is noticeably faster without it. However,
Search is one of the most useful facilities in Share, which is why it is always

~~ on by default in new forums.

Unlike encryption, turning full-text indexing on after documents have been
posted will go back and reindex the documents in the forum. You can choose
to turn it off initially, then turn it on after many documents have been con-
tributed. The trouble is, reindexing a forum can take some time, during
which no one can open or contribute to the forum.

To turn full-text indexing on or off, use the Fulltext Index the Forum to
Enable Searching check box on the Storage Policy tab of the Forum Properties
dialog box.

Inviting Others
You can spare others from having to request membership in your new forum
by preregistering, or "inviting," them when you create it. Regardless of the
open or closed enrollment policy or the default member privileges, you, as
the forum's creator, can select any user from the Registry and grant them
membership in your forum with a particular privilege level (Reader,
Contributor, or Moderator).

To invite users, click the Add Members button on the Create New Forum
dialog box, or select the Membership List tab of the Forum Properties sheet
and click the Add New Members button. If you make a mistake, click the
Remove Members button on the Membership List page.

Access I~olicy
There are two types of enrollment policy: your new forum can be open, in
which case anyone who adds the forum to his or her Library and opens it
automatically becomes a member; or your forum's enrollment can be closed,
meaning that users must request membership or have been added by a
Moderator.
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Although the default is closed enrollment, open enrollment requires less
Moderator involvement. That is, while you can centralize membership con-

trol in one or two designated Moderators, it is better in some sense to distrib-

ute the authority among all users by requiring all users to take responsibility

for their own membership.

If your forum contains sensitive information, consider open enrollment with

a password on the forum. This way, every member of the forum can invite
others without having Moderator privileges.

To specify open enrollment, choose the Anyone Can Join This Forum radio
button on the Access Policy tab of the Forum Properties sheet. For closed
enrollment, choose the Moderator Must Enroll All Members of This Forum
option instead.

If you choose closed enrollment, a Moderator will choose the appropriate
privilege level for the users as they are granted membership. In an open en-
rollment forum, however, new members all have the same privilege level.
This privilege level is set by a Moderator on the Access Policy tab of the
Forum Properties sheet. The three levels are shown in Table 9.1.

Privilege Explanation

Reader Members may read this forum.

Contributor Members may read and contribute to this forum.

Moderator Members may moderate, read, and contribute to this forum.

Only Moderators can change forum policies, create categories, or delete an-
other member's postings.

You typically set the default to Contributor or Reader and specifically invite
users who will share Moderator responsibilities with you. It's good policy to
have at least two Moderators per forum so that one is always available.

r

1
i

At Coliabra, we have a couple of casual forums with open enrollment in which every
member is a Moderator. Any member can decide to reorganize the categories or
clean up old postings. IYs anarchy or freedom, depending on your point of view.
In practice, it has worked well, but this model isn't used on mission-critical forums.
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Moderator Policies
The remaining forum policies have less to do with forum creation than with
day-to-day forum moderation. Therefore, I will cover them in Chapter 10,
"Moderating Forums." These Moderator policies include:

■ Aging (automatic) thread deletion

■ Limits on the size of the forum or of individual contributions

■ Moderated contributions

■ Anonymous contributions
a

The aging and limit policies of a forum are part of the policy-based forum
administration feature. A Moderator of the forum can just "set it and forget
it." Documents will be automatically pruned from the forum when they are
older than a specified number of days or when the forum reaches a certain
size. The forum size limit is enforced by deleting the oldest documents.

Moderated contributions means that a Moderator must approve all new docu-
ments proposed. This policy increases the Moderator's responsibilities greatly,
but it generally results in forums with superior content. When a member
contributes a document to a forum, he or she receives the message shown in
Figure 9.7. Proposed additions to the forum are shown to the Moderator
when he or she opens the forum, and each can be approved or rejected.

.. . ~' X Fig. 9J
_ _ ~~:s r~~a ~ . ~, ._.__. ..........,. ,.. ,..,~1J X In a moderated

Gampetftive... ~' ' I~— ~v ~ x forum, yourpad vbw-rorurr AYtoch Savo-4han ~osc ~ .

°~& ;'f' - ~ CAiiel - _~I 10 JI. };. .. A, '$.:J $ ~ '~ '~ O contributions seem

jam;; Maverick's Product Line 
t0 CI1Sdpp2dT.

Hare's how I see Maverick's product Ifne; They almost donY have one, Every timawe go up against
them, we win 6ecaus ~c E

~Y ~ You dncur~nt is nowava~a6fe fa snow by a~Motl~rata o(tl~us
~ Iwum ,a~M~ieiata wd au m ttn~ docw+ent as soon esc ~rt~le

+ Once i~tSed, yarwi9see yaa docurtEeaN in the tonun w,Waw es a~ i1d w
i rbw, u~ead ~cwnent.
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i
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Anonymous contributions work like a suggestion box in an organization. To
make sure that communications are flowing, it's a good idea to allow people
to speak their minds without fear of reprisal (or even accountability). It's a
safety valve—a forum, so to speak, for frank discussion. ~

However, the ability to contribute anonymously can be abused. Negative
energy probably has no place in a project forum, for example. You should
allow project criticism to be expressed in a company or human resources ~`
forum, but you don't want inappropriate messages interfering with a working
team.

Moderated anonymous postings represent a middle ground—something like
letters to the editor. Moderators can screen counterproductive anonymous
postings and still allow constructive criticism.

. `

if an anonymous posting shows up in a forum that doesn't allow them, you have

such a communications problem that a Moderator has temporarily allowed anony-

mous postings. Start an open suggestion box forum quickly.

Establishing Categories
New forums have no categories by default. Creating categories is part of creat-
ing aforum. Categories form a hierarchical outline of the contents of the
forum.

To create categories in your new forum, open the forum and choose the
Compose, New Category command (Ctrl+W) to bring up the dialog box
shown in Figure 9.8.

The design of this dialog box encourages you to create several categories at
once. Enter a title for your new category, position it with respect to the other
categories, and click~the Create button.

There are four buttons—up, down, left, and right—that position the new
category easily and precisely. However, these positional buttons only work
before you click the Create button. Moving a category once it has been created
is a more difficult task. You must copy the category to its new location and
delete the original. Therefore position new categories carefully!

Category titles, like document titles, can be up to 79 characters long and can
include any printing characters including spaces.
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Create New Category

~{ame~
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.position-----_ ,.~~ ~_ V~
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,, Wilson Aircraft
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i ~.`..~ Hyundai bta

~
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~ ~
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Airtmck Industries Gose

~. Secret Alliances ~

~~
~iEywords...

Maverick Aerospace i
~- Aerospat~ale ~ , _ _ .;~ . . (help .

You can also give a new category a plain text description and keywords when
you create it, but these are easily added or edited at any time.

Description of the Category
A category's description appears when the category is selected in the Category
pane and no document is selected in the Thread pane, as shown in Figure 9.9.
Like the forum description, the category description can be up to 511 charac-
ters long.
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Swift aeronautics, Inc.

Founded: 1959
CEO: Tom Swift III
Sales: 5?.9
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Fig. 9.8
Choose the
Compose, New
Category com-
mand to add
a new category.

Fig. 9.9
The category
description
appears when no
document is
selected.
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Use the category description to encourage Contributors to choose the best
category for their document. In a forum with several Moderators, they might
divide the categories between themselves and, in such a case, the description
would explain which Moderator controlled a particular category.

To enter or change the description of a category after you've created it, select

the category and choose the Properties, Category command (or right-click the

category and choose Properties from the Context menu). The dialog box

shown in Figure 9.10 appears.

Fig. 9.1 O ~_-_ - --------

Use the Properties,
;~ Category Properties

Category com-
mand at any time ~,,,ho,: ni,:~e~ ~' 7isis5
to change a - ~+,md, - :E. i
category~S title Swif[Aemnautics

or description. Q~:~~~~<<on:
S wiFt Aeronautics. lnc.

Fuunded:7959
CEO: Tam Switt III ?
Salea: 52.9

' ~~ ~ Y t{ P ~ 'R~
OK Cancel a r'ord:... at

~ S

Using Keywords
Category keywords are used by the Mail Agent extension to automatically
categorize incoming electronic mail. This is described in more detail in
Chapter 14, "Using the Mail Agent."

Keywords are a list of words associated with this category and separated by
commas. The Mail Agent compares these words to the title and contents of
incoming mail, and human Contributors can do the same thing. That is, as
the creator of the category, you can use the keywords to communicate extra
information to the users of your forum.

To enter keywords, click the Keywords button on either the Create New
Forum dialog box or the Category Properties dialog box to bring up the
Keywords dialog box shown in Figure 9.11.
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Reorganizing Categories
Rearranging categories after they have been created is troublesome, as I've
already mentioned. You can only copy a category and then delete the
original.

Using drag-and-drop to move a category to a new location creates a copy of
the category along with its contents and any subcategories. If you drop the
category on the forum (root category) at the top of the Category pane, the
copy will be added to the end of the category list. If you drop one category on
another, the copy becomes a subcategory of the target. If all you want to do is
move atop-level category within the list of top-level categories, you'll find
that you can't.

Sometimes the only way to position a category just where you want it is to
create a new category and- copy the old category's contents.

Reorganizing the forum is problematic as well. For example, say that you add
several subcategories to a category that has attracted many documents and
then move the threads in the original to the appropriate subcategory.

The problem with this sort of routine tidying is that other people maybe
actively contributing to the forum as you do this. If you're not careful, you
can run into what is known as the Lost update problem. For example, imagine
that you- copy a long thread to one of your new subcategories. A second later,
someone else reads the original thread and posts a reply. Now you delete the
original thread, and the new reply is deleted along with it.

Fig. 9.77
Category keywords
help the Mail
Agent (and
humans) automati-
cally categorize
incoming mail.
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The solution is to perform forum maintenance when you're fairly sure that

no one is using the forum, such as nights or weekends. If you have the Ad-

ministrator password, you can choose the File, Admin, Forums command to

lock the forum as you make changes.

The Replication Agent compounds this particular problem. With the Replica-

tion Agent, you can be changing your site's replica of a forum while someone

in another time zone is replying to the thread that you are about to delete.

You can minimize the chance of this problem occurring by creating a thread

summary of any threads that you are about to delete, then exporting them to

.RTF format. Perform the copy, but wait to do the delete until one or two

Agent cycles have occurred. Just before you delete the thread, create a new

summary, export it to ,RTF and compare it to the summary you created origi-

nally to make sure there are no new documents. To create such a record,

follow these steps:

1. Select any document in the thread you're preserving.

2. Choose Compose, Summarize Thread and answer No to the question

"Would you like to include links to the original documents in your

summary?"

3. Give the new summary a title and choose Compose, Post.

4. Select the new summary. It will be the last entry in the thread—a first-

level reply.

5. Choose the File, Export File command. Give your .RTF file a name and

click OK.

Because .RTF files are text, they can be directly compared.

Creating Common Forum Types
Each forum is as different as its creator and Contributors. You will undoubt-

edly invent new uses for forums that require different configurations and

unusual policy combinations. There are, nonetheless, certain common types

of forums, including discussion, repository, and data-feed.

The various forum policy options are summarized in Table 9.2.
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Policy Setting Explanation

Fulltext On Finds hidden data patterns, specific
documents

Off Saves disk space, faster posting

Enrollment Open Less Moderator involvement
Closed Moderator must explicitly approve

members

Aging/Limit n Days Deletes threads inactive for n days
Forum Size Deletes threads to restrict forum

size
Size St Days Deletes threads and restricts size
Doc Size Rejects documents that are too large

Security Open No special security
Password Requires a password for forum access
Encrypt Encrypts document contents against

snooping

Anonymous No Prohibits anonymous postings
OK Allows anonymous postings
Moderated Anonymous postings require a

Moderator's approval

Members Read-only Forum is read but not modified by
the group

Contrib Group reads and writes
Moderated Moderator approves all postings
Moderators Group moderates its own forum

Creating a Discussion Forum
A discussion forum records different opinions and chronicles the process by
which consensus is achieved. This type of forum can reduce the need for
meetings and accelerate the learning curve for people who are just joining
the group.

The Worldwide Operations sample forum, shown in Figure 9.12, is the place
where operational issues are discussed at the mythical Millennia Aerospace
company.
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Fig. 9.72
A project-
discussion forum.
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Notice that there are many categories and subcategories and also many levels
of replies. This is a characteristic of discussion forums: subtopics emerge dur-
ing a discussion.

Typical Discussion Forums
Discussion forums can be organized around projects with categories for
functional areas. Conversely, forums can be based on functional areas with
categories for various projects.

Project-based forums tend to be more useful for two reasons: First, there is a
useful synergy when people from different functional groups share the same
forum for their discussion. Searching for a word in your area of expertise, you
may be surprised to find a reference in another area altogether. Second, older
projects are not as interesting as recent projects. Stale discussions about dead
issues simply clutter the forum if it is organized by functional area.

You might have a current events forum in which people post stories from the
news and solicit comments about how the enterprise is affected. Or a water
cooler forum, in which postings can be about anything, generates responses
that help the team discover common ground.
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I~fote

At Collabra, there is a Beta Test Forum wifh a category for each company testing
advance versions of Coliabra Share. The categories are moderated by a designated
beta advisor and include discussions of every problem or misunderstanding
encountered.

Access and Membership Policies
Project forums usually have closed enrollment because not everyone in the
company has a need to know the latest about every project. When you create
such a forum, you naturally invite the entire project team as Contributors
and make the project leaders Moderators.

It is usually not appropriate to allow anonymous postings in a discussion
forum because everyone wants to know whose opinions they are reading.

On the other hand, discussion forums are not typically moderated. Such
formalism would choke off the flow of information.

Other I~olicies
Depending on the sensitivity of the discussion, project forums are often pro-
tected with passwords and might be encrypted. The issues are trust and a
sense of security. You want participants to feel free to express their opinions
and know-how, confident that they will be read only by the members of the
forum (just as one can gauge the participants at a meeting).

Discussion forums should almost always be full-text indexed. A large part of
the value of such forums is the capturing of thoughts that can later be juxta-
posed with one another by searching for appropriate words. For example,
suppose that "acrylic" comes up in a discussion this week. Searching for
"acrylic" might find amonths-old posting in a different category that is rel-
evant to the current discussion. Making that connection is called insight and
genius when people do it on their own.

You might consider a limit on the size of an individual contribution to avoid
huge documents or multimedia attachments. But an aging policy or forum
size limit might delete an old document that might be seen to have relevance
to a current problem.
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Fig. 9.13
A document-
repository forum.

Creating a Repository Forum
A repository forum consists mostly of documents that are created and main-
tained to provide maximum utility to a large number of people. A central,
electronic file cabinet not only makes the documents more easily available, a
single repository eliminates redundancy and attendant error. Everyone is "on
the same page," as they say.

Repository forums require much more effort on the part of the Moderators in
order to ensure that reading the forum and finding useful information is
easier.

The HR Info forum, illustrated in Figure 9.13, represents a document reposi-
tory. This is the place where Millennia Aerospace's Human Resources depart-
ment makes its standard documents, forms, and procedures available to
employees.
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Notice that most documents don't have replies, because most members have
only Reader privileges. The documents are placed in the correct categories, so
there is less need for tools like full-text indexing to discover hidden patterns.

Typical Repository Forums
An enterprise's standards documents are likely candidates for a repository
forum of their own. Help desk (with a separate document for each problem
and its solution), Incident reports, or a log could also be stored in repository
forums.
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Some repository forums are by their nature read-only. Only certain parties are
authorized to post standards documents, for example. Other kinds of reposi-
tories grow constantly, such as a log of events, based on input from the entire
group. The difference between a repository and a discussion forum is that
repositories typically do not encourage replies.

Consider publishing a company newsletter using a Share forum. You can use
the Reply Privately command (or moderated contributions) to provide a let-
ters to the editor feature.

Another typical repository is a competitive analysis forum with categories for
each of your firm's competitors. Such a forum might be moderated by the
Marketing department for use by the Sales department.

Access and Membership Policies
+ ~ Repository forums can take three approaches to contributions: no contribu-

tions, moderated only, or contributions welcome.

~w,~ Company-wide repository forums typically have open enrollment with only
:~'~ Reader member privileges. Those responsible for the content of the forum

have Moderator privileges. Often, "users" are registered who represent roles
such as "HR Dept." When authorized staffers need to make changes to such a
forum, they log in using the name HR Dept (and the appropriate password).
That is the name that appears in the author field as well.

Moderated contributions are appropriate for some repository forums. Reports
might be contributed from the field and made available in the forum only
after approval, such as a technical journal with high editorial standards, as
opposed to a company newsletter. In a moderated forum, replies are like
letters to the Moderator—only rarely approved, but always read by the
Moderator.

The third alternative is a wide-open policy with only cultural constraints
on posting. In such a forum, the Moderator would copy and delete postings
to maintain order and would probably create categories for incoming
submissions.

In any heavily moderated forum, allowing anonymous contributions is
recommended so that everyone feels empowered to criticize. If you are mod-
erating contributions, there's no reason to post anonymous criticism to the
forum, but you should act on it. And in the read-only forum case, make sure
there's a suggestion box forum close at hand.

,;~:
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Fig. 9.74
A data-feed forum.

Other Policies
Read-only forums that are carefully "published" by a Moderator may not

require full-text indexing. The well-chosen category structure and document

titles might be enough to help readers find the information they are looking

for.

But in repository forums, which log incidents or track other somewhat ran-

dom data, it can be very valuable to search for words and phrases to pull

disparate documents into proximity and to understand underlying patterns.

Heavily moderated forums need no aging or limit policy because the constant j

attention of the Moderator is better than any automatic policy. Repository 4

forums are generally not encrypted or password-protected.

Creating aData-Feed Forum
Collabra Share Agents make it possible to have forums in which most of the

topics come from outside the enterprise. Stock market quotes, business news,

Internet newsgroups, and other data sources can be automatically routed to a

forum using agents.

The First! Newsfeed forum, shown in Figure 9.14, illustrates a forum fed by a

business news wire offered by Individual, Inc. Stories sent by electronic mail

are routed to this forum and automatically categorized by the Collabra Share

Mail Agent (described in Chapter 14, "Using the Mail Agent").

. : ., _ e ;x
F~ Edt ~lww Flaviflatt compote-.: -. . _(9f -X

~~ri Firstl... . .~ ~ ►► //► ,~ m ~ ~ ~' ~ ~ ' ~;1 a' iL%I f~ ~ ~ ~ K

Cate u :Title Author Date D

QJ Pirstl Newsfeed ~ introduction to Firstl David Hahn 628hJ4
Multimedia
OS Developments

~ How To Contact Us David Hahn 6f26~94

~DowJones
~ Firstl Testimonials David Hahn 628e94

Firstl
~'Uncategoriied Mail ~ Firsil News Sources Qavid Hahn 6118hJ4

E-Maii Delivery Options David Hahn 628h34
First) Pricing and Trial OAer David Hahn 6I28r94

7iUa: Fo~N s~d'Go~tabra Sham

How First! and Gollabra Share Vliork Together

The First) customized news service and Collabra Share work together in a number ofways. Firetl is
delivered as a daily elacironic mail message via many common public carriers, including the Internet,
MCI Mail, AT&1 Easylink and others, Each story can be delivered as a single e-mail message Qn a
process called single item messaging).

Using Coilahra Share, each story can ha directed into various news folders or containers. In this way,
far example, all stories dealing with Microsoft Windows can be directed into a folder containing this
keyword. Similarly, stories that mention "l~NIX" or "E-Mail" keywords can be direct~tl into folders with

Ready NUM

~Starl ;~Callabra Shu~c ~ (Fl~st... ~~~~~ L•70PM
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Data-feed forums inform the group like a daily newspaper and have the
advantage of capturing any debate that the information might spark.

Typical Data-Feed Forums
The two most typical data-feed forums are an electronic mail news service
and selected Internet newsgroups.

Collabra Share includes a sample forum based on news articles. Several service
bureaus are offering just this sort of personal newspaper in which a custom
interest profile is used to route relevant articles by electronic mail. The news
sources that these firms scan might be news wires, business news, sports,
entertainment, or some industry-specific sources. Services exist that scan
press releases issued by software firms, for example.

The Collabra Internet Newsgroup Agent, discussed in Chapter 16, "Linking
with Internet Newsgroups," populates a forum based on traffic in selected
newsgroups such as comp.groupware or rec.arts.disney.

Access and Membership Policies
Data-feed forums can be read-only, but their value increases if the group is
encouraged to comment on what they've read. Therefore data-feed forums
typically have open enrollment with a default member privilege of
Contributor.

Since contributions in a data-feed forum are predominantly automatic
postings from a Collabra agent, data-feed forums require the least Moderator
involvement of the three kinds of forums that I have discussed. The Modera-
tor sets up category keywords and an aging policy (described next) and stands
back.

If the incoming data or the subsequent discussions might involve sensitive
information, you might want to close enrollment or institute a forum pass-
word, but that's usually not required. If a public data-feed forum inspires an
insight that should only be shared with a certain group, contribute the in-
sight to a closed forum and include a QuickLink back to the data-feed forum.

In any case, anonymous postings should be allowed on data-feed forums.
The whole point of bringing in data from outside the enterprise is to inspire
creativity and incite action within the group. Anonymous postings, often
containing ideas that are too incendiary or outrageous for their authors to
claim credit for, have the same effect.

237
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Other Policies
Data-feed forums would not be possible without Share's automatic aging and

size limits. Internet newsgroups, in particular, have been described as a "fire ~

hose" of data. The Internet Newsgroup Agent displays a warning message if

the target forum has no aging policy.

Share has two mechanisms for automatically deleting old threads. First, you

can specify that threads older than n days should be routinely deleted. Sec-

ond, you can specify that the forum should grow no larger than m mega-

bytes. When a contribution is posted that pushes the overall forum size over

the limit, the oldest threads are deleted.

I recommend the policy of aging threads older than a certain number of days,

particularly for data-feed forums. Limiting by forum size can mean that useful

information is discarded simply because a large document is contributed.

Because documents are aged whole threads at a time, a recent reply will keep

an old topic alive just as you would want. Only the topics that no one has

commented on for n days are discarded.

Rather than limiting the forum size, you can limit the size of individual con-

tributions and reject those that are larger than x bytes. If you average a cer- .

tain number of postings per day based on your agent's schedule and you age .,

documents after a certain number of days, then limiting the size of each con-

tribution is an effective way of limiting the overall forum size. l~.

And it almost goes without saying that data-feed forums should be full-text `

indexed so that buried references to important concepts can be found easily.

From Here...
You have learned how to read and contribute documents to forums and, in

this chapter, I have discussed how to create forums as well. You now know

everything about using the Collabra Share application except how to be a

forum Moderator, which is the subject of the next chapter.

For further information about some of the topics discussed in this ~

chapter, see: ''` i
f,: f

■ Adding documents to your new forum is the subject of Chapter 8, ' ~,,~

"Contributing to Forums."

■ Forum policies, such as aging and open enrollment, are discussed i "~:~,
further in Chapter 10, "Moderating Forums." j
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■ Data-feed forums are described in general in Chapter 11, "Extending
Your Reach," and specifically in Chapter 14, "Using the Mail Agent,"
and Chapter 16, "Linking with Internet Newsgroups."

■ Granting forum creation privileges is described in Chapter 19,
"Managing the Registry."

■ Locking the forum to reorganize categories is explained in Chapter 20,
"Using Administration Tools."
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Modera~

You've learned how to extract information from forums efficiently. You've
learned how to contribute information yourself. You have even learned how
to create forums for your group. The only aspect of Collabra Share left to
discuss is the day-to-day management of the forums for which you are re-
sponsible. The rest of this book deals with Collabra Extensions and system-
wide administration.

Forums enable group communication, they don't organize or manage it.
Entropy is at work. The quality of the information in a forum is usually deter-
mined by how much effort is expended to make it useful. To some extent, the
authors of a forum share responsibility for the quality of the content. But, by
and large, a forum's Moderators own the problem of making a forum make
sense.

This chapter explores the role of the Moderator in a forum and covers the
following aspects:

■ Description of the Moderator

■ Arranging categories and documents

■ Managing contributed documents

■ Controlling membership in forums

■ Changing forum policies

Understanding the Moderator's Role
A forum Reader has little responsibility to the group; Readers can't affect
what others see. Contributors, on the other hand, create the information that
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is the forum's reason for existence. However, the Contributors' responsibili-

ties begin and end with the documents that they create. A system Adminis-

trator, responsible for enterprise-wide forum replication and connectivity to

outside data sources, often has no effect on a forum's content.

This leaves the Moderator, who must fill in the gap and take responsibility for

the forum's content as a whole. In repository forums (read-only knowledge

bases), the Moderator is a publisher. In discussion databases, the Moderator

is a facilitator, keeping things organized and maximizing the utility of the

process.

The creator of a forum is naturally its first Moderator. Every forum should

have at least two Moderators, if only to increase the likelihood that someone

will be on duty at all times.

A forum's Moderators are logically its champions. They speak for the forum

and they promote its use. Moderators need not be particularly technical; they

are often simply the heaviest users of a particular forum. Collabra Share's

approach is unusual in that Moderators bridge the gap between the IS depart-

ment administrators and the end users. Moderators are hands-on, and yet

they off-load, or distribute, some responsibility for the management of the

system.

The Moderator's role, then, is to encourage participation, optimize the forum

content by keeping it organized, and manage forum membership. A forum

can have as many Moderators as you like in order to share the burden.

Organizing Information with Threads
and Categories
The Moderator is responsible for organizing the information in a forum. This

can include moving documents to more appropriate categories, arranging the

hierarchy of categories, ending threads of discussion, linking related docu-

ments, and inventing new categories.

Your goal as Moderator is to provide a logical set of file folders such that -

clerks with new information know where it belongs and busy executives cari

find it later. This is an outdated metaphor: you don't often find clerks or rigid

class distinctions in business anymore. But forums do have logical file folders ~`

called categories.
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Creating Categories
Adding new categories was described in Chapter 9, "Creating Forums," but I'll
review the subject here briefly.

Only Moderators can create and delete categories. To create a new category,
choose the Compose, New Category command (Ctrl+W) to bring up the dia-
log box shown in Figure 10.1.

j Further Design Issues i
~,

Q
Desi9n Issuec ~ 1

Ma~keCmg
Business Plannin

~~eatQ

a ~ ~V Advedising . ~ ~ 

~

Close

v ~~.. o
Market Rerearch

CompeGWe Information
Customer S[udies

, Keywords...

Collateral

Notice that you can position the new category anywhere in the existing hier-
archy of categories before you create it. Place it carefully: once you press the
Create button, your category becomes very difficult to move.

k ~ Creating a Subcategory
Typically, you create subcategories, after the fact, to organize overstuffed

'°~ main categories. When you notice that postings in a particular category war-
rant their own subcategory, you take the following action:

~.;~ 1. Create the new category so that it is indented under the category you're
trying to organize.

2. Copy the appropriate documents into the new category in chronologi-
"'. ~ cal order (oldest first). If you select all the documents and drag-and-

drop them, they'll be copied in the correct order.
:~ ~

t 3. Delete the old documents in the original category.
. b

243

Fig. 10.1
Use the Compose,
New Category
command to add
categories to your
forum.
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Be carefizl, as you learned in Chapter 9, "Creating Forums," that there are no

new replies deleted in Step 3 that weren't copied in Step 2.

Combining Categories
On the other hand, you might decide that several categories can be com-

bined. The process is almost the same as that for creating a subcategory:

1. Create the new category.

2. Copy the contents of the old categories to the new categories in an

appropriate order.

3. Delete the old categories.

Before performing Step 3, you must ensure that nothing new has been added

to the original categories.

Moving and Deleting
If someone posts a topic document in the wrong category, you may want to

move it. Remember that you're really copying and deleting, not moving. The

copy will appear as a new document, even to its author, and you run the risk

of someone replying in the old location during the process. If you're not

careful, you could delete the latest information on the subject.

As Moderator, you have the authority to remove any document or category

from the forum. In practice, the automatic removal of old documents by the

system accounts for most deletions.

If a document is just not appropriate, you can delete it. You may want to

archive it first (choosing the File, Export File command), and notify its author

by electronic mail (choosing Compose, Reply Privately).

Ending Discussion Threads
As the facilitator might in a meeting, a forum Moderator can end a particular
discussion and suggest that the group move on.

One of the best ways to accomplish this is to create a reply to the original

topic that summarizes the debate succinctly. You should emphasize the issues

that were decided and the next steps to be taken, but you want to make sure `

that everyone's opinion is presented in some fashion.

The Compose, Summarize Thread command prepares just such a document
for you. All you need to do is add your comments to the top of the new docu- ;.

ment that contains resolved items, open issues, and next steps. Figure 10.2
1'{'
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illustrates a typical summary document. In this example, Nigel created a topic
and Yonemoto and Laurie replied. Laurie answered Nigel's question with
another question, which caused Takagi to worry about the project's difficulty.
The summary packages this discussion concisely.

`~'F~ie ~ V1 ~A~AtP ~((KlCFtlei ~VP1~OW ~pp ~.i8 .°~@~iX

~~ WodQ..: r - '► ►► ►!► .~ ~8, ~ ~ ht+' ~ ~ ~_. ~ ~ (~ (1~ ` mod- 'X

Cite o = T~tie Author; ~`~l ,: Date D
n ~_, WW Manufacturin ~J This +gill be a tou h ro~eci. Taka i Imiro t~Bh35

Cork Ireland Manuf<~ ~ Summar Alastair 6/25195

Thmad outline

NigelJal~rison~ Wa need to schedule usattestingl

❑ Yonemoto Hisho:.Othertaetingnesds...

❑ LaurieO'FISma~ Wk~ichtestfinns?

❑ Takn~ Iauro: Thia will ba a tough proj ect

Thread createdbyN3ga1 Johnson on 1fSl95 at 11:~6A&I
Tithe: We ued in schedule user testing! ~ ~'1

Millennia Internatic~n~.l
~rvut

GoNab~e Sha~c • ~.Yoi , - -~"' _. '•p{zi(~,~ 9ilDAM

As Moderator, you can also set up discussions with an end in sight. For ex-
ample, you might post a topic document asking for everyone's opinion on a
particular subject and specifying a deadline for contributions. Depending on
the situation, you might summarize the replies in a new document and delete
the old thread completely.

Using QuickLinks
Contributors use QuickLinks to refer to a previous posting or two. But Mod-
erators can create documents, like the one shown in Figure 10.3, that consist
of an array of links and act like a table of contents. This example, with the
title, "Doc with many links," is a service to the users of this forum, directing
them to other documents, some of which are not even in this forum.

Robert Pirsig, in Zen and the Art o f Motorcycle Maintenance, writes that there are
many ways to classify the parts of a motorcycle: you can separate the metal
parts from the rubber and plastic ones, or you can consider the drive train
apart from the frame, the wheels, and the seat, and so on. "There are many
ways to wield.the knife," he says, "as you cut a subject into components:"
Your categories represent your best breakdown of the subject of your forum,

Fig. 7 0.2
Use the Compose,
Summarize Thread
command to
create a summary
document.
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Fig. 10.3
Use QuickLinks to
create alternative
tables of contents.

but there will naturally be alternative ways of looking at the information.

You can use QuickLinks to create alternative categories.

~ , _ a X
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Here's a document that's really a table of contents:
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Laurie's trials {<Laurie O'Flynn, 1 /4/95' ~►►
sea«n~~9 toy do~~man~5 «Learning Forum, 2/28195» ~►►
And my write-up on the Wainwright 9uilding «AI2lStall', 6/Z4/9~» ~ f~
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Particularly in repository forums—where such effort is justified by their write-

once, read-many nature—you can even create a hierarchy of link documents

such that atop-level document presents links to documents containing links

to documents containing links. Finally, a link takes readers to a real docu-

ment, and they can use the Navigate, Backtrack command to return to the

tree of link documents.

Managing Forum Contributions
Now that I've discussed the ways in which you, as Moderator, can organize

the documents in a forum, let's talk about proactive measures. You have

several techniques at your disposal for encouraging your group to contribute

the kind of documents that you want.

Communicating Forum Policy
Some forums are more informal than others. As the Moderator, you need to

be crystal clear to potential Contributors as to what you expect from them.

In some forums, it might be okay to reply to the product specification docu-

ment by asking if anyone on the team has extra tickets to Sunday's big game.

In other forums, a Moderator might delete such a reply as if it were a weed in

a bed of roses.
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4i

Forum etiquette should be expressed as well—especially if violating the rules
can result in a user's expulsion from the forum's membership list. Passionate,
sometimes personal, attacks called flames are appropriate in some venues.
Qust as in some offices, everyone yells, while in others, everyone calls each
other Mr. and Ms. in very quiet tones.)

The Moderator's main message to Contributors is likely to be an explanation
of the forum's gestalt, defined as a structure, configuration, or pattern, which
constitutes a functional unit with properties not derivable by the summation
of its parts. Ideally, your stated intentions for how this forum will be used
and your category structure will leave no doubt in the minds of the team
what, how, and in which category to contribute information. You, as Mod-
erator, are responsible for dearly communicating how the team should use
the forum.

Your first point of contact with new users of your forum is the Forum An-
~ nouncement text, which is displayed by the Get Forum command. When

your user opens the forum for the first time, the Forum Description is visible.
This is where you should impart an understanding of the category structure
and intention of the forum.

'̀ { There are two ways that you can make it easy for a Contributor to find the
right category: make the category names unequivocal and provide a descrip-

~'' ~ tion for each category, as shown in Figure 10.4.

~̀' ~ . - , - ~ - ~ e x Fig. 7 0.4
' :'~~ Y`cw ya•.~igate ~amP6ze Proveities F~+nderste V~{n~3aw ~ _J~~X

- ' ~ .: ► n ►+r' ;- •. ~ + ~ ~r 4~ (~+ ~ i~ 'r ~~ ~-,, ~+. ~ (X Provide a descrip-
~ ~ ~ ~- ~x ~ tion for each
Cate'o = i~ itle Author Date #~
~j competnNg tinaiys~s ,:,, category as an aid

Wilson Aircraft to COritiibUtOls.
i'~ SwiR Aeronautics

<;,
~;_

°: ~
~'{~'

¢,~ Pilot Aircraft
Aidruck Industries

~] Seceei Alliances
t~ Maverick Aerospace
~ Aaros atiale

Tiile~ Hyundai ~ -
Please note that this category contains sub-categories for each of Hyundai's major subxidiariss Pilot,
Aidruck and, of course, rumors about secret alliances they have in the vrorks.

j ONLY POST GENERAL Hyundai information in this category. If you think we need a new catagary,
contact Bob Oworak ar Ghip Morton.

^

,~,

c

'~: ~ Ready _ ~vUl

'~5ta[R i. '~ Go~lab~a Sharo - [Gom.. . . ~I'.`-~.~7 a't t'.M
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As the forum grows, the documents you nurture and those that you move or

delete will tend to express your ideas about the organization of the forum as

well. ~

Creating Public Templates
If a forum has only certain kinds of possible contributions, using a consistent

format can encourage completeness from your authors and a coordinated

look to the forum. ~

Public templates are a great way to suggest order. If, for example, every

thread's topic document uses the same form, it becomes easier to compare

two postings directly.

Composing a Template
To create a new public template, simply open a Composition window by

choosing the Compose, Start New Thread command (Ctrl+N). Enter the tem-

plate name in the Title field. You can base your template on an existing tem-

plate (public or personal) using the Compose, Start Thread with Template

command.

Create your template by specifying fonts and styles, inserting a company

logo, and entering routine text. A template can include anything that a

forum document can. You might include prompts like a form, such as

Name: ~ i

Telephone: 7° `...

You might provide boilerplate text and let your users enter an "X" next to the

paragraphs that apply. ~ ,:;

When the template looks right, choose the File, Save As Template command.

You'll see the dialog box shown in Figure 10.5 asking whether the new tem-

plate is a personal or public template. You might want to save it as personal

while you're testing, but it must be public for other members of the forum to

use it or even know that it exists.

When the template has been saved, you are returned to the Composition

window in case you also want to save the document normally. If you don't,

dismiss the window by pressing the Esc key. A dialog box appears asking if

you want to save the document as a draft; reply No because you have already

saved it as a template.
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You can :ava thie tempiale fa your perzonal use or
provide the templatn to ell uzou of lhis to~um az a puGlic
template.
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Using a Template
Forum Contributors use your templates by choosing one by name from the
dialog box that appears when they choose the Compose, Start Thread with
Template command (Ctrl+Shift+N). Instead of a blank Composition window,
they'll see your template as they start editing.

Templates are almost always used for topic documents and not for replies,
but you're not limited to topics. To create a reply using a template, choose
the Compose, Reply with Options command, and check the Reply with Tem-
plate box at the bottom of the dialog box that appears. When you click OK,
the list of templates appears. For more information about templates, refer to
Chapter 8, "Contributing to Forums."

Deleting a Template
If you need to remove a public template, choose the File, Delete Template
command to bring up the dialog box shown in Figure 10.6.

Fa~um Templates

nta.rd~~
Pmaonai j_amplalet:
Similar inurs m I~rland..
Word Template
wmd test

_...._

Q0~6~O ~OiQ ~yC~p .`

Fig. 10.5
Make sure your
template is public
so that others can
use it.

Fig. 10.6
Use the File, Delete
Template com-
mand to clean up
old templates.
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There is no way to modify or rename a template other than by deleting it and

saving a new one in its place. Remember that templates are saved with fo-

rums. You can't, for example, copy a template from one forum to another.

You can, however, post the template ~s a document, copy it to another

forum, and save the document as a template in that forum.

Moderating Contributions
The way to ensure that all postings in your forum are thoughtful, concise,

accurate, and properly categorized is to approve each docurnent yourself. It

takes much more of your time as Moderator—and you become a bottleneck—

but it produces the most orderly forums.

When a forum is moderated, all contributions are held until a Moderator

approves or rejects them. If you don't agree with the author's placement of

the new contribution, you can copy and delete it after you approve it. If you

reject a document, you can explain to the would-be Contributor what you

would find acceptable. It really is as if you were the publisher of an exclusive

journal.

You can also choose to moderate only anonymous contributions. This is a

very different situation. Anonymous contributions are more rare, and you

can't explain your rejection, so you end up either approving the posting or

occasionally posting yourself and paraphrasing the original.

Choosing Moderation
To make a forum a moderated forum, you choose the Properties, Forum com-

mand, select the Storage Policy tab, as shown in Figure 10.7, and check the

Forum is Moderated box. Unchecking the box turns the feature off.

Fig. 70.7
Choose to
moderate
contributions
on the forum's
Storage Policy
page.
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To moderate only anonymous contributions, you must first check the Allow
Anonymous Contributions box, then the Moderate Anonymous Contribu-
tions Only box. If you choose not to moderate them, it is a separate decision
whether to disallow anonymous contributions entirely.

Managing Contributions
When you open a moderated forum, you'll receive a notification if there are
any contributions pending your approval. You can choose to view the pend-
ing documents now, or you can view them later. To see the pending contri-
butions, choose the Moderate, Pending Documents command:

To view documents that have been rejected by a Moderator (perhaps not by
you), choose the Moderate, Returned Documents command. When you are
viewing returned documents, you can see the Moderator's comments by
selecting a document and choosing the Moderate, View Return Notice
command.

You can't approve a rejected contribution, but you can delete it along with
any comments from the Moderator. This is fairly antisocial behavior because
the document disappears without a trace as far as the Contributor is con-
cerned. You're the Moderator; you know what's best.

Accepting or Rejecting a Contribution
When you are viewing pending contributions, as shown in Figure 10.8, you
have four options with respect to each document: you can take no action and
leave the document pending, appxove it, reject it, or even delete it.

, . , . _r~«~ ~_~,
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this decision so we cen gee voxk etaTted. The point Sa, thi3 cen be done.

1. Lie could zedeaign the control panel so that the new contcala u*ill Eit through
openinga es oDPoaed to snapping them in. TkteZe are a ooupla oL i~aucs to con~idex:
- '12~ia would allow EoL quick maintenance of the electtonica underneath tYie panel.
- iJe will need to make sure tlxe pautl doesn't gcow in size. The side eEEects of th33

aYe fai.[ly obvinas.

;~j5tatt ~Coltabra Share - (HR ., . ~;~> ̀ ~ 3'Z1 ?t-'

Fig. 70.8
View pending
documents and
decide their fates.
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.,~ To approve or reject documents, select them and choose Moderate, Post or
P°n R~,'m'' Moderate, ar Return to Author. Deleting pending documents rather than

rejecting them is, as I just said, antisocial, but it's your prerogative as

Moderator.

Gathering Forum Statistics
You can watch your forum grow by periodically gathering statistics, such as

the number of documents and members that the forum has attracted. Statis-

tics, such as the number of documents posted per week, can be useful for

persuading others of a forum's effectiveness.

You might chart the posting volume and determine that storage limits will

soon be necessary. The number of categories might be an indicator that a

forum needs to be split into two. As Moderator, you'll find plenty of uses for

forum statistics.

To gather these numbers, choose the Properties, Forum command and select

the Statistics tab. Click the Update Forum Statistics button to calculate the

values and fill in the form, as shown in Figure 10.9.

Fig. 70.9
Track forum ~ ~ ~ `

' -,.,.

~ HR Info Forum Statistics '~
_

statistics to
understand how ~e~~awa~o~ ~ s~o~~~P~, ~ n~~esEP~,, ~ M~~„~~~u„ s~~;:~~s

your forum is NumLecal Qocuments: 47 OK

belIlg USeCl. Number of Catagorie:' 75

.̀
Canccl

Numher of Members: Z4

Number of Public Templates: 7 ~~~p

Numbcr nt Personal Templalor: 1

Forum Siza: 929 KSy1o:

Ctea~ion Data of the Forums 173!95 2:30PM

~" La:t Change to the Fomm: 7/73195 7:15AM

The forum size shown is somewhat approximate. For example, a forum re-

ported to require 994K actually used 1067K (about 7% more) according to the

Windows Explorer. Neither of these numbers takes cluster size into account.

As explained in the Share Administrator's Guide, because forums use many

individual files, a server's minimum disk space per file can be significant.
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~ Controlling Forum Membership
As Moderator, you control the forum's membership. You have alternatives
ranging from tight, central control over the members in your forum to a
more open, management-by-exception approach.

In this section, I'll cover all aspects of managing the list of people authorized
to access your forum. Your primary tool for viewing and acting upon the
membership list of the forum is the Membership List tab of the sheet dis-
played by choosing the T'roperties, Forum command (see Fig. 10.10).

1̀~' HR Info Forum IViembership List

IderNification (. Siwa~ePo6cy ~ AccassPoricy {Membcrship_List~I Statistics

Memtier ,~{ome Moderator ~K
Katherine Skorny M
Keith Higgins Cancel
Kevin Munay
Kim Krajers ~ ~e~P
Lang Cohen M
Mail Agent
Newswire M

i i

5hawP~emberF'ropetties... ~ ~indMemhei...

,. . . ..Shaw~ourP~aPeRies... (}ddNcwMerub¢es...

ijemoveMem „

Setting Enrollment I~olicy
By default, forums have a closed enrollment policy, which means that a Mod-
erator must approve a1T members, There are two ways to add members to a
forum. First, a Moderator can choose names from the list of registered users
and invite them. If a user hasn't been invited, he must request membership
and wait for a Moderator's approval, which is the second way members are
added to a forum. Both mechanisms are discussed later in this section.

Open enrollment forums, on the other hand, accept anyone as a member as
soon as they open the forum for the first time. Open enrollment has an ad-
vantage: it takes less Moderator time, but you still have control of the forum's
membership list. For example, you can delete members who you wouldn't
have invited. However, in an open enrollment forum, they can simply rejoin.
One solution is an open enrollment policy with a forum password. Then if
you want to throw a member out, simply delete that member and change the
password.
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Fig. 70.10
You moderate the
forum's member-
ship list.
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To set a forum's enrollment policy, select the Access Policy tab of the Forum
Properties sheet, as shown in Figure 10.11.

Fig. 10.11 ( _ __----------
._~,o,._.. . ,.:..._,..~,~.__.~~

A forum's access ~ ' " `" "` •'
policy determines ~ ~ HR Info Farum Access Palicy

how new members ~ Id~ntAKatlan ' ~iwagePdwy Access Policy I MemberchipLia~ ~` Stui;tics

are added. I ~aia~u ~~~Y~i~~:fog Naw Membc~c — — _ OK
~ '~ C~~ - Mcmbms mey load This (omm — —_

j (+' Mcmbe~s mny rood and ~,anUibutn to this (aam Cancel

~ ~ (^J~Memheis may ~ode~ele, r¢ad end conUibuto to this locum - -~efu

:Enrollment P~rHe9 _ _. . _. __ . _. . _ _._. .

~~ C~ Modetatnr must gnmll eU mcmhcr: u(thic forum ~
~ ~ . ... ....:......a.-- : -.:....:
i '. O Anyone can iom thin fnwm ~

' ~

:' Change Forum Password...

To specify closed enrollment, choose the Moderator Must Enroll All Members
of This Forum radio button. To choose open enrollment, select the Anyone
Can Join This Forum radio button instead.

Choosing Member Privilege Level
Members of a forum enjoy one of three privilege levels:

■ Reader

■ Contributor

■ Moderator

This is one of Share's "keep it simple" features; the access privileges of most
network products require advanced degrees to understand. Readers can only
read a forum's documents. Contributors can read and post, and they can
modify and delete their own documents, but no one else's. Moderators are
the only members allowed to create categories and delete any document,
category, or member.

In closed enrollment forums, you specify the member's privilege level explic-
itly when you approve their membership requests. In an open enrollment
forum or when a member is invited, new members receive the default privi-
lege level you established in the Forum Properties sheet (refer to Fig. 10.11).
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You can view or change any member's privilege level at any time by selecting
the member in the Membership List (refer to Fig. 10.10) and clicking the
Show Member Properties button. The dialog box shown in Figure 10.12
appears, and you can specify a different privilege level and click OK.

Takagi Imiro fog the HR'trifo forum
M embaiahip Privileges - - - - - - -- -

C~% Tckegi Imim map rcadtha t!R Inlo Fotum

Takagi Imuo mep_~ood and ~ontobuto to the HR Into forum~~

~~ Takagi Imiro maymodmate, raedand conUbutolo2ha HFl Into (mum

about Tekagi Imito ...

E,Iectmnic Mail $etlings (or Takagi Imiro ...

Changes to a member's privilege level don't take effect until the member next
opens the forum.

Share makes a distinction between users and members. Users are the people
in your enterprise. Members are those users that have access to a particular
forum. All members are users, but not all users are members. Users have no
inherent privileges. A user can be a member of several forums and have
different privileges in each forum. -

Allowing Anonymous Contributions
You decide whether you'll allow anonymous contributions in your forum.
As I said in Chapter 9,. "Creating Forums," it is good to allow people to post
anonymously somewhere as an indicator that communication isn't being
stifled. However, it is not appropriate in more formal repository forums, and
it may not be helpful in a dynamic project forum either.

Consider creating a Suggestion Box forum just for employee feedback.
You'd certainly want to allow anonymous contributions there.

To enable anonymous contributions, choose the Storage Policy tab of the
Forum Properties sheet (refer to Fig. 10.7), and check the Allow Anonymous
Contributions box.
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Fig. 10.12
You can change
any member's
privilege level
(except your own).
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Fig. 10.13
Users must request
membership in
closed enrollment
forums.

Managing Membership Requests
If you choose a closed enrollment policy for your forum, you'll see any pend-

ing membership requests each time you open the forum.

From users' perspectives, they hear of your forum and read its Announcement

in the Get Forum dialog box, and they decide to add it to their Libraries. It

appears with a yellow question mark. When they try to open the forum, the

dialog box shown in Figure 10.13 appears.

Request Forum Membership
Requc:t mom6enhip m the Competitive Anal :is (o~uaf___ _ ___ _ _ ____

Forum Annauncemenl:

Thii lorum contains de:eriptions ofom cumpe[ito~'s product: and Iechttical mn~keting
paints, including fealmc compa~i:ons.
F❑~ tudhe~ infoimalion, contact: Martq Pomer in Mmketing al extension x5132.

Fnmm memheiship ii i~zlricted. Por occess. pioata:includa daeclorleval pppioral,m

6pliond jrjessnQo to rho Modrs~ator: ~~"

Marty-Kevin Jones suggested I join this forum. Docz the 4P/Markeling constitute
director-level appmval7 _-~

If the forum's Announcement was explicit in ex~5laining why the forum is

closed and what the requirements of membership are, then the users can

explain their qualifications in some detail in the box provided. Savvy users

will request (and justify) a particular privilege level, knowing that the Mod-

erator will specify their privilege explicitly.

When you next open the forum, the Forum Membership Request dialog box

appears informing you of pending membership requests. Unlike pending

contributions, there is no command to view membership requests. You can

dismiss this dialog box by clicking the Close button, but you won't see it

again until the next time you open this forum.

Granting or Denying Membership
Click on a name to view that user's membership request message in the lower

box, as shown in Figure 10.14. You can click the Show User Properties button

to display information such as job title and telephone number.

Once you select one or more users, you can reject their requests by clicking

the Deny Membership Request button. If you decide to give the users access

¢:,̀~
Y
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to your forum, choose a privilege level first and then click the Grant Member-
ship Request button.

Forum Membership Requests
NaMmembarttrip.~aquettx Eos=lhc Gampetilive Malysis forum

tsar-kamn;
~ .

*,

Momber:hiAReque:FMesseq¢: ~`
Marty--Kevin Jonex suggested I jom this Forum.
Does the VP/Marketing constitute director-level
appmval? :-j

rMembarship Privilo9ar-------...

C'~ jtead Pririlo9e~
r~ Read and ~antnbuie PrivilaRes

I G ~oderateP~ivilefles

grant Membarelup Raques6..

gong Mem6auhip RequssE...

~. Ctase ~,clp

When you deny or grant requests, you are encouraged to add a note of expla-
nation. In the case of a rejection, you might explain why and under what
circumstances you might change your mind. When you grant a request, you
have an opportunity to make it conditional: "You can come in, but I want to
see two really good postings a week." If the forum has a password, you can
use your note as a means of sharing it with your new members.

Inviting Members
When you select and add an unsuspecting user to your forum's membership
list, you have invited that user. You can invite users whether a forum has
closed or open enrollment.

To invite a user, choose the Membership List tab of the sheet displayed by the
Properties, Forum command (Alt+Enter). Make sure the user isn't already a
member (using the Find Member button, if necessary) and click the Add
Member button to display the dialog box shown in Figure 10.15.

Members are added to your forum with the privileges specified on the Access
Policy tab of the Forum Properties sheet. In a closed enrollment forum, these
default privileges only affect those whom you invite. With open enrollment,
however, the default privileges are assigned to every user who opens the
forum.
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Fig. 70.14
Viewing a
particular member-
ship request.
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Fig. 10.75
Use the Add
'Member button
on the Member-
ship List tab of the
Forum Properties
sheet to invite
users to your
forum.

Add Members
_ __

Choose aoe oc more names to add la the cwmnt torum(e~_

Regisk~y::of Share ~lacrs: j~ames to kdd:
Laurie O'Flynn Grey Potter
Learning Forum -- ~dd -

I,Lisa Chiang '.

lic~s~uto
M al Agent
Mail Agent
Mail Member 1 I

'~

Michelle Wa[kinz Find...
Mika Weaton
Monique Bar6anson

~'~, Register.Ner~... '.Paul Collet
Phil Peterson -f
,_.. ~__. -. .. . _..~ J

Carmel I Efe(P_~~. :~

Imagine that you have an open enrollment forum with Contributor privileges
by default. You want a particular user who has not yet opened this forum to
be your co-Moderator. When you invite this user, she will have Contributor
privileges as if she had opened the forum like anyone else.. You could change
the default before you invited her, but that would allow others to join as
Moderators. The correct solution is to invite her as a Contributor and then
change her privileges to Moderator.

For another concrete example, say that there was one user in your depart-
ment whom you did not trust with Contributor privileges. Because of the way
forum membership works, if you invite that user and change his privileges to
Reader, it won't matter that anyone can join with Contributor privileges.
Once a member has joined, there is no going out and coming in again unless
you, as Moderator, remove his Reader membership.

Removing Members
You have the ability to revoke any user's membership at any time that the
user is not logged on to the forum. (You can't revoke your own membership
or that of the forum's creator, however.)

In an open enrollment forum, reducing a member's privilege to Reader or
changing the forum password is more effective than removing the member
because the same user will become a member again just by opening the
forum.

In a closed enrollment forum, however, deleting a member requires the user
to make a new request for membership to rejoin the forum. Make sure your
co-Moderators understand why you removed this individual.
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To remove a member, choose the Membership List tab of the Forum Proper-
ties sheet, as shown in Figure 10.16. Select the member and click the Remove
Member button.

X l Fig. 7 0.7 6
Remove members

~t~ Wartd Wide Qperatians Farum Membership List
_ . - -- ---- - — ------- -. ------------ _ _ ---- - -- -._ _ from a forum if
IdentJeatwn' StwegePotcy ' AccessPoScy -NembeishipLit2) Statistics I y0U I11USt.

Membwbame Mado~utor flK
Kevin Murray M
Kim Krajers Cancel
Laurie O'Flynn
M a8 Agent Nelp

Newsw've M
NigelJuhnsua M
Steve Young M J

iShow ~embn~ Prnpectie:... find Mam6er.~

ShowYow Prop¢die~... ~ddNaw Momben... ~~

Because Share uses electronic mail for authentication, if a user—a terminated
employee, for example—is deleted from the mail directory, the user is effec-
tively out of Share as well. (If the user had a password, the user's name and
password could be used with the /nomail option, but this is remote.) There is
usually no hurry to remove such members from every forum or to withdraw
the user's registration. For information on unregistering users, see Chapter
19, "Managing the Registry."

Changing Forum Policies
You can modify various forum policies including forum properties, such as
name, icon and password, aging policy, limits, encryption, and full-text in-
dexing. These policies were established when the forum was created,~but only
forum placement can't be changed.

Identity
You can change a forum's name, announcement text, and the icon associated
with it. This will change how the forum appears in everyone's Library the
next time he or she runs Share.

If you want to send an urgent message to all your members, you can change
the forum title temporarily. "DON'T USE" is an eye-catching title, for
example.
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Fig. 10.17
You can change
the properties that
identify your
forum.

To change your forum's appearance to others, select the Identification tab of
the Forum Properties sheet, as shown in Figure 10.17.

Competitive Analysis Forum tdenfification :._ _
~ tdeniitication:~ Stota9~R~C.+i I Acccm Porcy I. lA ernbe~ct~pbst I Slaiittics

Competitive Analysis ~
4CQ[i... CBflCL•~

Deseripfion:
This ix a moderated forum. Yom pos[ingx must be ~eriewed ~ Jjalp
and approved by one of the Follawmg mode~atora: Matly '
Posner [forum manager]. Gail Shipton, or Danny Kim.

An~aunccment Tazl
This forum contains descriptions of our competitor'r p~oducls
and technical marketing points. including feature
compariaons.

Forum file Mume: ~..~. , , ... . 4. . _
C:ICQLLADRAtFORUM5ICOMPET~LFM . .

Password
You can give a forum a password at any time. By default, forums are created
without password protection. As I've said whenever passwords have come up,
you should choose a password that is longer than six characters, is not a dic-
tionary word or someone's name and that includes punctuation characters
or numbers. Passwords can be up to 19 characters long and are not case-
sensitive.

To change the forum password (or give it a password for the first time),
choose the Access Policy tab of the Forum Properties sheet, and click the
Change Forum Password button to bring up the Change Password dialog box.

You must enter the current password once and the new password twice. The
second time is just to confirm that your fingers didn't slip the first time.

Share's password dialog box is similar to that found in many other products,
but they are all confusing. For example, if you type the old password and
press Enter instead of Tab, you have just turned off password protection. If
you reopen the forum, return to this dialog box, and type the old password
again, you'll be told that it's wrong (because the forum now has no pass-
word). Meanwhile, others might be opening the forum without having to
specify a passward.

Difficulties notwithstanding, if you choose to password-protect your forum,
you should change the password periodically and notify your members by
mail or telephone.

i

'.. tl
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Aging i~olicy
Unless you want your forum to grow and gather documents infinitely, you'll
need some sort of policy for deleting old documents. Share's policy-based
administration handles a lot of the drudgery of moderating a forum. Share will
automatically delete old threads using the policy that you specify.

There are two kinds of aging policy. You can have Share automatically delete
threads that are older than a certain number of days, or you can have it de-
lete the oldest threads when a new contribution extends a forum beyond a
particular size limit. The age of a thread is determined by the most recent
posting to it. That is, replying to an ancient thread makes it new again.

To specify an aging policy, choose the Storage Policy tab of the Forum
Properties sheet shown in Figure 10.18.

Competitive Analysis Forum Storage Policy

~{tlerWication StoragoPolrcgl Ac~cass P~cy ~ Membe~stvpList ~ Statistics

'~`~ ~ Oclete inaetivc Shraadt a(te~ .... 30 Aayt ~K

~~~ Caocal
~ Limil cantrihutiona to .......... .. 64 kilobylas jKBj

}Selp

(- Ludt ontire. Tatum to ................ ~^ magabytas..{MBj

(x Full•tart-index iho (ozumio aaatilo sc~cching
{— Eocrypltheeontenis o6 newconhitiutionafor.R~rracy
r Fotwm-is~p~ode:~ated ~~
(- A11ow pnortymous contributions --
r Moderato a~anymovs contrrbutio~s poly . ___ ~,;w;r ~ ,,,,,

Note that if you specify 30-day aging and no one opens the forum on the
30th day, your document will still be around on the 31st until someone
opens the forum. If many documents are slated for deletion on a particular
day, everyone opening the forum will delete only one or two documents
each; otherwise, it would take forever to open the forum. Any agents access-
ing the forum will always perform all necessary aging.

If you specify aging by forum size, there are weird conditions that can occur.
For example, if you have only one thread in the forum and your latest reply
to this thread pushes the forum over the limit, nothing will be deleted be-
cause there is no point in deleting your current contribution. But if you then
post a tiny document that is not a reply, the first thread will be deleted
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Fig. 10.18
Specify aging by
number of days or
overall forum size.
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completely, including the minutes-old reply, because the tiny new document
seemed to exceed the overall forum size, and there was only one thread to be
deleted.

Limiting Contributions
Although it is located between the two aging policy options on the Storage
Policy tab of the Forum Properties sheet, the contribution limit option is
really neither a storage nor an aging policy. Instead, it is a means of automati-
cally rejecting new contributions before they are stored in the forum.

If you specify that contributions should be limited to, say, 64K, you are not
requesting automatic deletion of other documents. You are disallowing
anyone's ability to post a contribution larger than 64K, including attach-
ments, to this forum. Limiting contribution size is a means of forcing your
Contributors to be concise. On the other hand, if you limit forum size, you ~t
are allowing large new postings and deleting old threads to make room.
You can use these options in parallel.

I .

Other Options
Your other options as Moderator include full-text indexing and encryption.
You can turn either off or on as often as you like. They behave differently,
however.

Full-text indexing is on by default when a new forum is created. You want to
"set it and forget it" so that the index is available when you suddenly want to
search for a word in a haystack of documents. If you're positively sure that
you won't miss the Search feature, you can turn off full-text indexing. This
will save you as much as a third of your forum's disk space, and it will make
contributing new documents slightly faster as well.

If you turn on full-text indexing again—by choosing the Full-Text Index the
Forum to Enable Searching option on the Storage Policy tab of the Forum
Properties sheet—Share will scan every document in the forum and rebuild
the full-text index from scratch. This means that the index will be current,
and it's a good way to correct any search glitches, but it can take significant
time, as Share will warn.

Encryption, on the other hand, is off by default in a newly created forum.
If you contribute documents before you turn it on, they will remain unen-
crypted. Turning on encryption—by choosing the Encrypt the Content of
New Contributions for Privacy option—only affects documents that are
posted subsequently. Like full-text indexing, turning off encryption speeds up
posting new documents.
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r~ From Here...
This concludes Part II, "Working with Share." You should now understand
how to use the Share application to create and moderate forums and be able
to explain to your group how to read and contribute. In Part III, "Extending
Share," you'll learn about Agents and the Agent Manager application.

The following chapters provide more information about moderating forums:

■ For a discussion of templates, see Chapter S, "Contributing to Forums."

■ For a description of the initial forum policies, see Chapter 9, "Creating
Forums."

■ For a discussion of your member's mail properties, see Chapter 14,
"Using the Mail Agent."

■ For a further discussion of the distinction between users and members,
see Chapter 19, "Managing the Registry."

■ To compare the role of the Administrator to that of the Moderator, see
Chapter 20, "Using Administration Tools."
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Chapter 11

~~~~" Extendin Your Reach-- g~~~

Collabra Share is more than just the familiar three-paned Forum window that

is described in Part II, "Working with Share." So far, you have learned to use

~ Share to browse existing forums and documents, to contribute your own

documents, and to create new forums. You even learned the responsibilities

of a forum Moderator. This knowledge will help you use Share to collaborate

with everyone on your local area network (LAN). But...will that be enough?

You can't limit your collaboration to only your neighbors on the LAN; you

want access to the expertise and experience throughout your organization.

~, ~` Imagine getting a call from your company's branch office thousands of miles

away. "I read your proposal," the caller says. "I have some information to

add." You never know whose insight will tip the balance. A brilliant solution

may be suggested by someone who has little involvement with the problem.

°~ You cannot risk excluding anyone from your virtual network of collaborators.

In this chapter, you learn to

■ Examine your e~cisting network and determine the extent of your

virtual team

■ Leverage your electronic mail infrastructure as a backbone for extending

Share beyond your LAN

■ Synchronize replicas of your forums on different LANs

■ Understand Collabra's notion of an agent

■ Use the Agent Manager application to schedule agents

■ Consider the Client/Server Edition with respect to remote workstation

access
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Extending Share to Everyone
Collabra Share can be extended to include everyone in your organization.
You can establish systems that enable you to collaborate with various users:

■ Telecommuters working at home

■ Field representatives on the road

■ Mainframe and users with legacy electronic mail such as Profs

■ Anyone in your organization on a LAN that connects with your LAN to
create a WAN

■ People outside your WAN who can send you electronic mail

■ Worldwide users of thousands of Internet newsgroups

■ Users of Lotus Notes

Ubiquity Is Important
' Collaborative tools such as Share are the telephones of the new age of busi-
(i ~ ness processes. The phone on your desk instantly links you with everyone in
,,

your organization. By entering a few more numbers, you can be in touch
with almost anyone on the planet. Voice mail, mobile cellular phones, and
other improvements make the telephone network even more valuable.

Electronic mail is not far behind the telephone, either in terms of its global
reach or wireless and other enhancements. Many people are set up to be noti-
fied by a pager that new mail has arrived for them. Several solutions exist
that apply intelligent filters on incoming mail before it can clutter your
inbox. Personal digital assistants combine these facilities and others in a
portable package.

The rate of change and process improvement has long been observed to be
accelerating. Cellular phones and fax machines caught on slowly at first,
compared to the more recent contagion of Internet access. Once a technology
is proven, its widespread adoption becomes hard to control. When groupware
such as Collabra Share improves your team's communication processes and
leverages group information on your LAN, you will want to extend it to
everyone in your enterprise.

The collection of people using Share to collaborate needs a label. We use the
word enterprise because existing words, such as organization or company, do
not apply to all cases. An enterprise might be a part of a company, such as
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Extending Share to Everyone 269

the planning and sales operations of a firm that deliberately chooses not to

integrate production. Alternatively, an enterprise can involve a consortium of

companies. The term implies that everyone is linked electronically somehow,

forming some kind of WAN. As shown in Figure 11.1, you can use the

Internet to form virtual corporations.

Fig. 11.1
An enterprise
communicates on
a WAN.

Arizona Sweaters, Inc. Worldwide Wool, Ltd.

3 ~ A WAN supports point-to-point communication by electronic mail through-

i J out the enterprise. A WAN can be as simple as two or three LAN segments

joined by bridges, or as complex as a true "network," in which the path a

':' I message takes to reach its destination is unspecified and is determined by the
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Fig. 11.2
"Teaser" mail
hides the actual
message inside an
attachment.

your choices boiled down to a memo or a phone call. An executive debated
"putting it in writing." That debate continues, but with an expanding array
of options, a bigger concern is getting your recipient's attention. Do you dial
your recipient's car telephone and interrupt him or her, or do you dial your
recipient's office number and leave voice. mail? Will your recipient see your
message if you send electronic mail? Your answer depends on your knowl-
edge of how your recipient likes to work.

When you are communicating with a disparate team, the choices become
more difficult because there are many possible work-styles. In a multichannel
world, on which channel do you transmit to be sure of getting through?
When you are sending aone-to-many message, your time is important. You
do not want to be forced to send the message by electronic mail to some and
by voice mail to others.

Collaboration in the Context of Electronic Mail
Extending the reach of Collabra Share means adding facilities for including
everyone that is accessible to you by electronic mail today. Electronic mail is
probably ubiquitous in your organization, and everyone who has mail could
benefit from access to Collabra Share forums.

You can attach data files to your electronic mail to exchange information
with others who are not on your LAN. You can share files directly with your
group if you're all on the same LAN, however, and that's more efficient than
"teaser" mail in which the name of an attached file is your only clue to its
contents. Most mail programs make it easy to send teaser mail (like that
shown in Figure 11.2) and difficult to send the file's contents.

_~ X
yam: M~ ~' « £! ';, ~:~ Js}-x

Compose Hepiy ne 8 'Fawatd. Mave Oeiete Prevrn~s 3_~t~~

From: ~~utie-0'Fiynn
Data: Monday. August Q7. 1395 ~ 3DAM

o: Terry-Falk

object: Something I'm sure-y~ti'Awant to know

Terry—

Iwas ielking to Tak Oku6o the other day...you remember, the diredor7 Wel4 he wantedta know if we'd
ever resolvad that question in the spec. So I said, "What question?°because, of course, lthought they

re all resolved. Anyway,..checkautwhat hewas talking about in the attached file. B"fVl,ycau need the

~3
IatestversionofAccasstoreedi~ ~~oN.Moe

`,~2messsges ' 7~31AM1~
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< ~ ; You've already learned how Share lets you include data from other applica-
tions, along with rich text, in your postings. You don't need to hide the in-

i formation in an attached file.

~ ! Forum SynchronizationY ;
'~ ~ Collabra Share Extensions synchronize data in forums with the following

kinds of external databases:

■ Other forums on other sites on the WAN

~̀ ~ ■Electronic-mail post offices
,.

:̀ ~~ ■Internet newsgroups

i ■Lotus Notes databases

Everyone in the enterprise needs Collabra Share so they can exchange
information in forums, but forums can't usually be shared across a WAN. The
solution is maintaining a replica of a forum at each site on the WAN. Share
can synchronize a web of replicas of a forum so that users everywhere on the
WAN can participate.

Of course, there are many people who use systems that are only capable of
textual electronic mail. Share supports them, as well, with its ability to ex-
tract text from formatted documents and to use textual heading data to

~ maintain threaded conversations in an otherwise-flat mail environment.
Internet newsgroups axe an example of such atext-only system.

! If your organization uses another kind of database, you can still use Share to
E make that data available to everyone. The executive staff can use Lotus Notes,

~ for example, while the less expensive Collabra Share links the staff to the rest
~ of the company. Share has tools that enable you to synchronize changes in

forums with changes in a Lotus Notes database.

The mechanism that Collabra Share uses to link and synchronize forums with Tip
external data is called an agent because it acts on your behalf while working The term, agent,
in the background. r usually implies

If you wanted to share data files like a spreadsheet or a document with some- more intelligence

~ one on another LAN, you would send it by mail. You would need to agree on
about searching
for information

' some rules to make sure any changes you might make wouldn't conflict. as well as smart
Electronic mail is a basis for sharing information between applications like filtering. Collabra
Share as well as between human beings. This is what the phrase "Share lever- agents are more
ages your existing electronic mail" means. Your investment connecting ev- like gateways be-
eryone in your organization pays off. Everyone on your mail system can cause they don't
now...Share. search or filter.
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Fig. 71.3
Ask the Mail Agent
to help you
automatically
receive a message
such as this one.

Using Electronic Mail to Broaden
participation
You already know that you can send mail, documents or norification of docu-
ments from within Share. One way to include team members who don't use
Share is to use the File, Send, Current Document command when you read
new postings in a forum. Every time you read a new document, you fire it off
to your remote correspondent. For more information about sending mail
from inside Share, see Chapter 7, "Finding and Reading Documents."

Instead of sending someone new documents manually, Share enables you to
automate this participation using the Mail Agent, which is described, in Chap-
ter 14, "Using the Mail Agent." You specify, in the forum, whether you want
the whole document or just the title, author, and other heading information
sent. If you send whole documents, you can choose to include attachments
or not. The result, as shown in Figure 11.3, is that new documents posted to
the forums you specify are automatically copied as mail to the recipients,
who are managed as electronic-mail members of those forums.

. .- _ a x
~~ Fde Edl dew Mad `.Juidow Heip ~&J X

~ Compoze Reply ~fleplyJxA Foiwafd IAove Delete ( -~~~...:. J ~~"o I Share

Fmm: Share HRint~ ~
Dato: Monday, August 07, 1995 ~r19AM j
7 0: 'Terry Felk,'
c~:
Subjecr. Help message irum G,Ila6,a.ihare

U5WG COLLABHASHARE WITH ELEGTRONICtvIAIL

is document describes howta access Callabra Share forums through
youreledronic mail system.

e forum you wish to communicate with needs to be connected to an
e-mail address using the Collabra Share Mail Agenl and AgentManager.
Once ntorum has an e-mail address end an adive Meil Agent you can
partidpate by sending messages to, or receiving messages }ram, that
address —even it you aren't on the forum's local area network.

To join, query, and contribute to aforum by e-mail, you add the
commands explained hereto the subject line or body of your messages
and sane! those messages to a forum's e-mail nddress.You don't need

Wit: _

Used this way, Share acts as a listserver program, enabling you to broadcast to
a potentially wide audience simply by posting to a forum. A listserver pro-
gram manages a subscription list and sends specified documents to everyone
on the list. Such programs are common on the Internet, where they enable
subscribers to receive a periodic mailing from Scott Adams, the creator of the
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"Dilbert" cartoon strip, or technical information from Microsoft Corporation,
or thousands of other topics.

You can also use the Mail Agent to capture replies from your electronic-mail
correspondents and automatically post them to the forum. In fact, the mail
correctly appears as a reply, preserving the thread of discussion. Figure 11.4
illustrates a reply from an electronic-mail user in mail. Figure 11.5 illustrates
a reply as it appears in a Share forum. By sending as well as receiving from
electronic-mail members, the forum is effectively extended to include a wider
network of participants.

Fie Ydd View Mail Vlu~w ~iel~

i `t~~Cr ' :,: I.P~rv~o 'n:,.,C~a~e Fo -;.. S~e

ySend Chec}; Namcs [ttach Options A rt:

To; 'Human Resources'

~~ I
Subicce Myvacation

Myvacation plans are firming up forthis year, and I lhoughtyou'd wantto know my "guesstimates"far
our records. I'II pro6ablytake oN:

Monday, August 26

Monday, September 13

eweakof October 7 S

If theee ara any conflicts. please let me know.

Thanks in advance,

eny.
~4mesacgas ~ 735fiM

. : . . _~:X
Fie add ~ompuso Tart e~opert~ea '~ndav ~{elp ~,9~J

HR In}a I 'ter ~? , ~~ ~l pest Pmi f. Neil V~a~r F rum Attach Savc Oran Esc

flr~ "y : ~ ~J Times Neva R~m.~n ~ L7~ A A ~=B I ~ l_"~ ~ ',a

FiEtci My vacation

From the desk of {G'~L'Zl~ ~434~ ~ ~ ~ ~~

Mp vacation plans aze Snning up for this gear, and I ihoug~t evetvone should know my
"guesstimates.° I'll probably take ofE

Mondery, Aagusf 26

• Monday, S~ptcmber 13

• Tha week of October l

If there are any conflicts, please let me know.

7 _J
--__ ___

F;eady

Fig. 11.4
This is your mail.

Fig. 7 7.5
This is your mail
in a forum.
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There are a variety of reasons for including people as electronic-mail

members of a forum. For example:

■ You have a recipient who does not yet have Share installed.

■ You want to include users of Share who aren't on your LAN.

■ You want to broadcast to a list of mail addresses.

■ You need a collection pt~int for data from users who aren't on your LAN

(such as correspondents on the Internet) and who don't have Share.

Collaborating by Telephone
The modem/electronic mail connection means that telecommuters who re-

ceive mail at home can participate in discussions within forums and the field

representative can access mail by dialing in from a motel or a client's office.

Share can make telecommuting viable by providing a "virtual water cooler"

around which the telecommuters can chat about subjects only casually asso-

ciated with company business. Studies show that this kind of communication

helps make telecommuting work, and also that connectedness on this level

makes for a more bonded team and can lead to insights that help the com-

pany directly.

Using Forums while on the Road
The lonely electronic-mail member in the field, however, has a different set

of needs. Chances are that field communications will be in burst mode, with

urgent postings to the common forum asking for specific answers, or jotted
notes such as "Ben at Variance Technology tells me that our competitor is
offering components below cost." Getting answers while you are on the road
is as important as keeping everyone informed of progress even before you
return.

Share's electronic mail linkage also includes a powerful feature that is specifi-
cally designed to help the member in the field. The Share Mail Agent under-
stands aspecial language that enables an electronic mail member to
proactively list headings or perform full-text searches by mail and then ex-
tract specific documents.

You learned earlier in the chapter that you could specify that a particular
recipient receive only headings rather than whole postings. Obviously, head-
ings only would be very frustrating if there were no way to retrieve the text of

specific documents. When the Mail Agent sends a document description
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. ' (heading only), it includes a document identifier. By replying to the heading
'~ ~ mail and using the //Get command, the user can request that the Mail Agent

send the full document by return mail.

In fact, the Mail Agent understands several commands like //Get, all of
~ which are described in more detail in Chapter 14, "Using the Mail Agent."

The //Contribute command enables an electronic mail member to start a new
thread in a particular category. The //Outline command requests that a list of
all categories be sent by return mail. The most useful command to someone
in the field, however, is probably the //Search command, which performs a

~ full-text search in the forum. The results of the query are sent by return mail,
as shown in Figure 11.6.

sX
-Fde ~~d1 Vew Mai Window ji eip ~. _(8~ X

Ceurroose Re hr RepIy~4N fawad Movg Delete I Share
_ . ;_

Fram: Shnre HR Info i
Date. Monday,Avgust07. 19357:4°AM
To: 'TerNFalk'

:- Cc:
,Su~jace pueryrasutts ham tha HR Into forum +, , ~,~:.~~,~.,~

-- „~
Query results from the HR Info forum
Query: MILLENNIA

++. Thread: Millennia Expense Repo... Human Resources, l(13J95 31 K8 (ID:H13000tl5)
+++. Thread: Vacation Request Fnrtn Human Resources, 72j2~/94231C8 QD:H1300001)
+++ ~~end; Millennia U.5.1995 Ho... Humen Resources, l/5/99 22K@ QD:H1200002)

+++~ Thread: Millennia Corporcte Te... Tom Jones, l J3/95 21 KB (ID;HI3DOQ~q~
+tom+ Thread: Job Posting Template Humen Resources, l/9/9512K@ (ID;HC00007)

~+ Thread; ComponentDevelopment... Human Resources.li9/9512KB QD:HD000QI)
.+++ Thread: Millennia 1995 Holiday... Human Resources, l j13/95 22K8 (ID:H1200003)
..++ Thread: Job Posting Template Human Resources,1/9/9512KB (ID:H16000~1)
++.+ 'rnread: Component Development... Human Resources,l J9/9512KB QD:H1700001)
.++. dread: MillenniaU.S.1995 Ho... Human Resources, l J5J9q 22KB (ID:H1100005)
.+++ Thread: Millennia 1995 Holiday... Human Resources, 1J13J95 22KB Qp:H1100008)

The //Search command returns the headings for documents that match speci-
fied criteria. A field representative can use //Search to call up relevant com-
petitive information before the next day's meetings, for example. Any mail
user can retrieve archived human resources policy documents from a reposi-
tory forum simply by searching for particular titles or keywords.

If you have aperformance-challenged computer or slow-bandwidth connec-
tion to your LAN, you can use mail to get only what you need from a forum.
Your company might keep megabytes of data available in a forum, for ex-
ample, but you might only need to read documents that contain a particular
word. You can use the //Search and //Get commands to retrieve only the

275

.Fig. 17.6
Use the //Search
command to find
relevant data in a
forum by remote
CO11tT01.

most relevant documents.
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Synchronizing Forums with Electronic Mail
L,lectronic mail is a way to include people who are connected to your LAN by
modem or Internet gateway, but let's consider users of Share on another LAN
Although they can set up a forum just like yours, they cannot access your
forum because they cannot easily share files across the LAN-to-LAN
connection.

In theory, you could maintain two tapies of the same forum. If you and someone on

the other LAN conspired, you could, in theory, send all new postings in your forum

to a mailbox on the other LAN, which could then be posted to the copy of the forum

on that side. Any new postings there would be sent to you the same way. You and
your conspirator could resolve conflicts easily—but keeping things synchronized
would take a lot of time. You could use the Mail Agent to automate the operation;
however, avoid the infinite loop. An infinite loop sends a new document to the other

forum where it is returned (looking like a new document) and is added again to the
other side. This action will continue infinitely.

You would have to make sure that forum policy matters stayed synchronized as well.
Another problem would be synchronizing the deletion of documents. If someone on
your side replied to a document that had just been deleted on the other LAN, you
would have only two options: un-delete or restore the document or delete the new
reply.

In practice, manually synchronizing two copies of a forum would take too

much work, even using the Mail Agent. It is painful to consider doing this
with several forums across a number of copies. Fortunately, however,
Collabra offers the sophisticated Replication Agent to handle this task.

Synchronizing Forum Replicas
Sharing files between LANs is problematic. One never says "impossible"
where technology is concerned—for example, high-speed ATM LAN connec-
tions are becoming available, blurring the distinction between a LAN and a
WAN. You could invest in new infrastructure to better support file sharing on
your WAN—or perhaps to route remote procedure calls (RPCs) to the Collabra
Share Server—but you already have an electronic-mail infrastructure (and
that, it turns out, is all you need).

Practically speaking, your hest solution for sharing forums between two LANs
today is the Replication Agent, sometimes fondly dubbed the replicator. The
Replication Agent pounces on new documents posted to a forum and sends
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them, using your wide-area electronic mail, to other Replication Agents on
other LANs.

One Replication Agent can be connected to many others, but Collabra recom-
mends ahub-and-spoke topology in which only one of the Replication Agents
has more than one connection. This way, changes made at one site are never
more than two electronic-mail links from all the others.

The Replication Agent (described more fully in Chapter 15, "Replicating
Forums") handles a wide variety of situations, including deleting documents
and changing forum policies; it also handles so-called collisions in which, a
new document is a reply to a deleted document. The Replication Agent also
smooths out bumps in aless-than-perfect mail network; it does not require
that mail messages be received in the same order they were sent, for example.

The Replication Agent uses electronic mail, as illustrated in Figure 11.7. Each
Replication Agent needs a mail account (a mailbox) on each side of the con-
nection. Unlike the Mail Agent, which requires a mail account for each fo-
rum, the Replication Agent can multiplex all forums on a single channel.

E-Mail Post
Office

Mail Account

E-Mail Post
Office

Mail Account

Fig. 77.7
The Replication
Agent uses a single
mail account at
each site.

Replication
Agent

Replication
Agent

z
! HR Sales Project Project HR Sales

Forum Forum Forum Forum Forum Forum

Both the Mail and Replication Agents are examples of agents, applications
that are scheduled to run periodically and which link the contents of a forum
with some other kind of database. Four types of agents are discussed in more
detail, one by one, in the next section.
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Using Agents
You can think of agents as plumbing that connects your forums to other data
repositories, such as an electronic mailbox, a Lotus Notes database, and an
Internet newsgroup. If something new is added to the forum, the agent sends
a copy to the external database. If something is added to the database, the
agent makes sure it is posted to the forum.

There are four Collabra Share Extension agents:

■ The Mail Agent

■ The Agent for Lotus Notes

■ The Internet Newsgroup Agent

■ The Replication Agent

The Mail Agent
The Mail Agent, shown in Figure 11.8, connects a forum to a mailbox using
one of three standard interfaces:

■ Common Mail Calls (CMC)

■ Vendor-Independent Messaging (VIM)

■ Mail Application Program Interface (MAPI)

As you learned earlier in the chapter, you can set up the Mail Agent (on a
member-by-member basis if desired) to support single or bi-directional trans-
fers: it can send and receive, only broadcast, or only accept documents. For
more information about the Mail Agent, see Chapter 14, "Using the Mail
Agent."

Fig. 11.8
The Mail Agent Mail Agent

cc:Mail for
(VIM) connects ~~~ Windows
a forum to a
mailbox (in this
case, a cc:Mail cc:Mail Engine

mailbox). Forum

cc:Mail
PosT Offi~

i

t

r

• ~s .
~Ls
a; ;

~ ~

E

E
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In addition, the Mail Agent can interpret incoming commands, even when
inbound messages are not to be posted to the forum. These commands in-
clude such capabilities as listing categories, performing full-text searches, and
directing the categorization of new threads.

The Agent for Lotus Notes
The Agent for Lotus Notes, described in Chapter 17, "Synchronizing with
Lotus Notes," synchronizes a forum with a Lotus Notes database (see Fig.
11.9). There are similarities between a forum and what Lotus Notes calls a
"discussion database" but the Notes Agent can work with other kinds of data-
bases as well; it gives you complete control over the mapping of fields be-
tween the two systems. For example, the title field in a forum often maps to a
subject field in Notes, but it could easily map to a field called headline or one
called .abstract.

Lotus
Notes

Agent for
Lotus Notes ~-~

Notes API

Forum Lotus Notes
Database

The Internet Newsgroup Agent
The Internet Newsgroup Agent (see Fig. 11.10) enables you to use Collabra
Share's intuitive interface, with its powerful information overload-fighting
tools, to browse information from the thousands of newsgroups on the
Internet. Unlike primitive newsreaders, the Internet Newsgroup. Agent dis-
plays documents as threaded discussions and supports commands such as
Next Unread, Ignore, and Full-Text Search. You can also reply to the Internet
or privately to an individual poster. Companies that use newsgroups in-house
will benefit from the Internet Newsgroup Agent as well. For more informa-
tion about the Internet Newsgroup Agent, see Chapter 16, "Linking with

279

Fig. 71.9
The agent for Lotus
Notes synchronizes
a forum with a
Lotus Notes
database.

Internet Newsgroups."
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Fig. 7 7.10 Internet
The Internet Newsgroup
Newsgroup Agent Agent
links your forum NetNews Transfer

to the world. Protocol (NNTP)

Forum
Internet

Newsgroups ~

The Replication Agent j
Unlike the other agents, the Replication Agent requires at least two agents

in order to work. As you can see in Figure 11.11, the Replication Agent re-
sembles the Mail Agent on each end of the connection but some of what the

Replication Agent sends by mail is nontcxtual, binary data. Unlike a router

or gateway program, two Replication Agents can operate on very different
schedules because of the electronic mail system. Collabra calls this "store and

forward replication," and it is such a powerful concept that it maybe patent- i

able. For more information about the Replication Agent, see Chapter 15,
"Replicating Forums."

Fig. 11.11
The Replication Replicator User deletes "Ad
Agent synchro- deletes "Ad Plan"
nines forums on Plan"
different LANs.

Re lication Y~ ~P i CMC CMC Replication
Agent a~~ MAPI MAPI Agent

VIM VIM
< x.:. ;ter

Sales Sales ,~
Forum Post Post Forum

Office Office -~Y~

New document, "Promo Idea"
"Promo Idea," added by
added by user Replicator

i

Houston New York j
LAN LAN ~
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Two Replication Agents periodically exchange messages to make sure that
they are in sync. If one site falls too far behind, the two Replication Agents
may decide to switch to reconciliation mode and resend most of the forum to
catch up. The Replication Agent is a much more sophisticated facility than
the other agents in this regard. Most of the agents support various flow con-
trols, as well, to avoid clogging a mail network's arteries. Some systems may
have a bottleneck gateway, for example, that handles many small messages
but comes to a halt when a large one arrives. You can tune Collabra's agents
to work around bottlenecks in your network. For more information about
scheduling agents, see Chapter 13, "Managing Agents."

Agents are just application programs that you run periodically to check for
new documents or events to process. You run agents on a dedicated machine
such as a network file server.

If you-have several file servers on your network, run your agents on the same server
as your forums. Unlike human users, agents read the contents of a forum-more or less
continuously, so -the difference between the speed of the network and the speed of
reading from the local hard disk wiN be even more pronounced. ,.;- j~

~ ~■ >

You cannot run agents as stand-alone programs, however. They need to be
configured separately for each forum and for each external database. If every
agent stood by itself, each would have to include the logic for scheduling
itself to run. The Agent Manager, the program that executes agents on the
schedule you set up, is discussed in the next section.

Managing Agents
The Agent Manager enables you to configure and schedule your agents. As
illustrated in Figure 11.12, the Agent Manager enables you to control the
connections between a forum and an agent.

The Agent Manager can link the same forum to many agents and can link a
particular agent to many forums. In some cases, you might connect a forum
to the same agent more than once. For example, you can synchronize a single
forum with two Notes databases, each with different configuration options.
Alternatively, the hub Replication Agent might be configured with a separate
connection for each replica of each forum.
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Fig. 11.72
The Agent
Manager manages
connections
between forums
and agents.
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Scheduling Agents
A task is a connection between a forum and an agent. The Agent Manager

executes one agent task at a time, according to the schedule you specify.

An agent can run continuously (round-robin with other scheduled tasks), at a

specified interval (such as every nine hours), or one or more times daily. You

leave the Agent Manager running, usually minimized as an icon on the Win-

dows desktop, and it does the rest. If all your agents run in the middle of the

night, the Agent Manager on the desktop will not be noticeable during the

day. Windows can continue to multitask—handling print jobs, for example—

even when agents are running.

Setting Up Agents
When you establish a connection between a forum and an agent, the Agent

Manager leads you through a series of setup dialog boxes that are specific to

the agent. Figure 11.13 illustrates setting up a task connecting the Mail Agent

with a news forum as an example.

You can configure the Replication Agent using Share's policy-based replication

feature to communicate automatically with the Agent Manager on remote

sites. Policy-based replication makes it possible to initiate and administer

replication on a forum without manually establishing a new task on each

site. The Agent Manager handles the details by communicating directly with

the Agent Manager on the remote site.
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Considering the Client/Server Edition
You have learned that it is possible to connect Share users on different LANs
using the Replication Agent, and to embrace users who are only connected to
your LAN by electronic mail, such as field personnel and telecommuters. You
can also access forums—without being permanently wired to the LAN=by
establishing a remote connection with the Collabra Share Server.

First, consider the advantages and disadvantages of both the file-sharing ap-
proach and aclient/server architecture.

File Sharing
File sharing is simpler to set up and to administer, even across a WAN. The
disadvantage is remote access from home or on the road. Remote solutions
with file sharing include both electronic mail and products that enable you
to dial-in to your LAN. Electronic mail is textual and you lose Share's inter-
face, but it is a proven solution that, again, is simple to set up. Dial-in access
to your LAN is probably not a good solution because 28 kbps (or even 56K) is
just too sluggish. The Share interface would be agonizingly slow over such a
dilatory connection. (Imagine: only 360 words asecond—a quarter million
characters aminute—on the wire. It would take only two seconds to transmit
three pages of this book, but that's very slow compared to network speed.)

Client/Server
The client/server architecture, in contrast, offers a practical, remote-dial-in
solution. This approach reduces traffic between computers to a minimum.
Instead of reading and writing files directly, only remote procedure call (RPC)
commands are sent by way of the modem. Because it minimizes traffic "over
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:~ ~
the wire, the client/server approach supports more simultaneous users than

file sharing. Because actual access to the forum is centralized at the server, it `

also offers better security and control. The only drawback is that establishing t

and maintaining aclient/server installation is somewhat more complicated. ~-
,;,>

Mixing File Sharing and Client/Server '='•'
Collabra is one of the few software vendors to offer both file-sharing and

client/server versions. You can mix file-sharing and client/server access to 3

your forums within the same enterprise. This combination enables you to ;,?' i

configure your use of Share to leverage the advantages of each approach. You

can choose to install a single server for remote callers and replicate the

server's forums to another site where LAN users access it directly. '~.'.:

From Here... - 1}~~,
In this chapter, you learned that Share's flexible architecture makes it easy to

extend your forums far beyond your LAN. You learned you can maintain

forum replicas on other LANs and invite anyone in your mail directory to
participate in a forum. You also learned that the Client/Server Edition sup-

ports dial-in remote access to forums.

Now that you have learned about the ways in which Share can be extended
beyond the LAN, you are ready to tackle remote dial-in, the Agent Manager, j

and the four agents in depth.

■ For more information about policy-based replication, see Chapter 2,
"Planning aCompany-wide Configuration."

■ To learn how to dial-in to the Collabra Share server, see Chapter 12,
"Connecting Remotely."

■ For a complete description of the Agent Manager, see Chapter 13,
"Managing Agents."

■ For more information about synchronizing with your electronic-mail
directory, see Chapter 19, "Managing the Registry."
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Co n n ecti ng Ote Y

As you extend your reach beyond a single LAN to include everyone in your
enterprise, you may discover that some individuals are not directly accessible.
Facilities for remote access to workgroup networks are becoming more and
more popular, enabling business travelers and work-at-home telecommuters
to drop in on the LAN as needed. This trend will continue. Existing telephone
lines can be used to connect two computers and the familiar telephone net-
work is gradually being supplanted by an even higher-bandwidth data
network.

This chapter describes various methods for connecting to your forums over
telephone lines using the familiar Share interface. It turns out that it is more
than a little difficult to set up, but once that task is done, you'll find it tre-
mendously useful to extend your network to home and the road.

In this chapter, you learn about

■ The technology that makes remote access possible (without going into
too much detail). You need to know where the modem fits in to be able
to configure the connection.

■ Various kinds of modems

■ The installation of three different software packages that support dial-in
access to a LAN

■ Establishing your first remote connection

■ Installing the other side of the connection on your LAN

■ The security issues surrounding making your network available to
anyone with a modem

$-
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The ability to use Collabra Share remotely from home, a hotel, or a client's

office is extremely useful in light of Share's goal that "everyone participates."

Business scenarios are easy to imagine. A salesman checks into his hotel,

connects the laptop to the home office, and posts a document asking about

the next day's meeting. He uses a search command to find relevant docu-

ments that are already in the forum. Within a few hours, other people from

around the company have replied to his request, and he is now armed with

his entire team's knowledge as he goes into the client meeting.

One way to access a forum remotely is to use electronic mail. The Mail Agent,

described in Chapter 14, "Using the Mail Agent," allows you to post docu-

ments, perform searches, and receive replies, simply by setting up a remote

version of mail and synchronizing your inbox. But using electronic mail to

access a forum is a like riding the bus instead of having your own car; you

can get where you want to go, but the bus can't offer the same freedom and

control that a car can.

There are several products that enable you to connect to your network from

home, such as Symantec's PC Anywhere or Microcom's Carbon Copy. While

easier to install than the three remote access products we'll describe in this

chapter, they are unacceptable for use with Share. The problem is that a

connection like PC Anywhere, even over a 56 kpbs ISDN line, is frustratingly

slow when using an application like Collabra Share. The file-sharing version

of Share moves too much data back and forth on the wire. Remote access, in

fact, is one reason that the Collabra Share Server was developed. MicrosofYs

Remote Access Service (RAS), which comes with Windows N'T, is specifically

optimized for the Share Server's Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interface. A few
minutes spent trying to use the file-sharing version of Share over a PC Any-

where connection will convince you that a more specialized solution is
required.

Understanding the Technology
Configuring computers to communicate is unfortunately a difficult and often
frustrating task, particularly with older DOS-based operating systems that
have limited "real" memory. Rather than educate each remote user, many
companies will find it more efficient to have the IS (Information Systems)
staff install both ends of the remote connectivity solution. It is possible for an

end user to install the hardware and software described in this chapter, and
the information presented here should help, but it is an arduous task best left
to the professionals.
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You need to have a minimal understanding of how your LAN works in order
to connect modems to it. To those of you who have so far avoided learning
the first thing about how a network works, .this section is brief and as high-
level as possible.

At a very high level, the basic idea is that every computer on the network
contains a Network Interface Card (NIC). A wire connects each of these cards
together and the software running on each computer sends and receives data
using these cards.

It is useful to think of this process in terms of conceptual layers. The bottom
layer is the physical connection of NICs and wires. The layer above this pack-
ages information to be sent on the wire. The layer above that understands
more about the meaning of the information and less about the physical hard-
ware, and so on. Network people talk to each other in terms of seven agreed-
upon layers, called theOpen Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocol stack.
Figure 12.1 illustrates how Share uses this stack to access remote files.

Application
Presentation

Session
Transport
Network
Data Link
Physical

..,a.,ti~., . ~_y:i

Local Area
Network

Modem

For the purposes of this discussion, the stack can be simplified further into
four layers: the network card (Physical), the driver (Data Link), the NetBIOS
(Network, Transport, and Session) and the operating system (Presentation,
Application). Collabra Share is conceptually on top of this stack: it makes
requests of the operating system but assumes no responsibility for the
implementation details.

Collabra Share

ASYBEUI NetBEUI

ASYMAC NDIS
COM Port NIC
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Fig. 7 2.1
How Share relates
to the OSI protocol
stack.
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Share asks the operating system to open, read, and write disk files without

regard for the actual computer to which the disk resource is attached. Typi-

cally, it's the job of Novell NetWare or Windows for Workgroups to fool ap-

plications like Share into thinking that drive M: is just another local hard disk

when it's actually a thousand miles away.

A protocol is a series of dance steps that both partners agree upon so that they

can move forward and back without stepping on each other's feet. Just as

there are many different dances, many kinds of protocol can accomplish the

network's role. The Transport and Network layers are implemented by SPX/

IPX on NetWare and TCP/IP on UNIX machines. The reason for dividing the

task into layers is to allow each layer to be implemented using different pro-

tocols. The interfaces between layers are protocols and aseven-layer solution

is called a protocol stack.

If you want to connect to your office's network from the Mote16 in

Poughkeepsie, why should you care about a stack of dance protocols? Because

the layers make it fairly easy for you to substitute a modem for a Network

Interface Card at the Physical layer, replace a couple of other software layers

to communicate with the modem as if it were a disk drive, and Share still

thinks M: is a local hard disk.

A computer can run more than one protocol stack at a time. This allows

your network file server to talk to other local servers using, say; a NetBIOS

Enhanced User Interface (NetBEUI, pronounced net-boo-ey) protocol and

also have a modem protocol stack that allows you to dial-in. You can use

a modem connection to one server to access data on another server.

Three software products that offer protocol stacks to replace a Network Inter- I

face Card with a modem are discussed in the upcoming section "Preparing to

Dial-In." Microsoft RAS (Remote Access Service) is included with the Win-

dows NT operating system and Windows for Workgroups, Version 3.11 or

greater. Engineers at Collabra prefer ShivaRemote, because it doesn't need as

much conventional memory. NetWare Connect is also described. Any of ;

these three, when properly installed and configured, make your modem act y.

like a Network Interface Card. ~;

The problem with replacing the Transport layer of the protocol stack with a

modem is that your modem is an extremely slow Network Interface Card. ~'

Let's consider areal-warld example. ''`
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Everything is relative with regard to the apparent speed of computers. Your
laptop portable runs about as fast as a desktop computer at the office, and
when you run Collabra Share on your laptop in the Poughkeepsie motel
room it will execute just as quickly as running Share on your desktop com-
puter, except when it needs to access data files over the telephone line. Your
modem is at least ten times slower than your network. You'll notice that
actions on your computer that take more than a half second to respond, such
as bringing up the Open File dialog box, seem sluggish. Check your watch
and you'll see that a whole second seems slow at computer speeds. Now
count slowly to ten—that's how long it might take before you see the Open
File dialog box. If saving a huge file takes six seconds on the network, imag-
ine waiting an entire minute when you're connected by modem.

So, simply connecting to the network is not enough. You need the Client/
Server Edition of Collabra Share because it uses Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)
to minimize network traffic and perform as much work as possible on the
server side. Microsoft claims that RAS is specifically optimized for client-
server applications. Even so, dialing-in will still seem lethargic to those used
to network access. How could telephone access be faster than your network?

Connecting by Modem
The primary piece of hardware that lets you dial-in to your LAN remotely is
the modem. In this section, the following are discussed:

■ Modems

■ Telephone lines

■ Connecting a modem to the network

■ Connecting a modem to your computer

Understanding Modems
Your first step in preparing to dial-in to Share remotely is to connect a
modem to your computer. Modem stands for modulator/demodulator.
Modulation is the conversion of digital signals to, in this case,-~udible
sounds. Compatible modems at both ends (so that modulated data is
correctly demodulated) enable you to send computer data over ordinary
telephone lines.

289
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Most Windows computers these days use Hayes-compatible modems, which

support commands like ATDT and ATH. Certain modems are capable of nego-

tiating data transfer speeds with each other when a connection is initiated.

One modem may be able to transfer data at a rate of 28.8 kbps; however,

because the other modem can only transfer data at a rate of 14.4 kbps, the

connection is made at a rate of 14.4 kbps.

Modems are measured by their data transfer rate in terms of bits per second

or kilobits (thousand) per second (kbps). A short time ago, 14.4 kbps was the

high end; today, it's 28.8 kbps with 57.6 kbps probably not too far away.

Using Telephone Lines for Data
One limiting factor on modem speed is the design and construction of the

so-called information superhighway. In this context, this means the tele-

phone network, which is slowly being upgraded to provide higher quality

connections throughout the system. It is not hard to imagine an entirely new

global data network supplanting existing voice lines in the next ten or twenty

years as computer communication becomes as vital to society as the tele-

phone is today. Products like Collabra Share that connect individuals into

teams will drive the move toward a better infrastructure.

One end of the telephone line quality spectrum is represented by the Inte-

grated Services Digital Network, or ISDN. It comes in two varieties: Basic. Rate

Interface, which runs at 64 kbps (or 128 kbps if only two machines are in-

volved) and Primary Rate Interface, which uses multi-channel fiber-optic

cables that support up to 1.544 mbps. ISDN is available for home use in some

cities, but it requires a fairly expensive piece of hardware called a router.

The other end of the quality spectrum is the older X.25 protocol used by a

packet-switched public data network. X.25 is ideal for communicating over

unreliable telephone systems, such as in some third-kvorld countries. Due to

error-checking at every point in the system, its maximum speed is limited to

64 kbps, however.

Between these extremes, your company can purchase a dedicated T-1 line,

which provides a higher quality point-to-point connection suitable for higher

bandwidths. All of these special phone lines cost money, of course, in propor-

tion to their speed and quality. Rather than investing in a dedicated T-1 line,

many firms use so-called "fractional T-1" connections between LANs.

r
, ,

j
~ ~ .;,

r

If you're calling from the motel or the client's office, of course, you don't

have any of these options. There are a variety of modems that you might

connect to your computer: internal or external, various speeds and features,
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and fa~c modems, which can be used to send facsimiles in addition to their
use as modems. Almost any modem will allow you to connect remotely.
The minimum speed requirement is 14,400 bits per second (and preferably
28,800 V.34).

Connecting a Modem to Your Network
If your server doesn't have a modem connected to it yet, you have a few more
expensive options. A standard PC modem enables one caller at a time to con-
nect with the server. Many companies simply connect a pool of six or ten
ordinary modems to a phone switch that routes incoming calls to an avail-
able line. Other alternatives include complex modems purposely designed for
this use. Your IS department will be familiar with options for connecting
modems to the network.

Security is an important consideration when you connect a modem to your
server, because it allows anyone to dial-in and, therefore, invites tampering.
Security is discussed in more detail in the "Understanding Security Issues"
section, latex in this chapter. Fancier modems offer a first line of defense,
such as automatic encryption, so that only a similar modem at the other end
can translate the encrypted data.

Connecting a Modem to Your Computer
Internal modems install inside the computer while external modems connect
to a serial port. Both are accessed using one of four serial communication
devices: COMl, COM2, COM3, or COM4 (see Table 12.1).

Port IRQ

COM1 03F8 4

COM2 02F8 3

COM3 03E8 4

COM4 02E8 3

COM3 (MCA) 3220 3

297

COM4 (MCA) 3228 3
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You need to ensure that your modem is working correctly before proceeding

to install remote access software and trying to dial-in to your server.

Use the Terminal program that comes with Windows to test the modem:

7. Choose the Settings, Communications command to bring up the

communications dialog box.

2. In the dialog box, make sure that Terminal is configured for your

modem's COM port, speed (baud rate), parity (none), data bits (8), stop

bits (1), and Xon/Xoff flow control.

3. At the main screen, type ATE1M1V1 and press Enter. This tells the

modem to Echo what you type, turn on the speaker, and be verbose in

its output. The modem should display OK on the main screen.

4. Type ATDT and press Enter. You should hear a dial tone from the

modem.

5. Type ATH to hang up (ATZ resets the modem).

To test your computer's communications ability further, you might want to

dial 1-800-346-3247, which will connect you (as of this writing) with the

CompuServe service for locating the closest access number for your area:

1. Choose Settings, Phone to enter the number (" 1-800-FIND-CIS" will

work).

2. Choose Phone, Dial to make the call. Once you are connected, pressing

Enter should display a "Host:" prompt.

3. Type PHONES and press Enter. ~

4. Choose the Phone, Hangup command when you're done.

If your modem doesn't work in the Terminal program, try turning off 32-bit

file access (using the 386 Enhanced section of Control Panel). Check your

SYSTEM.INI file (using the SysEdit application or an editor) to make sure that

the line COMM . DRV=COMM . DRV appears in the [ boot j section. Make sure you have

a valid COMM.DRV file in the WINDOWS\SYSTEM directory. If you're still

having difficulty, you might want to request Windows 3.1 and Serial Commu-

nications, Microsoft Application Note WW0654, by calling 1-800-936-4200

(U.S. and Canada only).

Once you know that your modem works, you're ready to install the client-

side dial-in software.
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I Preparing to Dial-In
Before you can communicate with the server at the office, you need to install
and configure software in your laptop or home computer. Remember that a
protocol stack of software connects a computer to the network, going from
Collabra Share at the top down to the physical Network Interface Card (NIC)
at the bottom (refer to Fig. 12.1). In this section, you install a protocol stack
in your remote computer that makes your modem appear (to Share) to be an
NIC. There are three software products available that work with Share to
accomplish this virtual network:

■ Microsoft RAS

■ ShivaRemote

■ NetWare Connect

There may soon be other products because dialing-in remotely is becoming
a popular thing in an age of wireless communications and telecommuting.
Share imposes few, if any, special requirements on the connection beyond
RPC support. These three products are recommended because they seem to
work well with the Share Server's implementation of RPC. If another solution
that supports RPC appears, don't hesitate to try it with Share.

Follow the latest installation instructions for the particular product you choose, of
course. Keep in mind that you are loading drivers and other software that will prob-
ably run in low memory and be sure to test your other applications after you instal!
and reboot. it may take some tweaking to get your computer comfortable with the
new software that's lurking.

~r.,

Microsoft RAS (Remote Access Service)
Your. Windows NT or Windows for Workgroups distribution disks may in-
clude an application called RASStart, which guides you through the installa-
tion of RAS. If you must copy the files manually, put the following files in
your WINDOWS directory:

ASYMAC.DOS

ASYBEUI.EXE

VCOMMIOD.EXE
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WANTSR. EXE

RASADMIN.EXE

RASDIAL.EXE 1

RASHELP.EXE

RASPHONE.EXE I

ASYMAC is the COM port device driver (ASYnchronous Modem Access Con-

trol) at the Data Link layer in the OSI stack, just above the physical modem.

It should be installed in CONFIG.SYS, just after the line that installs

PROTMAN.DOS:

device=c:\windows\asymac.dos

ASYBEUI and its components sit above the protocol manager and replace

NETBEUI for this stack. It should be installed in AUTOEXEC.BAT, just before

the NET START line:

c :\windows\asybeui.exe
r

The other components are installed just after NET srART:

c :\windows\vcommiod.exe
c :\windows\wantsr.exe ?

Your PROTOCOL.INI file should have an entries for:

netcard=ms$asymac,l,MS$ASYMAC
transport=ms$asybeui,MS$ASYBEUI
lanai=ms$asymac,l,ms$asybeui (or lana2, Iana3, etc.]

And the protocol should be defined as follows:

[ ms$asymac]
drivername=asymac$

[ms$asybeui]
drivername=asybeui$
lanabase=l (or 2, 3, etc.]
bindings="ms$asymac"
sessions=l2
ncbs=25

Specify, the next higher LANA number if you are using multiple protocols.
Your SYSTEM.INI file should contain these two lines in the [3ssEnh~ section:

V86ModeLANAs=1 [or 2, 3, etc.]
MaintainServerList=No

The last line keeps your remote computer from being assigned extra work by

the network system.
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As you can see, this is tricky business. If your IS department has guidelines for
installing remote access software, follow them. Let your network administra-
tor make these changes for`you if possible, so that all remote computers will
be configured in the same way:

Make the applications, RASDIAL, RASPHONE, and any other RAS utilities
icons on the Windows desktop. If your computer is used mostly to dial-in,
once everything is working perfectly you might want to put RASPHONE in
the Startup group so that it loads automatically whenever you run Windows.

Remember that your situation may be substantially different; you might have a later
version than RAS 1.1 a, or your system administrator may issue different files and
another recipe for installation. This section simply gives you an overview of RAS
installation.

Whenever you add drivers to CONFIG.SYS or programs like ASYBEUI to
AUTOEXEC.BAT, you must reboot the computer for the changes to take
effect. The most recent versions of DOS and Windows allow you to step
through CONFIG.SYS by pressing a particular key as DOS starts up. This is
very useful when you're debugging a new configuration, because drivers often
display vital information as they load. If your new driver says ASYMAC . DOC
not found. . . driver not loaded it is easy to overlook as the system zooms
ahead to perform the steps that follow and the screen scrolls. Often, error
messages suggest what to do to fix the problem, so stepping through
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT, and reading carefully, should be your first
action if troubleshooting is necessary.

Once you've installed the files, modified the system configuration, and suc-
cessfully rebooted your system, make sure that your existing applications are
still working. You've just grabbed some low memory, so test other things that
use low memory, such as large DOS programs, printing, and so forth. Check
that your modem still works as it did in the previous section. When every-
thing is working correctly, you're ready to run the client software and estab-
lish aconnection.

ShivaRemote
The Shiva Corporation of Burlington, Massachusetts (1-800-458-3550) sells
a product called ShivaRemote that has quickly become the remote access
solution of choice at Collabra, primarily because it uses less conventional
memory on the client than RAS.
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Because you will be ultimately connecting with a Windows NT server, you
probably want to install the Network Driver Interface Specification (NDIS)
drivers rather than ODI (Open Data-Link Interface) drivers, which are used
to connect to NetWare servers. ShivaRemote is designed to communicate
directly with one of Shiva's LanRover family of remote access servers.

Installing ShivaRemote is a simple matter of running the Setup program from

within Windows. Shiva works with Windows 3.1, Windows for Workgroups
3.11, and Windows 95. If it detects Windows for Workgroups, it will ask for

your permission to modify certain system files.

The Setup program presents a list of modems. Find your modem in the list,
or choose "Hayes compatible" if your specific model or manufacturer isn't
listed. (If your modem isn't Hayes-compatible, it probably won't work for
remote access.) Specify the NetBEUI/LLC protocol when prompted.

Your next step is to inform the operating system. If you're using Windows for
Workgroups, follow these steps:

1. Run the Network Setup application in the Program Manager's Network
group.

2. Click the Networks button and. choose the Install Microsoft Windows
Network option, then click OK.

3. Click the Drivers button and choose Add Adapter.

4. Install the ShivaRemote 3.1 dial-in driver, which you'll find on the ;; i
Shiva floppy disk. When the driver is installed, it displays its supported
protocols: `,~~n,~~

ShivaRemote 3.5 dial-in driver (ODI/NDIS3) '"
Microsoft NetBEUI {`~
IPX/SPX Compatible Transport with NetBIOS ;~~' ~

You must specifically select the IPX/SPX line and click the Remove
'v

button because IPX/SPX is not supported by Shiva. ~:

5. Click the Setup button in the dialog box and specify Driver Type NDIS. ~

Windows 95 makes installing drivers like this considerably easier. Simply
open the Start menu and choose Settings, Control Panel. Choose the Network
applet and click the Add button to install the driver.

1. To add Client, choose Microsoft from the list of manufacturers and
select the Client for Microsoft Networks.
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2. To add Adapter, click the Have Disk button and insert the Shiva floppy
disk to install "ShivaRemote 3.1 dial-in. driver."

3. To add Protocol, choose Microsoft from the list of manufacturers and
select NetBEUI from the list of protocols.

The Setup program creates a ShivaRemote program group and fills it with
icons for the ShivaRemote Connect application, a Quick Hang Up applica-
tion, and icons for several readme files, which contain the latest information
from the manufacturer.

This section on Shiva Remote installation is merely an overview, which highlights the
differences between NDIS and ODI, NetBEUI and IPX/SPX, and so on. Follow the
instructions and recommendations that come with your version of ShivaRemote.

Whenever you add drivers to CONFIG.SYS, you must reboot the computer
for the changes to take effect. The most recent versions of DOS and Windows
enable you to step through CONFIG.SYS by pressing a particular key as DOS
starts up. If you experience a problem, try watching your drivers load. Often,
reading the error message carefully will suggest what to do to fix the problem.

ShiyaRemote requires you to modify the system configuration. Once you've
successfully rebooted your system, make sure that your existing applications
are still working. Test other applications that use low memory, such as print-
ing, and check that your modem still works. When everything on the work-
station is functional, you're ready to run the client software and establish a
connection with the Shiva LanRover.

NetWare Connect
Novell of Provo, Utah (1-800-453-1267), the network giant, naturally has its
own software for providing remote access to your LAN. It's called NetWare
Connect, and it provides (among other things) a Remote Node Service (RNS) and
a NASI Connection Service (NCS). (NASI stands for NetWare Asynchronous
Services Interface.)

In particular, the utility you need is called NetWare Remote Node (NRN).
When you install NetWare Connect on your server, it creates a directory
called:

SYS:SYSTEM\NRN
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To install on a client, you simply copy the files in this directory to the remote
computer. You also probably want to copy ordinary NetWare utilities, such
as:

LOGIN.EXE

SLIST.EXE

MAP. EXE

ATTACH.EXE

The NCS can be tested with the supplied NASI.EXE program or NASI-
compatible applications, such as PC Anywhere for Windows from Symantec
or Carbon Copy from Microcom.

NetWare Connect runs on DOS, not Windows, but you can create a shortcut
or program icon for DIALCON, the Novell Dial utility; in Windows 95,
choose File, New Shortcut in the Explorer.

Use the latest documentation available to install NetWare Connect in a way that's
compatible with your specific situation. NetWare Connect is a lower-level facility than
RAS or Shiva, and therefore, the advice of a NetWare administrator is particularly
valuable.

w
Once you've installed NetWare Connect, make sure that your system, includ-
ing the modem, is functional. When everything, including NetWare Con-
nect, is working, you're ready to establish a connection with your server. ~

Establishing Connection Information
Once your modem and remote workstation software are installed, you're
ready to test your connection to the server. Running Collabra Share is simple
once the remote connection facility is working.

You will need some information, such as the phone number, from your sys-
tem administrator in order to dial-in to the server. In some cases, for security
reasons, a particular phone number will be assigned to you and the server
will be set up to call your computer back. We'll discuss the specifics of RAS,
Shiva, and NetWare Connect separately.
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Managing the RAS Phone Book
The first time you run RAS, your RAS phone book will be empty and you will
be prompted to make an entry. You do this by entering the server's phone
number in the dialog box that appears. Enter a name and a few descriptive
words to accompany the phone number. Click the Advanced button to make
sure that your port and device (probably Modem) are correctly configured.

If you use more than one server configuration, you first run RAS and then
choose the name from the list of configurations that is presented.

Note

If you receive Error 61 S: The port was not fiound, it might mean that the phone
book and the current RAS configuration don't agree. If you have changed your mo-
dem, for example, be sure to reconfigure RAS. !f that doesn't work, try removing the
phone book entry and adding it again.

Using ShivaRemote Connection Files
The ShivaRemote Connect program prompts you to create a connection file.
You specify a descriptive title up to 64 characters long, your dial-in name and
password, and the phone number of the server in the connection dialog box.
Passwords are not saved to the connection file, so you'll need to enter this
information every time you run this connection.

Click the Options button in the Connection dialog box to display the ad-
vanced dialog box in which you can specify the NetBEUI/LLC protocol.

Unlike RAS, connection files for multiple servers are not presented in a list.
You choose your connection file from the Explorer (or Program Manager).
Connection files have the extension .SR. To make an Explorer shortcut
(or Program Manager icon) for your connection file, open the file in
ShivaRemote Connect and choose the File, Make Icon command.

Managing Connections with NetWare Connect
T'he DIALCON program remembers connection information, as well. Select
Manage Collection from the DIALCON main menu. The panel that appears
allows you to specify the NET.CFG path, serial driver, telephone number,
NetWare user name, and password.
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Or, you can specify options on the command line, for example:

DIALCON /0=d Itd=1,8005551212 /u=adallas /p=password 'I

The options are:

o Mode of operation (d=dial, h=hang up, for example)

/ td Telephone number to dial

/ u NetWare user name

~ p NetWare password

Connecting to the Server
Before you install the Collabra Share Client, test that your remote access soft-
ware is functional. Make sure the server is prepared to receive incoming calls
and that the remote access software is running. (See the section titled "Con-
figuring the Server for Access," later in this chapter, for information about
setting up remote access connectivity on the LAN.) ~

Testing Your Remote Access Software
When you are ready to attempt a server connection, click the Connect button
in ShivaRemote Connect or click OK in the RAS connection dialog box. You
should hear the modem dial and establish communication with the server
and you maybe asked to authenticate yourself by supplying your user name
and password. If you find that you are connected but not logged in, log in
manually.

It's an exciting feeling to make a connection between computers for the first
},

time—congratulations! Poke around and make sure that your server account f
has sufficient privileges for you to execute applications on the Windows NT I
server. 1~

One of the best ways to test the remote connection is to use the Explorer
(or File Manager) to view server and local files. You know you've achieved
LAN-equivalent access if you can drag files from your local computer and
successfully drop them (copy them) on the server.
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If you experience difficulties using the remote access software, assure yourself that
the modem itse►f is working. Then check the port and other hardware configuration
in the remote access software. Reboot your computer and watch carefully as the
driver and other components of the protocol stack initialize to make sure none of
them have any complaints.

If you're getting no answer from the server, or you're nat able to log in, chances are
your problem involves the server, if so, you'll need your network administrator`s help.

Using the Collabra Share Client
Just as you tested your modem using the Terminal program, test your remote
access software using the specific methods described in the documentation
that came with it. You should be able to dial-in to your server and the server's
files should be accessible from your remote computer. (For information on
setting up the server, refer to "Configuring Your Server for Access," later in
this chapter.) There is little point in installing Collabra Share until this con-
nection has been accomplished.

Installing the Client side of the Client/Server Edition is practically the same
as installing the file-sharing version. You simply run the Setup program as
described in Chapter 3, "Setting Up Collabra Share." The difference between
the file-sharing version of Share and the Client/Server Edition is that, on the
client computer, the FORUMDB.DLL component, which manages the col-
laborative object store, is replaced by an RPC communications module.

Getting everything set up and working smoothly can be difficult because
there are so many variables. Your phone lines, your modem, the server's mo-
dem, the protocol stacks at each end, and the myriad configuration options,
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Note

Whenever you have a problem with remote use of Share, either as you instal( it or

later, remember to test the modem, then the remote software and, when you know

they're working, then investigate Share's configuration. Of course, like the "broken"

television that only needs to be plugged in, the first thing to check is the server itself.

If the system has worked in the past, make sure that the Collabra Share Forum Ser-

vice is up and running on the server.

Configuring the Server for Access
Before you can dial-in from your remote computer, you need similar software

(or LanRover hardware in the case of Shiva) on the Windows NT server side.

In theory, you can dial-in to any computer that has access to the Windows

NT home of the Collabra Share Server, but in practice you should probably

dial directly into the same machine. Your performance will be better if you

don't need to make an extra network "hop."

Windows NT includes Microsoft RAS (Remote Access Service), but it is not

installed by default. You (or the NT administrator) set up RAS using the

Control Panel:

7. Open the Control Panel.

Z. Choose the Network applet and click the Networks button.

3. Click the Add Software button in the dialog box that appears and

choose the Remote Access Service from the list.

You'll need your original NT installation disks. If you installed NT from a

CD-ROM, you'll need it again; if you used floppies, you'll be prompted for

the correct disk. There are various self-explanatory options, including specify-

ing various protocols, requiring encrypted authentication, and so forth. The

key question, from a security standpoint, is whether remote clients will have

access to the entire network or merely this computer. If you chose to install

on the machine on which the Share Server runs, you are free to limit callers

to this one computer.
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if you get the message The Windows NT network sofitware must be in -
stalled before installing Remote Access it likely means that the NetBEUI
protocol is either not installed., or it is but the Network app{et in the Control Panel
hasn't been informed. If you have replaced NetBEUI with some other protocol, such
as TCPJIP, the message that you have no network software may be ahead-scratcher.
IYs just NT's way of saying that you need NetBfUl.

When the installation is complete, you will have a new RAS program group,
which includes the RAS Admin program that you must run to authorize any
dial-in users.

Each user identity on the system is presented in the Remote Access Permis-
sions dialog box. You can grant dial-in privileges to everyone at once by click-
ing the Grant All button, or you can click on a single user at a time and check
the Grant dialin permission to user box.

If you click the Grant All button, you should specifically revoke the dial-in privilege
from the Guest account. Allowing "guests" to access your server is a security breach
waiting to happen. This issue is discussed in the next section, "Understanding Secu-
rity Issues."

Putting a LanRover remote access server on your network is a little more in-
volved, naturally, and a software installation process similar to RAS must be
followed for NetWare Connect. Refer to the product documentation to install
and test whether the server-side software is working. If not, your incoming
calls to the server's network modern may go unanswered.

Make sure that the Collabra Share Forum Server is running. Refer to Chapter
3, "Setting Up Collabra Share," for a description of how to use the Windows
NT Control Panel to establish the Forum Server service.

Understanding Security Issues

303

Tip
You can't begin to
use RAS until you
reboot the com-
puter, but you can
choose to restart at
some point in the
future to avoid a
service interrup-
tion during a busy
time.

Many of us read about "crackers," malicious hackers who try to penetrate
computer systems to steal information or perpetrate electronic vandalism.
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You think to yourself, "It can't happen to me." Fortunately, unlike many

other calamities of life, it really can't happen to you unless you allow strang-

ers to dial-in to your network.

Setting up a modem on your server that answers the phone when anyone

calls leaves your network vulnerable to attack. You need to take all prudent

precautions. Don't go overboard, but don't treat the potential for intrusion

lightly.

For one thing, don't let the telephone company assign your modem a phone

number that's only a few digits away from your main number. For example,

Collabra's main number is (415) 940-6400 and the fax is 940-6440. However,

the server number is completely different, like 833-0232 (numbers changed to

protect the innocent). Something like 940-6450 would be too obvious. Be

sure to keep your dial-in numbers confidential, unless you're sure your log-in

procedures can't be cracked.

Crackers run software overnight that dials a range of phone numbers looking

for computers; the software can tell the difference between people, fax ma-

chines, and your computer. If your server has a silent modem that is quiet

until the log-in process is correctly initiated by the caller, you'll frustrate the

cracker's attempt to guess your phone number.

The telephone lines themselves can be tapped. Many companies make sure

the lines are encased in concrete or similarly protected. This is yet another

good reason for fiber-optic cable—a tap can be detected electronically. The

best protection against line tapping is probably using modem pairs that en-

crypt everything you put on the public telephone network. Of course, your

LAN has the same vulnerability to tapping.

High-security installations make sure they know who is dialing-in by insisting I

on calling back a preset number for each log-in account. RAS and Shiva, for

example, support this facility. It works fine for telecommuters dialing-in from

home, but it makes things difficult for business travelers. Since the callback

facility was already available, the vendors decided to stand security on its

head and provide the ability for business travelers to specify a callback tele-

phone number when they log-in. This is nice because now crackers as well as

traveling businesspeople can have the company pick up the telephone bill. ,

If your organization is security-conscious already, you are likely to have pro-

fessionals worrying about these issues with you. Your network's administra-

tors are the best qualified to help you choose a remote access solution, to

install it on the server, and establish policies regarding its use. If you're on

your own, try to err on the side of caution.
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From Here...
Remote access to your server enables many more people to use Collabra Share
directly. You can involve clients, field personnel, and telecommuters in your
virtual meetings and you can make it easier for everyone in your enterprise to
share information. It's not always easy to set up, thanks to the myriad of
hardware and network options, but you'll be glad you did.

Agents, background tasks that scan forums and synchronize them with exter-
nal databases and your enterprise's electronic mail network, are another way
to involve a wider audience. The next chapter, "Managing Agents," describes
the scheduling and configuration program called the Agent Manager, which
is included with each of the four kinds of agents sold by Collabra.

■ For planning considerations when extending Share to everyone in
the enterprise, refer to Chapter 2, "Planning aCompany-wide
Configuration."

■ For more information about installing Share's Client/Server Edition, see
Chapter 3, "Setting Up Collabra Share."

■ For more ideas about how to include everyone in your enterprise, see
Chapter 11, "Extending Your Reach."
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Collabra Share was designed to require a minimum of administration. Once
installed, the system tends to manage itself. New users can begin participat-
ing simply by connecting to the network and running the end-user Setup
program in the Collabra directory on the N et. Even managing synchroniza-
tion between several local area networks (LANs) has been made easy using
policy-based replication.

One way to make something easier to use is to limit the possible choices.
Collabra Share keeps things simple from its Setup program to WinShare prop-
erties to the pushbutton Agent Manager. The Collabra system—Share, the
Agent Manager, and the agents—has a few more options than it lets on; this
chapter describes how to find and tune them to your advantage.

This chapter also covers how Collabra fits into a workstation environment.
You learn about

■ Supported hardware and software platforms

■ Collabra system components and architecture

■ Deciding between local or network operation

■ WhaYs in the standard Collabra directories

■ Dedicating a workstation to agents

■ Using and changing the public forum directory

■ Understanding the full-text engine

■ Viewing entries in WINSHARE.INI, .the WinShare configuration file
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This is the place for Moderators, administrators, and Information Systems (IS)
professionals to take a graduate course in understanding how Collabra Share
works on a workstation. This chapter helps you make your system optimal.

Understanding Platform
Requirements
Collabra Share works on a wide variety of hardware and software platforms.
IYs particularly a Windows application—Microsoft Windows 3.1, Windows
for Workgroups 3.11, or Windows NT—but that will change. A version for
the Macintosh has been announced, and other platforms may follow.

As you can see from the illustrations in this book, Share is perfectly content
running on Windows 95. However, ~ "real" Windows 95 version that runs in
32-bit mode (that is, a version on which Microsoft will permit a Windows 95
sticker) is likely before too long.

Minimum Hardware
The computer hardware that can run Share varies between the file sharing
Workgroup Edition and the Client/Server Edition of the product. In general,
Share is a Windows-based application that requires a computer capable of
running Windows without difficulty. Any computer that can run Windows,
a mail application, and a word processor can be used to run Share.

Workgroup Edition
A workstation running the file-sharing Workgroup Edition requires at least an
Inte1386 processor, but a 486 is recommended and a Pentium would..be best.
You need at least 4M of memory, with 8M preferred and at least 8M of hard
disk space free.

The network server on which you install Share and maintain the public fo-
rum directory should be a 486 processor running at 66 MHz (or better). This
machine should have at least 8M of memory and you should reserve 12M of
hard disk, not counting your forums.

Forums vary widely in size depending on usage, of course, but typical Share
installations can use 50 to 100M of file-server disk space for forums.

Client/Server Edition
The workstation running the client part of the Client/Server Edition can be
supported by an Inte1386 processor, but again, a 486 is recommended and
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you need at least 4M of memory, but 8M is preferred. The client takes less
disk space than the file-sharing version on the workstation: allowing only ~V '
about seven megabytes.

The server portion of a client/server installation, however, requires a machine
with some serious computing horsepower. The minimum system supported is
a Pentium processor running at 90 MHz. You can run the Share server if the
server computer has only 32M of memory, but 64M are recommended and
128M of memory is said to be "optimal." The server lacks a user interface—it
consists only of the forum database server—therefore it only requires 1M of
hard disk space, not counting forums.

To take advantage of the Client/Server Edition's built-in support for remote
dial-in, you'll need additional hardware. You'll need to connect one or more
modems or a dial-in router, such as a Shiva LanRover, to the server. For more
information on remote dial-in, see Chapter 12, "Connecting Remotely."

Calculating Forum Disk Requirements
Every document, category, member or other similar object in a forum is
stored on disk as an individual file. For discussion databases, you might as-
sume that every posting would be 1 kilobyte (K) or less of text. In which case,
a 2K disk file would hold it and the object's header information. Including
the full-text indexes, a 1K document will take about 3K on the disk. Three
hundred new, small postings a month translate to about 1 megabyte (M) of
hard disk per month. (Remember, you can specify that old documents should
be automatically deleted to recover disk space, as described in Chapter 10,
"Moderating Forums. ")

Older operating systems, like versions of Windows and Windows for
Workgroups that are based on DOS, have an extra wrinkle called a cluster
factor, which is a minimum allocation size for disk files; it varies based on the
size of the hard disk. Disks with a capacity of 250 to SOOM have a cluster size
of 8K. Larger disks, up to a gigabyte, have a cluster size of 16K. This means
that each 2K disk file is actually taking up 8K or even 16K.

Newer operating systems mitigate this problem somewhat. Novell NetWare
3.12 uses 4K clusters and NetWare 4.x supports block suballocation by default,
which completely eliminates this overhead. (However, if you have turned off
block suballocation, the problem is somewhat worse than it is with DOS.)
OS/2's High-Performance File System (HPFS.) has a 1K minimum file size, and
the Windows NT File System (NTFS) varies from 512 bytes to 4K.
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Note

Share forums use separate files for each object to simplify administration. When you

delete a separate file, the operating system immediately makes the disk spate avaii-

able to all users. The design alternative, a single file containing many documents,

might require a periodic purge or reclaim operation that Collabra Share avoids.

Determine your network server's cluster size before you estimate how much

of your hard disk to devote to Share forums and how aggressive an aging

policy to specify.

Supported Software Platforms
On this hardware, Collabra Share works on a variety of network operating

systems or a combination of operating systems (Windows is, technically,

an "operating environment") and specific network support. In addition,

Collabra supports most Mail Application Programming Interface (MAPI) or

VIM-compliant electronic mail systems.

Operating Systems
As mentioned earlier, Collabra Share runs on Microsoft Windows 3.1, Win-

dows for Workgroups 3.11, Windows 95, and Windows NT. It does not run

on plain DOS, and probably never will. Support for the Macintosh platform

has been announced, and a UNIX version would be a logical addition at some

point. Collabra supports many networks, including Novell NetWare 3.x or

4.x, Microsoft LAN Manager 2.2, and Banyan Vines 5.52.

NetWare users need client software Version 3.03 or later because Col~abra Share files

use a convention called UNC, described in the section titled "Universal Naming

Convention." Support for UNC is spotty in earlier versions of the Novell client. NetX,

in particular, should be replaced with the NLM versions.

Mail Systems
Collabra Share works with any electronic mail system that supports a Mail
Application Programming Interface (MAPI) or Vendor-Independent Messag-

ing (VIM) interface. This requirement includes the best-selling mail packages,

including Lotus cc:Mail (VIM), Microsoft Mail (MAPI), Novell GroupWise,
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Banyan, and Lotus Notes Mail (VIM). Share also recognizes Common Mail
Calls (CMC) mail interfaces, but few commercially available applications
support CMC.

The industry seems to be standardizing on MAPI, particularly with Lotus
providing MAPI access to its popular cc:Mail package. Collabra Share inte-
grates better with Microsoft Mail because it allows support for piggybacked
login and the addition of Share's button on the Mail toolbar, for example.

Reviewing System Components
You learned about the Collabra system architecture in Chapter 2, "Planning a
Company-wide Configuration," so you're familiar with the basic components
of the system. In this secrion, we'll go into more specifics about the WinShare
application, agents, and the Agent Manager because certain optimizations
have to do with particular components. The following are discussed:

■ WinShare application

■ Logical database

■ Physical database engine

■ Client/Server components

■ Agents and the Agent Manager

Figure 18.1 illustrates the relationships between components. Notice that
forum databases can be managed by the physical database engine both lo-
cally with file sharing and over an RPC connection from client to server.
WinShare presents the logical database, and agents connect the logical data-
base with external databases.

WinShare
WinShare is the applicarion program that runs on end-user workstations.
Its use was described in some detail in earlier chapters, particularly Chapter 7,
"Finding and Reading Documents." It is a forum database browser and
editor with built-in support for various administration tasks. A companion,
WINSHARE.HLP, provides a complete online reference manual and context-
sensitive help for the application. (In addition, WSADMIN.HLP provides on-
line reference and help for the Admin tools described in Chapter 20, "Using
Administration Tools.")

407
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Fig. 18.7 Agent
The Collabra Share Mana er

system consists of
several compo- WinShare Agents

nents. Logical Database ~

Physical Client External
Database Database
Engine

RPC

Server

Physical
Database

Engine
File-

Sharing
Forum

Forum

WinShare executes on the workstation, but may reside on the server. In addi-

tion to forum databases, WinShare manages the local database of forum refer-

ences called the Library. A single Library resides on each workstation in a file

called WINSHARE.WS1. WinShare is guided by a configuration file called

WINSHARE.INI, which is also workstation-specific.

Logical Database
Under the application, a set of Dynamically Linked Libraries (.DLLs) separates ,..

both the WinShare application and the agents from the actual physical data- ~
a

base module. This abstraction layer insulates callers from knowing the specific

format of the data on disk, or from caring whether the data is found in

shared files or across an RPC connection to a server. ~

The WinShare application, all four agents—the Mail Agent, Replication

Agent, Internet Newsgroup Agent, and the Agent for Lotus Notes—and

Collabra's in-house testing urilities each interface with the logical database

for all forum access.

Physical Database '
Collabra Share is built on acustom-designed, object-oriented database that

manages document, category, member, and other objects within a hierarchi- j

cal collection called a forum. The purpose-built database module is optimized

for high performance in WinShare at a slight cost to agent performance and

disk space utilization.
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The physical database includes portions of the full-text index engine. When
a document is posted, the engine uses proprietary technology to index every
word in the document, including embedded OLE objects.

The file-sharing Workgroup Edition includes the physical database module
(FORUMDB.DLL) on each workstation. In the Client/Server Edition, however,
the physical database library resides only on the server.

Client/Server Edition
The architecture of the Client/Server Edition of the product is only slightly
different, as shown in Figure 18.2.

LAN Workstation Remote Computer Fig. 78 2

WinShare WinShare The Client/Server
Edition architec-

Logical Logical tore connects the
Database Database logical database

c~ient c~ient on the client with
a physical data-
base engine on the
server.

Server

Physical
Database

Engine

NT Server

Forum

In the Client/Server Edition, the logical database on the workstation uses a

~, small Client module to translate database requests into Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC) to be transmitted to the Server. The Server module consists of a
listener that interprets RPC commands for the physical database running on
the Windows NT server.

i
Agents
The four Collabra agents—the Mail Agent, Replication Agent, Internet
Newsgroup Agent, and the Agent for Lotus Notes—interface with the logical
database component just as the WinShare application does. Agents, as shown
in Figure 18.3, use the logical database Layer to communicate with a physical
database engine that manipulates forums. Agents connect forums with an

' fV
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external database of some kind, such as an electronic mail inbox, a Notes
database, or Internet newsgroups.

Fig. 78.3 Agent
Agents use the Manager
same logical
database compo-
nent as WinShare.

Replication Internet AgentfofLotus 3
Mail Agent Agent Newsgroup Notes

I
Logical Database

3Database
_ _. I

Forum

The Agent Manager is a stand-alone application (AMGR.EXE), that schedules
any tasks connecting agents with specific forums. The Agent Manager
launches the agents and refers them to atask-specific configuration file. You
can also use the WinShare application to specify replication policies that the
Agent Manager will read from the Share Registry. For more information on
policy-based replication, refer to Chapter 15, "Replicating Forums."

Agents are currently available that link Collabra Share forums with electronic-
mail post offices, with agents running on distant sites for purposes of wide-
area synchronization, with Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) servers,
and with Lotus Notes databases. An Agent Developer's Toolkit is available
directly from Collabra, allowing you to create your own agents, linking your

~' forums with any external database you choose.

Registry
The Registry is a special, inaccessible forum that is shared by the Wi~iShare
application and the Agent Manager. It contains information about all sites,
forums, and members in a given enterprise. The Registry replicates to every
site so that each has full information about the others.

Registry replication is initiated by creating a registry at one site and packaging
the special forum into a single .PKG file, which can be easily mailed to a dis-
tant site. For more information about the Registry and packages, see Chapter
19, "Managing the Registry."
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Understanding Installation Options
Installing Collabra Share, as described in Chapter 3, "Setting Up Collabra
Share," is a two-step process. First, you install the product on the network.
This becomes the initial site for later wide-area replication. The second step
is for each end-user to run Setup from the central network directory.

The Share Administrator can give end users a choice: they can gun the appli-
cation from the files on the network or they can copy the files locally. Both
have advantages. Either way, Collabra needs to change certain workstation
parameters.

Running Files from the Network
versus Copying Files Locally
Tell your users to run the Collabra Share files from the network if you want to
simplify later software updates or ifyour workstations don't have much disk
space. Program loading takes somewhat longer but you can exchange ver-
sions of the product in one step.

Each workstation's system files must still be checked by the Setup program, as
described in the section titled "Changing System Files"; each workstation will
have its own WINSHARE.WS1 library and WINSHARE.INI configuration file.
The total impact is a few thousand bytes of disk space.

Collabra suggests that you allow 7M of disk space to install the Client/Server
Edition client on a workstation, or 8M for the file-sharing version. Program
loading, which occurs throughout a Share session as pieces of the application
are swapped in and out of memory, will be faster if the executable files don't
have to come across the network.

~~If you choose to copy files locally, the Setup program will ask you to approve
or rename the standard directories:

C:\COLLABRA\BIN

C:\COLLABRA\FORUMS

C: \COLLABRA\REGISTRY

The contents of each is discussed in more detail shortly, in the section titled
"Exploring the Standard Directories." If the directories you specify do not
exist, Setup creates them (as you would expect).
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Changing System Files
Like other Setup programs, Collabra's Setup modifies your AUTOEXEC.BAT

and CONFIG.SYS files, but not much. It also upgrades your Windows system

with the latest OLE 2.0 files. If either the AUTOEXEC.BAT or CONFIG.SYS file

is changed, Setup will remind you that you must restart your computer for

the changes to take effect. You may want to review the changes and modify

these files manually.

Tlp CONFIG.SYS
The Windows Because of Collabra's use of one file per document or other forum object,
SYSEDIT program Share uses more than a few file handles. Opening a forum, its internal in-
lets you view and dexes, the full-text indexes, a document, and its category requires a dozen file
modify both the handles at least. For this reason, Setup recommends that your CONFIG.SYS
AUTOEXEC.BAT file be set as follows:
and ~CONFIG.SYS
files at once. FILES=100

The default, if your CONFIG.SYS file has no F~~Es= statement, is just s. If you

receive an out of rile handles error (-22) from Share (or another applica-

tion), you can increase this number to a value up to 2s5.

Applications sometimes report Out of file handles when the problem is really
low memory. They sometimes behave as if memory is low when the actual problem
is that no more Real-mode memory (below 640K) is available. If you suspect that you
have file handles and memory available, don't trust the error message. Restarting the
system and running fewer applications at once often cures these symptoms.

The following settings in CONFIG.SYS are not applicable to Windows 95,
which automatically eliminates most DOS anachronisms. However, if you're
using an older version of Windows, you should consider these optimizations:

■ BUFFeRs= More buffers yield better performance, in general, but a value
higher than 10 can degrade SmartDrive performance.

■ Fcas= Chances are that no application you'll run these days needs file
control blocks. Certainly Share doesn't use them. The default is a, so
FCBs=1 will save some conventional memory.

■ ~asT~R1vE= If this is set to z (the default) and you never use a drive
letter greater than F, setting it to F can save a few bytes. Set LASTDRIVE
to the last drive letter you actually use.
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■ sT,acKs= Setting this to 0, 0 also saves some memory (about 2K).
~V

Only the FILES= statement is critical, so that's all the Share Setup program
modifies.

AUTOEXEC.BAT
The file-sharing version of Collabra Share requires, not surprisingly, that the
operating system be configured to support file sharing. Windows 3.1 only
shares files when amemory-resident program called SHARE.EXE is loaded
at startup. Don't confuse this MS-DOS application with WINSHARE.EXE
(although you couldn't be blamed if you did). Other flavors of Windows
(Windows for Workgroups, Windows 95, Windows NT) support file sharing
by default.

On Windows 3.1, the Setup program will add SHARE to your AUTOEXEC.BAT
file if it doesn't find it. If you are running MS-DOS 6.1 or greater, you may
want to load it in CONFIG.SYS instead; it saves a small amount of memory.
To do so, remove (or rem-out) the SHARE line in AUTOEXEC.BAT and add the
following to CONFIG.SYS:

INSTALL=C:\DOS\SHARE.EXE /F:5100 /L:500

The PATH statement in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file allows you to have
WINSHARE.EXE in a separate directory from its DLL extensions. By default,
both the .EXE and the .DLLs are stored in COLLABRA\BIN. If you separate
them, be sure to add the .DLL directory (or directories) to the PATH statement.

If you are using SmartDrive, check to see if the /X option is specified. You
may want to experiment; Collabra Share runs considerably faster with write-
behind caching, which /X disables. However, another application may have
specified /X for its own reasons so you'll want to proceed cautiously.

~:~
Installing OLE and Other Application Extensions
As an OLE Z.0 application, Collabra Share checks the workstation at Setup
to ensure that the latest OLE 2.0 support files have been installed in the
WINDOWS\SYSTEM directory. The specific files are these:

OLE2.DLL

OLE2.REG

OLE2CONV.DLL

OLEZDISP.DLL
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OLE2NLS.DLL

OLE2PROX.DLL

COMPOBJ.DLL

MFCOLEUI.DLL

STDOLE.DLL

STORAGE.DLL

T'YPELIB.DLL

If a file is missing or an older version is found, Setup asks for permission to
overwrite the file. Make sure you're not running an application (such as
Microsoft Office) that uses the OLE files when you set up Collabra Share.

Several other system files receive the same treatment. If they are missing or
an older version is discovered, Setup asks to update them. Share checks the
following system-extension .DLLs:

■ CTL3D.DLL. Gives dialog boxes that "3-D" look.

■ MAPI.DLL. Updates to the latest version, which fixes a known Mail
problem.

■ MSSFS.DLL. MS Mail Shared File System, also needed to fix a known
problem with Microsoft Mail.

WIN.INI
Setup tries to detect the electronic mail in use on the workstation and adds
the following to WIN.INI:

[Collabra Mail]
SendDocSys=

The value of Send~ocsys is either VIM or MAPI. Setup tries VIM first, then
looks for MAPI.

Share registers itself as OLE-aware by adding the following line to the
[Embedded] section:

Share.Document.2=
Share Document,Share

Document,C:\COLLABRA\BIN\WINSHARE.EXE, picture
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Modifying WINSHARE.INI Directly
The various settings and options you choose in the Share application are
stored in a configuration file called WINSHARE.INI, which is stored in the
WINDOWS directory. It is not intended for anyone to modify directly, it is
just a text file.

Configuration files all consist of lines of the form: name=value, separated into
named sections by lines like [section Named .The order of the sections doesn't
matter, and the lines within a section can occur in any order as well, except
in the case of duplicates, when the first name's value is used and subsequent
values ignored.

( share ~ Set to 1 by the client/server install, otherwise 0.
UseServer=0;1

server= The name of the server (if useserver=l).

Protocol= Server protocol (e.g., "ncacn_nb_nb")

Public= The public forum directory's LTNC path.

RegistryPath= The directory that contains the Registry,
in UNC form.

~ibraryFilever2= The path to the Library file.

a1low,admin=l If this line appears, Share's File menu will
include the Admin submenu. End-users still
need the Administrator password and be
authorized in the Registry to access
these commands.

LoginWithUID=1 If this line appears, Share will prompt for
a .UID file rather than using the mail system
Share version 1.0 used .UID files
for user authentication; this option has
only a transistional value.

userName= The user's name to display in the login
dialog (if ~oginwitnuio=l).

userFiie= The path to the .UID file (if ~oginwitnu~~=i).

iv
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Fui1 text ] The path to the central TOPIC directories

Bin Path= (e.g., C:\COLLABRA\BIN\TOPIC).

[Mail] The type detected at Setup (MAPI, VIM).
SystemType=

MailExE= The path and name of the Mail executable
(e.g., C:\WINDOWS\MSMAIL.EXE).

Collabra Technical Support may suggest adding the following lines to your
WINSHARE.INI:

[ Forum DB]
Flags=l

Adding these lines causes the physical database layer to begin logging activity
from this workstation in a file called BLACKBOX.LOG in each forum's
directory. This log is truncated at 1M, but it is not subject to policy-based
administration; you must delete it yourself. The format of the log makes it
useful only for debugging a particular problem with the aid of Collabra
Technical Support.

Other sections in the WINSHARE.INI file include [setup, which contains
paths used by the Setup program; [payout ), which remembers window place-
ment from Session to Session; [Desktop Preferences], which Stores your Gen-

eral Properties sheet choices; and [InProgress], which keeps track of pending
draft documents.

Caution ., . _ -e. . -..
:~~_.

Modifying WINSHARE.INI entries can cause problems that require you to reinstall
Share on the workstation. It is easy to guess what a certain value might mean, such
as NumUnreadDocs=. Setting this value to 0, however, does not mark all documents
you might think as "Read". (It reflects the Number of Unread Documents check box
in the General Properties Layout page.)

Exploring the Standard Directories
As mentioned, both the network and the workstation Setup programs suggest
a directory structure like this:

C:\COLLABRA\BIN

C:\COLLABRA\FORUMS

C: \ COLLABRA\REGISTRY
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You might want to choose different directories, but making that decision is
easier when you understand more about what goes where. For example, you
might exclude a particular directory tree from your routine backup. In this
case, install the Share executables (the \BIN directory) under this no-backup
directory.

Executables and Application Extensions
The WinShare executables and application extensions are placed in the BIN
directory, which you specify at Setup time. Table 18.1 shows some of the files
you can expect after a network installation of the file-sharing version. These
files and their sizes are approximate; subtotals for approximate size show the
sizes of various components.

~~~r~r:~~c~iFl~.~~:a~rr~z~~r•.~rr~~-c

File Approx. Size Contents

~., Application
. .- . ; . .

WINSHARE.EXE 1,319K Share application

WINSHARE.HLP 1,255K Share help

WINSHARO.EXE 186K Initial sign on

VWDLL16.DLL 229K Editor

COLLEC.DLL 130K Registry manager

FMNOS.DLL 19K Network
operating system
support

NWCALLS.DLL 145K Novell NetWare
interface

ICONDLG.DLL 27K Icon support

VTSPELL.DLL 52K Spelling checker

AMERICAN.DIC 259K Spelling checker
dictionary

SETUP.EXE 269K End-user Setup
program

Total 3,890K

l
(continues)

~v
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. ~ ~ • ~

File Approx. Size Contents

Logical Database I ~

FMUMW16.DLL 122K Database
red i recto r

FMDBVIEW.DLL 71 K View manager

Total 193K

I~hysical Database -■_

FORUMDB.DLL 344K Forum database
manager

VDK112.DLL 827K Full-text engine

Total 1,1 71 K

Maii Syste `"`

COLLML10.DLL 41 K Logical mail
interface

CMAPIVIM.DLL 62K Mail system
redirector

SHRMMPOL.EXE 28K Microsoft Mail
poller

Total 131 K

Administration

RECON.DLL l O5K Reconstructor

WSADMIN.HLP 311 K Admin-specific
help

COLLBTIO.DLL 34K Reconstructor
index
manager

Total 450K

You can see from this table why the Client/Server Edition requires about 1M

less disk space on a workstation than the file-sharing Workgroup Edition. The

Physical Database component is not installed in the Client/Server Edition.
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The TOPIC directory installed under the BIN directory contains the central
files needed by the full-text engine. The TOPIC subtree includes the
following:

■ English subdirectory (message files)

■ Style subdirectory (central configuration files)

■ Topic license files

■ VDKlO license and configuration files

Customizing the full-text configuration is described in more detail in the
upcoming section, "Tuning the Full-Text Engine."

Because forums are identified by icon, Collabra distributes about 800 public-
domain icons in 17 categories such as Business, People, Animals, Places, and
so on. You access these by clicking the Browse Icons button in the Select
Forum Icon dialog box, as shown in Figure 18.4. You can add or delete files in
the Icon directory to remove icons your users shouldn't use and to add icons
such as your company's logo. You can create your own icons with third-party
tools; services such as America Online have thousands of icons available for
download. Another source is Microsoft's C\WINDOWS\MORICONS.DLL.

~j I Qmwic Isom... -~
@III ~ ~ ~ ~~

Qiiyina! List

You can save almost half a megabyte on workstations that are not permitted
Administrator access by removing the Administration-specific files shown in
Table 18.1. If you permit Administration from this workstation in the future,
the files can be hand-copied from the network without needing to run Setup
again.

419

Fig. 18.4
Browse the
Collabra icons in
C:\COLLABRA\
BIN\ICONS.

Sample Forums
You choose whether to install sample forums in C:\COLLABRA\FORUMS
when you first run Setup on the network. The samples are a good idea.
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One problem with Share is that it comes up empty; the Library initially con-
tains no forums—and when you create a forum, it has no contents. Share,
designed to bring people together, seems awfully lonely. The five sample
forums listed below give your users a sense for how Share can be useful to
them:

■ Your user's first stop should be the Learning Share Forum
(LEARNING.FM) shown in Figure 18.5. This forum was designed by the
author of Collabra's Help system as a hands-on tour of the product's
basic features (as well as a "readme" far more advanced tips). Categories
include Things You Create, Things You Use, and Things You Do. Scan-
ning the text of the sample documents suggests buttons to push and
commands to try, leading you to other documents that continue your
journey.

Fig. 18.5
The Learning
Forum is designed
to acquaint you

~ ~~ ~~ I~avi~}aYe ~omPose a~~~t y~ ~~ro . ' JsJ
E~1 Tfie... •~. ,~ ► a ►►► I','= A i '( N,' ^ 1 (l ~~~ ~ G9 w ~ r~ ~ `:; (" ~ `~~

~
~a~~gozy, —~ = mu.~ a,~ra,or paw 4

Wifi11 SYlaIC. III The Learning Forum ~ ~ What i~ Sham? Learning 2t~87~5
n Tour ~ O Share and E-Neil Learning 311195

ffJ Things You Create
'Things You Use

M Ak„_(`t How Share VNorkS v~ith E-Ma11 Leaniing 3111H5
I how E-tviail R4embars Partiaipata in Learning 3111tJ5

Thin s Yqu pa
~ ~natnmp of a Share lnstailation Learning 3lit~iOverview

n ~ Sharing ~~-'I Cn~labra Share Workgroup Edkion Learning 3/3135

~Managament ~I CQllabra Fihare Clientt5eroer Editior Learning 3/~J5
J

~ TiHe Orervie '~

The documents in this category explain general concepts behind Share. -~

Fifteen minutes with this forum should acquaint anyone familiar with
other Windows applications with the basic operation of Collabra Share.
You can read the entire forum in less than an hour.

■ The HR Info forum (HUMAN_RE.FM), shown in Figure 18.6, is an ex-
ample of a repository forum. A repository is a collection of documents
rather than a forum for discussions. It contains documents published by
the mythical Millennia Aerospace Human Resources department.

This forum illustrates the use of various policies. Contributions to the
forum are moderated, so you can't reply directly to the official docu-
ments. But anonymous postings are allowed in case someone has griev-
ances to slip into the electronic suggestion box. Try the Compose, Start
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Thread with Template command to see how the Job Posting template
provides a form for a particular use. For more information about allow-
ing anonymous postings, see Chapter 10, "Moderating Forums."

m X
t~,di`~~Fda Yew ~}avigate ~c~rg~eae p~opmtles ~cderate ~~a+~ yep _.JA~'~C

K' NR lato `~'• ~ ► ►► 1►► ~ ci t9 !:! 1~ ~ ~U '~,f ~l C,~1. E3~ [~ E~ ~3 ~C

QaGe fi =Tate Av.lbor Da[e Gfzs Q
HR Info ~ ripen Enrollment Deadline Human Res U4r55 22

D ~`,loh Postings ~ Millennia U.S. 1985 Holida Human Res 115194 22
Development ~

'Information Systems'
Marketing

~Saias
~Com en Policies

Benefds Information

Td}a: MiAannia t995.HoGdap SehedWe (U,S.j `~,s il zs;; +~;s.,.L; ,

~L~'i~~iKrS~i7.~~t4 ~l-3 ~i _..

■ Figure 18.7 shows the First! Newsfeed forum (NEWS.FM), an advertise-
ment for a useful customized daily news service offered by Individual,
Inc. of Cambridge, Massachusetts.

, . .. , _ax
~~ fic €dt Ycw bm'ri4tae &~roase t~tt~c .~ ._. -.., . ...

~Paida~i., jt c~ ~J x

~"' P1rsH... r~ - ► t~ irw '~ i8 f:F d~ a► ~,~ ~ ~! _2~ ~, C~ t'3~ f>,d ~ ;X

4ate ~'`= T~ AuLhor Rate 3i~ 4
First! Newsfead ~ Firstl antl Collahra Share David Hahn 6l~B~9d 2 --

Multimedia Firsi! News Sources David Hahn 6f28~94 d1
~'OS oevslopments i`

DowJones ~ E-Mail Delivery Qptians David Hahn fi28hJ4 6

~Firstl ~~ Firstl Pricing and Tna( Offa David Hahn 6l2B~4 7

~Uncategarized Mall ~ Firsll Trpic Selectors David Hahn 6I2B194 1
~̀'~ Software David Hahn 6t28hJA 9
v; Hardware David Hahn 6J26i94 ~

- '
Tit(e:lntroduciion toPustl ." ._

When it comes to eliminating information overload, Frrst!
stacks up better.

Sound familiar? You came to work one morning, look at a growing stack of trade magazines and
newspapers on your desk, and wander when yoo11 find time to read them. There's valuable
information in there, but by the time you and your colleagues find those few stories relevant to you-
-iiyou ever do—theyYl be hopelessly out of date and your competition will be that much further
ahead. -- —~ ___.__ ... ._. ___ _ _.---- —_ _.___ _ _. _ _ __J

Fig. 78.6
Human Resources
information is
useful throughout
an enterprise.

Fig. 18.7
You can use
Share to publish a
custom newspaper
of only relevant
information.

iv

Individual's First! service converts your requests into an interest pro file,
which their SMART agent uses to electronically filter and route stories
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of interest to your business. You can stay on top with less reading, and
have relevant articles in electronic form for further use. Contact infor-

mation for Individual can be found in the forum itself. You find news

stories, delivered by the Collabra Share Mail Agent, in such categories as
Dow Jones, OS Developments, and Multimedia. This forum also demon-

strates what a mostly Mail-Agent-fed forum looks like. Notice the

Uncategorized Mail category and that each category has keywords

defined.

■ The Internet Newsgroups forum (NEWSGROU.FM), shown in Figure
18.8, illustrates the connectivity of Collabra's Internet Newsgroup

Agent. While the other sample forums have a few dozen documents in

ten categories, this forum demonstrates how Share handles a large vol-

ume of documents—the fire hose effect, discussed in Chapter 1—by

collecting almost 200 documents in just two categories:

comp_groupware

rec.travel.air

Fig. 78.8
Internet news-
groups can be
accessed with
Share's powerful
navigation and
management
facilities.

These articles are just a sampling from the Internet. As described in

Chapter 16, "Linking with Internet Newsgroups," there are thousands

of newsgroups you can connect to and a high volume of message traffic

in each.

Really

- ~ , . _sx
'Properties;~ Ede ~Sd Vow Navigalc ~anpo:+: 'yy/ui ~ ~J X

Internet... ~~ ~ ~ ~ K
~̀  ~ , ~ p ~Y ~~~Buck tread ht~xl Tlver~d Pei Drafts >car~h R~Mpd Cbse

Gate o =Title. . Author _ Date. D
QJ Internet News roues t+~ ; California Summer 1995, Los 9,r missing ariicie 113/95 !''

rec.trave~.air ~ Flight tolfrorn south amerika SCHU~rzmai 7/dl95
D Wanted: ti son tl in with Britif missin article 1l3rJ5
d Round the wrodd ticket • recomn at es.come 1f,3~95

to Entertainment on Virgin? missing article 1l3r35
"6ulp' I'm flying USAir next wee e94de~efd,lth 1l3r'95
TAa DEDUCT GIF~iS OF BOAT: sbest inforan 1I3~95

Titter oundtho,woddUckot;,recommonde ,t~aol:aponcios,??'~
Ozgenizetion: Cornell Univex~ity ConputeL Science Depectment
Date: Fxi, 18 Nov 1994 19:59:12 CMf
Lines: 13

Hy sistex~ currently in Auattelie, vents to tzevei to both Europe end
the USA next year (3 stopovers in the US, 2 in EULope). A
round-the-wozld cieket seems like n good E1L. I~ve heard that it's
best Co go to agencies that specialise in aUch tickeCa; I would be
interested in he azing any recommendations oz wauaings. Tde'ce not
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■ In the World Wide Operations forum (WORLD_WI.FM), shown in Fig-
ure 18.9, fictitious Millennia Aerospace employees discuss various as-
pects of their company's business using embedded OLE objects, nested
categories, and other Share features.

Nested categories Threaded discussions

~~, Yew ~ ~ e~~a~~~ ~~w ~~, ;' .-1~ x
~ ! @eCY Reed NaM ihrcad Rec~tY fls ,I`~;u~h Rim M,»a fir.

CatF on,~ =Tine „~;~'i~' ~ 
~~

;4uthar Gate (~
~Norld Wide t~ eralions O ~ . ~ ~
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Work on the new throme for the. SkyRunner is going extremely well Our manufacturing
run forthe prototype is actually ahead of schedule!

There have been same very minor problems with the line that seem to have caused slight
variations in the plastics for each throttle. it seems as though the problem is first seen in
the third phase of production.
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Rich text documents

The made-up Millennia Aerospace company uses Collabra Share to
orchestrate the activities of its employees in the United States, Tokyo,
Japan, and Cork, Ireland. Collabra's advertisements feature a forum
dedicated to the SkyRunner aircraft project.

This forum is particularly usefixl for experimenting with the Ignore and
Summarize Thread features because it has both nested categories and
multiple levels of replies.

As you can see, a couple of the forums are advertisements for Collabra agents
or third-party services. You might want to delete these forums if they are not
appropriate.
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Fig. 78.9
The imaginary
operations of the
fictitious Millennia
Aerospace
Company.

iv

The WINSHARE Directory
When your end-user runs the workstation Setup program, it will quietly cre-
ate a WINSHARE directory under the user's WINDOWS directory and fill it
with an empty Library file (WINSHARE.WS1).
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When you customize your Library with a bitmap, a copy of the bitmap is
stored here as LOGO.BMP.

To set up a workstation with a standard Library, create the Library you want your
users to see first, including the bitmap and title, and store it on the network. After
you run Setup on a workstation, overwrite the files in the WINSHARE directory with
the files on the network.

Forum Directories
A forum database is actually a tree of directories. To illustrate, assume
you've created a new forum called "Sales" in your C:\COLLABRA\FORUMS
directory.

First, Share creates aread-only ticket file with an .FM extension that describes
the forum in summary:

C: \COLLABRA\FORUMS\SALES.FM

Next, a SALES directory (folder) is created in the FORUMS directory. The
SALES directory will contain log files and other directories named with num-
bers, such as 0001. Each of these numbered directories will contain more
directories, also named with numbers. These directories, in turn, will contain
the actual data files. You guessed it: the data files are named with numbers as
well. One of the key files in a forum is file 1, which contains the forum prop-
erties, among other things. Its path is:

C: \ COLLABRA\FORUMS\SALES\0000\0000\0001

Other systems documents will be found in the 0000\0000 directory. A docu-
ment you create will probably end up in a different folder, such as this one:

C: \COLLABRA\FORUMS\SALES\0010\0000\0029

(Further details about the ways in which files are stored in a forum are propri-
etary to Collabra.)

The full-text files for a particular forum are stored in a directory called simply
V, as follows:

C:\COLLABRA\FORUMS\SALES\V

The V directory contains several subdirectories, such as PARTS, PDD, and
WORK.
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If you use the Reconstructor (one of the Admin tools), it will write a log of its
actions in a file designated this way: ~V

C: \COLLABRA\FORUMS\SALES\RECONST. LOG

If you are cleaning up your forums directory, you might want to delete any
old log files that seem stale. Likewise, if you have turned off full-text indexing
on a forum and the V directory still remains for some reason, you should
delete it.

Collabra Share Registry
There is one special, inaccessible forum for each enterprise using Collabra
Share called the Registry. Again, no one could blame you for confusing this
with the Windows 95 Registry, but the two have nothing in common.

The Collabra Share Registry contains information about each site in the enter-
prise. Asite is usually one LAN, as explained in Chapter 15, "Replicating
Forums." The Registry lists every forum and every member in the enterprise
as well, which allows it to support centralized administration of user licenses,
member information, and forum replication. This chapter also describes how
the Registry forum is replicated throughout the enterprise. There is only one
Registry, but there may be many replicas of it. Admin tools (described in
Chapter 20, "Using Adminstration Tools") can convert the Registry forum
into a .PKG file for use in setting up a secondary site. The Replication Agent
synchronizes changes among replicas of the Registry.

The Setup program, by default, creates a COLLABRA\REGISTRY directory and
populates it with a REGISTRY forum. If you tell Setup this is a first-time in-
stallation, it will create an empty Registry. If you refer to a .PKG file instead,
Setup will create a Registry based on the information in the package.

Understanding Agent Workstation ,
Configuration
Unless you have a complex installation, you'll probably run all your agents
on a single workstation. This workstation may not run the Share application
at the same time as agents are running.

The agent Setup programs each suggest installing in a directory called
AGENTMGR, named as follows:

C: \AGENTMGR\AMGR.EXE

C: \AGENTMGR\MAILAGT.EXE
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C: \AGENTMGR\REPLIAGT.EXE

C: \AGENTMGR\ INAGT. EXE

C: \AGENTMGR\NOTESAGT.EXE

You can choose other directories for your various agents, but it makes sense
that they share a common location. The directory that contains the Agent
Manager also receives the agent logs and configuration files, which have
names like these

C: \AGENTMGR\AMGR0001. LO G

C: \AGENTMGR\AMGROOOI.INI

Here the numbers represent task entries in the Agent Manager's list. You can
use the Agent Manager to view log or configuration files so you can easily
determine which number is associated with which task.

You normally use the Agent Manager's policy-based administration (as de-
scribed in Chapter 13, "Managing Agents") to keep log files manageable by
automatically deleting older entries. Since they are just text files, however,
you may need to deal with them manually. For example, you might archive
the logs to back up periodically. You can delete the log file and the Agent
Manager creates a new one. Don't delete the configuration (.INI) files, how-
ever, or you'll have to set up the agent again.

Supporting the Public Forum
Directory
An important aspect of sharing files among members of a group is agreement
on where those files are stored. To make things simple, Collabra encourages
you to put all your forums in a single directory on your network, but you are
by no means required to do so.

Organizing your forums is as individual as arranging the files on your
network's file servers. You might choose to create several subdirectories to
categorize your forums. You might place Sales forums on the file server used
by Sales and other forums on a common file server.

The available volumes on a network have names and each user can map a
volume to one or more drive letters. For example, the SYS volume can be
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mapped to drive S:. Your network administrator has probably established
conventions so that everyone maps, for example, SYS to drive S:. In this way, ~V
rules and procedures can be promulgated to tell non-expert users to run
S:\COLLABRA\BIN\SETUP without explaining how to connect to volume ~
SYS.

Universal Naming Convention
It is often necessary to refer to a file without requiring a particular drive map-
ping. In fact, a parricular server's file may still be accessible even if it is not
mapped at all.

The Universal Naming Convention (UNC) is a way to refer to files without
mapping drives. Most newer network operating systems, such as Windows
95, Windows for Workgroups, 'and Novell NetWare, support UNC; support is
spotty in older versions like Windows 3.1 and Novell's NetX.

UNC paths begin with a double backslash, a server name, and an ordinary
path with respect to that server. For example, a forum might be found on

\ \SYS\ COLLABRA\FORUMS\SALES.FM

Note that only absolute paths maybe specified. If volume SYS is mapped to
drive S: and \COLLABRA is the current directory on S:, you can say

S:FORUMS\SALES.FM

but with UNC paths, you have to specify every intervening directory name.

Collabra uses UNC paths to refer to all the forums in the Library; it.
automatically converts ordinary paths to UNC. Therefore, if you specify your
public forum directory as S:\COLLABRA\FORUMS, Share stores the path
\ \SYS\COLLABRA\FORUMS instead. Later, if S: isn't mapped but SYS is still
accessible, Share will magically continue to find its forums.

Switching Public Directories
Tell your users to set their public forum directories to the common forum
directory on the network. The steps are simple, as follows:

7. Choose the Properties, General command.

2. Select the Locations tab on the sheet.

3. Enter the agreed-upon directory in the public forum directory field.
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This way the Get Forum dialog box will always show public forums by
default.

You can change the public forum directory setting at any time. If you expect
to refer to more than one or two forums that are not in the common direc-
tory, it's worthwhile to change your Library setting. It's really just a Get Fo-
rum shortcut, because you can select different volumes and navigate to
different directories using the Get Forum dialog box.

Using Get Forum to Access Private Forums
It's good to have a common FORUMS directory, as Setup suggests, but you
can create forums anywhere on the network. If you want to keep your public
forum directory referring to the common directory, you can still use the Get
Forum dialog box to navigate to wherever your private forums are. Simply
choose File, Get Forum.

Have you ever heard of "security through obscurity?" If you have a super-
secret forum, you can encrypt it, set closed enrollment, and so forth—but if it
is in the common directory, people will know of its existence. This includes
crackers, who will try to get into a forum they think is interesting.

If you have a forum you don't want prying eyes to see, place and name it like
this:

\\SYS\MSOFFICE\WINWORD\STARTUP\CONFIGI7.FM

For more information on placing and naming forums, see Chapter 9,
"Creating Forums."

Just as long as the system janitor won't accidentally delete it and all the
authorized users have the proper network privileges on another directory,
there's no reason to leave your private forum in plain view. On Windows for
Workgroups and Windows 95, you can share a directory on your local hard
disk and keep the forum there.

Tuning the Full-Text Engine
Collabra Share employs the basic index-and-search engine from Verity, Inc.'s
award-winning TOPIC product. When you contribute a document in a forum
in which full-text search is enabled, Share uses the Verity engine to add the
words of the new document to the forum's index. If you are an expert with
Verity's TOPIC product, you may be able to apply your knowledge toward
fine-tuning Collabra's implementation.
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Understanding a Forum's V Directory
Forums in which full-text search is enabled have a directory named V that
contains at least five subdirectories. They are

ASSISTS

PARTS

PDD

STYLE

TRANS

Other, ephemeral subdirectories appear and disappear over time: MORGUE,
TEMP, TOPICIDX, and WORK. The basic indexes are stored in files with .DID
and .DDD extensions in the PARTS directory, but files in the other directories
work in concert with these.

Using the TOPIC Directory
Each new forum with full-text indexing enabled receives a copy of the STYLE
files in the central TOPIC directory. That is, the TOPIC directory is a proto-
type for future full-text indexes. If you modify the files residing in the central
TOPIC\STYLE directory (in the same way you modify the files in a particular
forum's STYLE directory, described in "Changing Style Files"), all subsequent
forums will have the new configuration.

Modifying the TOPIC directory's STYLE files has no effect on any existing
forums. To change existing forums, you must either modify the forum's
STYLE files directly or turn off full-text indexing in the Forum Properties
sheet and then turn it back on, which will cause Share to re-create the full-
text index.

it is very important not to modify any of the TOPIC3x or VDK10.*files in the TOPIC
directory. These files contain encryption and licensing keys that are not easily
reproduced.

~~i

Changing Style Files
The behavior of the full-text engine with regard to Collabra Share forums has
been set at the factory; as they say, "there are no user-serviceable parts in-
side." If you choose to modify these files, you are advised to keep a backup
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copy of the original. You may have to turn full-text indexing off and back on
and re-create the index entirely.

The files in a forum's V\STYLE directory are:

STYLE.DID

STYLE.DDD

STYLE.PDD

STYLE.PLC

ST'YLE.SID

STYLE.VGW

STYLE. WLD

If you have used Verity's full TOPIC product, you may already be familiar
with these files. Because these text files define the contents of the index,
changing them can confuse Verity to the point where the indexes become
useless.

Share doesn't open Verity's indexes until you search or post a document. Ifi you make
a change, don`t assume that Verity is working just because Share opens your forum
successfully.

If you are a bold experimenter, you might want to fool around with the val-
ues in the STYLE.PLC policy file. The entries in this file are in the following
form:

/work_interval = 2
/max new docs = 2

There are also comments preceded by pound signs (#). Default values are
shown, but are commented out. You can uncomment them and change their
values—if you are brave. You are in uncharted waters, but you can't get hurt
too badly in the case of the STYLE.PLC file, unlike the other STYLE files. In
the worst case, you can always turn off fixll-text indexing and turn it back on,
which will rebuild that forum's V directory using the prototype files in the
central TOPIC directory.
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From Here...
This chapter has given you the broad overview of the architecture of the
Collabra Share product, along with specifics concerning workstation configu-
ration.

The platform requirements, the product components and their installation
options were covered. You learned just what the Setup program puts on the
disk and how it modifies system files on your behalf. You now understand
how to optimize a workstation's use of Share, along with the details of how
forums are organized on disk'and where configuration information is stored.

■ How to configure forum components throughout your enterprise is
described in Chapter 2, "Planning aCompany-wide Configuration."

■ The details of installation are covered in Chapter 3, "Setting Up
Collabra Share."

■ For more information about the Share application, WINSHARE.EXE, in
the context of Windows, refer to Chapter 5, "Looking at the Collabra
Share Desktop."

■ For a discussion of policy-based replication, see Chapter 15,
"Replicating Forums."

From Here... 431

Iv

■ You learn more about the Collabra Share Registry in Chapter 19,
~̀ "Managing the Registry."
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